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CHPJPTER I
AN OVERVIEW?
Background
Currently there exist a great deal of confusion on the part
of many people about child care. Although numerous bills have
been introduced into Congress and many hearings held, the problems
relating to child care have not been resolved and very little
information is generally available about the child care issues that
Vv'ere discussed during those hearings. A recent bill was passed by
both Houses of Congress only to be vetoed by the President. In his
veto message relating to the Comprehensive Child Development Act of
1971, the President called for a national debate on child care. VJe
still have no ccmprehensive child development legislation and the
national debate that \^/as proposed by the President is currently less
effective than hoped for in addressing the significant issues of child
care partly as a result of a general lack of readily accessible
information about these issues.
As one means of providing the information needed in
this urgent
national debate, this study will seek to assist in the setting
forth
and clarification of selected issues relating to
child care. This
study is an earnest effort to help dispel the
confusion that does
exist.
2PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The primary purpose of the study is to provide a systema-
tic identification and analysis of selected issues involved
in Congressional Hearings on child care, conducted from
1969 thru 1972. Specific purposes of the study are as follows:
A. To provide a selective historical overview of child
care programs and legislation in the United States.
B. To identify and describe twenty most frequently mention-
ed issues from Congressional Hearings conducted from
1969 thru 1972.
C. To develop a focused interview schedule which will
enable the investigator to utilize feedback from twelve
experts in the area of child care to clarify and expand
on each of the issues.
D. To administer the focused interview schedule to twelve
experts in the field of child care.
E. To analyze and report data obtained through the focused
interview schedule.
F. To provide the summary, conclusions, discussion and
recommendations of the investigator.
3DESIGN AND ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY
Design of the Study
In developing tliis study, the investigator V7ill review the
literature, government task force and position papers, drafts of
the new child care standards, licensing codes and studies made by
consultants or firms outside the Federal government.
•TJ-J0 investigator reviewed the Congressional Hearings to
identify the issues; listed the name, position and organization
of
the witnesses and noted the issues which each person discussed.
A
list of witnesses was ccmpiled with their testimony noted.
The re-
marks were reviewed by the investigator. Forty-sir.
different issues
that were frequently stated throughout the hearings
have been select-
ed from the testimony. A list of these twenty
most frequently mentioned
issues has been ccmpiled and used as basis for
developing the focused
interview schedule. The twenty issues selected
are as follow:
1. Research
2. Need for child care
3. Terminology used for child Ccire
4. Types of child care
5. Age children should be served
6. Ccmprehensive services
11.
Cost of child care
7. Socio-economic mix
8 . Parent Involvement
9, Use of para-professionals
10. Training of staff
12. Funding of child care
13. Fragmentation
14. Coordination
15. Delivery system
16. Industry-based child care
17. Facilities
18. Standards
19. Licensing
20.
Continuity with the Schools
4The investigator will interview twelve experts and national
leaders in the field of child care. The porpose of the interviews
is to gather opinions on the issues frcm each person and to establish
priorities ainong the issues based upon those opinions.
The investigator is presently orployed by the United States
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Office of Child Develop-
ment. He has worked in Child Welfare at the state and local level
both as an administrator and as a social worker. He will utilize
background information gathered in the study, liis own experiences
related to child Ccire programs and the information obtained fran
experts through focused interviews as a basis for analyzing the se-
lected child care issues and developing specific conclusions and
reccmnendations
.
The following Congressional Hearings will be used to identify
the issues involved in child care:
1, head START QIILD DEVELOPMENT ACT — 1969 — Hearings
before
Subconmittee on Bnployment, Manpower and Poverty of the
Carmttee
on Labor and Public Welfare, United States
Senate, Ninety-First
Congress, First Session on S. 2060, August 4, 5, 6,
1969, Part I
52.
(XMPPEHENSIVE PRESCHOOL EDUCATION AND CHILD DAY CARE ACT OF 1969:
Hearings before the Select Subccnmittee on Education of the Ccmmittee
on Education and Labor, House of Representative, Ninety-First and
Ninety-Second Session on H.R. 13520. Hearings held in Washington,
D.C. November 18, 20, December 1,2,3,4,9,11,16, 1969; February
25, 26, March 2,3,4, 1970; Chicago, Illinois, February 21,23, 1970.
3
,
COMPREHENSIVE CHILD DEVELOH^IENT OF 1971: Hearings before
the Select Subcormittee on Education of the Coimittee on
Education
and Labor, House of Representatives, Ninety-Second Congress,
First
Session on H.R. 6748 and related Bills, Hearings held May
17-21,
and June 3, 1971, Washington D. C.
4.
CHILD CAPE HEARINGS:—'— before Camiittee on
Finance, United
states Senate, Ninety-Second Congress, First
Session on S. 2003,
Child care Provisions of H.R. 1 and Title VI
of printed admendment
38 to H.R. If September 22,23, and 24,
1971.
. cTOiyr rviTT.n nEVELOPMENT LEGISLATION , 1972:
Jomt
Hearings before Subcoimittee on Children
and Youth and the Sub-
camdttee on Employn>,ent, Manpo^ver and Poverty
of the Comdttee on
Labor and Public Vtelfare, United
States Senate, Ninety-Second
second Session, S. 3195 and S. 3228,
March 27, 1972.
Congress,
66. CaiPREHENSIVE OTILD DEVELOFMENT ACT OF 1971 ; Joint
Hecurings before the Subccmnittee on Drployment, Manpower and
Poverty and Subcannittee on Children and Youth of the Carmittee
on Labor and Youth of the Ccmmittee on Labor and Public Welfare/
Unites States Senate, Ninety-Second Congress, First Session on
S. 1512 to amend the Econcmic Opportunity Act of 1964. Pcirt I,
May 13 and 20, 1971; Part II, May 25 and 26, 1971; Part III,
May 27 and June 16, 1971.
7.RIGHTS OF CHILDREN, 1972 ; Hearings before the Subcormittee
on Children and Youth of the Cartnittee on Labor and Public Vfelfare.
United States Senate, Ninety-Second Congress, Part 2, Appendix
Selected Redings on Child Abuse and Day Care.
7Organization of the Study
Chapter I of this study will present a statonent of the purpose,
design and organization, and it's significance. Chapter II will
provide a selective historical overview of child care programs and
legislation in the United States. Chapter II will also survey
selected literature; present the historical Federal involvement in
child care; describe the existing major Federal programs for child
care from 1969 thru 1972. Chapter III will identify and describe
twenty most frequently mentioned issues frcm Congressional Hearings
conducted frcm 1969 thru 1972, Chapter IV will analyze and report
data obtained through the focused interview schedule. Chapter V
will provide the surrmary, conclusions and reccmmendations of the
investigator.
aiAPTER II
SURVEY OF SELEXZrTED LITERATURE RELATII«IG TO CHUO CARE
Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to examine selected literature
related to child care. The investigator has reviewed three major
surveys in depth to show the research and conclusions drawn by seme
experts in the field of child care. The treatises reviewed were; papers by
Raymond Moore, Robert D. Moon and Dennis Moore, Early Schooling for
1 2
All? ; Urie Bronfenbrenner' s paper on, Farly Intervention Effective? ;
cind Sheldon White's summation, A Summary Report on Federal Programs for
Young Children .^ >'
The reason for selecting these three studies is to illustrate the
current thinking of authorities vitally interested in the field of child
care, who provide an intensive review of the literature, research studies
and their own experiences. Oftern, using the same studies, they offer
different conclusions. Moreover, they make dissimilar recanmendations for
the kind of child care programs we should have in tlie United States.
These surveys provide a background for analyzing the issues raised in the
Congressional Hearings.
1. Raymond Moore, Robert D. Moon and Dennis Moore, Early Schooling
for All?, Hewitt Research Center, 1972.
2. Urie Bronfenbrenner, Is Early Intervention Effective? , A draft
paper, Cornell University, December, 1972.
3. Sheldon White, A Summary Report on Federal Programs for Young
Children, A draft paper, Huron Institute, Harvard University, 1973.
9A number of the Federally funded programs are designed to serve
Icw^incone children, many of whan are minority children. Relative to that,
this review of literature also touches on the Black orientation to problems
with Federal child care programs. The report considers the Federal
government's historical and present role in child care programs as well as
the major child care programs funded with Federal money.
Much debate and demand for child care have prompted the introduction
of numerous bills into Congress during the last two years designed to
expand the provision of child care in the United States. These bills are
also discussed.
After scanning the literature, one begins to see the whole complexity
of child care . The President has called for a national oonmitment to young
children. Yet he vetoed the only child development bill passed by Congress.
It appears that issues under debate were not sufficiently identified at
that time to allow for a significant expansion of child care.
This investigator has carefully gone over the Congressional Hearings,
noted the testimony of witnesses, and listed twenty most frequently mentioned
issues. In Chapter III he will develop those twenty issues he used as part
of the focused interview schedule.
10
Early Schooling for All?
ftoore, Moon and Moore surveyed the need for: "Early schooling for
sll? In this survey they take issue with the California Task Force
^port on Early Childhood Education , ^and with other states whose
programs are moving into the early years. Maore, Moon and Moore are
not cannitted to the idea of early schooling by the schools. They
believe the schools now plan to reach the child ages three and four
for a valuable educational experience that has not been proven
successful with five and six year olds.-
The Westinghouse study of Head Start, (which Moore, Moon and Moore
equate with early childhood education to justify their cwn argument
2
against a certain approach) considered the program a failure.
The major conclusions of the Westinghouse study as reported in the
Moore survey were:
1. "Siinmer programs appear to be ineffective in producing any
gains in cognitive and affective developrient that persist into the
early elanentary grades.
2. Full-year programs appear to be ineffective as measured by
the tests of affective developnent used in the study, but are marginally
effective in producing gains in cognitive development that could be
" 3
detected in grades one, two, and three.
1, Moore, Moon and ^foore, op. cit. , p. 12.
2. V, Cirirelli, The Impact of -the Head Start : An Evaluation of
the Effects of Head Start on Children's Cognitive and Affective
Developnent, 1969.
3.
Moore, Moon and Moore, p. 12.
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3. Head Start children, whether from summer or from full-year
programs, still appear to be considerably below national norms for
the standardized test of language developnfient and scholastic
achievenent, while performance on school readiness at grade one
approaches the national norm.
"
While quoting the Westinghouse study, Moore, Moon and Moore's
survey addresses itself to the need for seme kind of action on behalf .
of early childhood education. They appear to believe in early childhood
education but do not think it has to take place at age four in a school
setting. Their argument centers around the above approach which they
support strongly.
Mcore, Moon and Moore emphasize the idea of developing a "home
sdiool," and cite the statements of social researchers:
Hess and Shipman, 1970 — "that poor parents in the main
' know what they want for their children and themselves , especially
2
in education."
Levenstein, 1971 — "mothers take seriously the family res-
ponsibility to lay the groundwork for school learning."
1. Ibid , p. 24.
2. Robert D. Hess and Virginia Shipman, "t4aternal
Attitudes Toward
SchcoraS^e Eole of Pupil: Saae Soc^l Class Ca^xsons," Develops
Programs for Educationally Disadvantaged , ,pp. 12/ 2b.
3. Phyllis Levenstein, "Learning Through (and
Fran) Mothers,
Childhood Education , December, 1971, pp. 130-34.
c'
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Bcwlby, 1951 — "what is believed to be essential for mental
health is that the infant and young child should experience a
warm, intimate and continuous relationship with his mother (or
1
permanent mother substitute) in which both find satisfaction."
Ainsworth, 1967 — "in the case of the child over two, efforts
to enrich the institutional environment by providing nursery
school experience seem to be less effective in stonming retardation
of development than efforts to facilitate the attachment of the
2
child to a substitute mother."
The conclusions of the Moore, Moon and Moore survey are:
1. A home-school idea be developed.
2. Children should not be exposed to a structured program of
reading, writing or a program where inter-sensory demands are placed
on the young child.
3. Schooling for all children is inappropriate, since research
supports that fact.
4. The cost of early childhood education for all children is
too expensive and would take needed resources from low income and
handicapped children.
5. There is a discrepancy between research and planning
vdiich should be systematized.
1. John Bowlby, Maternal Care and Mental Health , Geneva: World Health
Organization, 1952.
2. Mary Ainsworth, "The Effects of eternal Deprivation: A ^iew
of Findings and Controversy in the Context of Research Strategy
,
Deprivation of Maternal Care , a Reassessment o£ its Effec^, 1967.
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Is Early Intervention Effective?
In his paper ^ Early Intervention Effective? , Bronfenbrenner states
this fact as part of the problem: researchers in their first well-
designed experimental programs of pre-school intervention produced initial
gains of up to 15 percent or more I.Q. points in a few months time.
As a result of these successes, large scale programs such as Head Start
were inplemented without asking how long lasting these I.Q. gains would
be.
Bronfenbrenner took great care to say "it is of the utmost importance
to recognize that the failure of one or another fom of pre-school inter-
vention to increase or maintain the level of performance in objective test
of intelligence or achievement must not be interpreted as evidence that
such programs are not contributing in irrportant ways to the development
and welfare of the child, and for that matter, of his family, ccmmunity,
1
and even society as a whole."
But in attempting to answer the question "Is early intervention
effective? " , Bronfenbrenner limits the kind of data to be examined
to the
cognitive area only. Such data consist of I.Q. scores on the Stanford
Binet and, once the children have entered school, of measures of
academic
achiev0ment on standardized tests.
1. Urie Bronfenbrenner , Is Early Intervention Effec
t!^?, p. 5.
14
n
•rV'
Perhaps Bronfenbrenner is falling into the same trap as scjne other
researchers, by generalizing the effects of I.Q. scores to determine the
success or failure of early cliildhood intervention programs like Head
Start.
Bronfenbrenner scrutinized seven intervention projects; five programs
in pre-school settings and two heme based models. After taking into account
the methodological inplications of basic research, Bronfenbrenner described
•the five cen-ter-based programs and -two heme based s-tudies. Frem -these
s-tudies he notes their effects and results in pre-school intervention pro-
grams.
In the pre-school group settings •t±ie results fall into consistent
patterns ;
^
1. It is clearly evident frem every project that pre-school intervention
is effective in producing, substantial gains in I.Q. vhich are generally
maintained so long as the program last.
2. The experimental groups do not continue to make gains vten
in-terven-tion is continued beyond one year . Even more regret'tably , the
increases achieved in -the initial phase, even ^e largest ones, tend
to "wash out."
1. Ibid. p. 12.
1
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In general —
a. "One year after intervention is terminated the I.Q. of the
graduates begin to drop.
b. The once impressive gains are reduced to a few points.
c. The average I.Q. of experimental groups often falls back
1
into the problem range of the lower 90 's and below."
Bronfenbrenner believes that group j.ntervention programs in preschool
or school settings eu:e not misdirected efforts but are energies and
strategies that should point to developing combined elements of heme and
preschool programs.
2 3
Using studies by Schaefer (1966)
,
and Levenstein (1970 )
,
Bronfenbrenner
concludes that "the experimental groups in these hone-based programs not
only iirprove on their initial gains but hold up rather well throe to four
years after intervention has been discontinued with sane small loss or
4
gains in I. Q. scares."
1. Ibid .
,
p. 12.
2. E. Schaefer, Hone Tutoring, Maternal Behavior and Infant Intellectual
Development, Paper presented at the Symposi.um on Cognitive Stimulation in
Infancy, American Psychological Association, Washington, D.C.: September,
1969.
3. Phyllis Levenstien, op. cit.
4. Bronfenbrenner, op. cit. p. 77.
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After making a case against group programs and declaring a favorable
opinion for family intervention programs, he recognizes an inescapable
situation. The conditions of life are so oppressive and inhumane that,
so long as they persist, the parent has neither the will nor the capacity
to participate in the educational activities of the child. Also he states
that "while group programs I.Q. scores drop, parent intervention alone
1
with all its benefits may not be the answer."
Faced with this dilenma, Bronfenbrenner calls for ccmbining the
parent intervention strategy with the group pre-school strategy. He thinks
that through this ccrnbined approach, the fact that parent-centered efforts
are more effective the earlier they are begun, unlike group intervention,
points to a phased sequence in which family-centered intervention starts
v^en the child is one or two years old and continues to be the primary
focus of activity during the early years.
In suimiairy, Bronfenbrenner states, "intervention programs which place
major onphasis on involving the parents directly in activities fostering
the child's development are likely to have constructive inpact at any
age; but the earlier such activities are begun, the longer they are
continued, the greater the benefit to the child. The optimal period for
such intervention is during the first three years of life. It is
important to recognize that the above conclusion applies to a particular
form of early intervention and not to any and all intervention strategies.
1. Ibid .
,
p. 77.
2. Ibid., p. 84.
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A Summary Report on Federal Programs for Young Children
Sheldon V'Jhite has reviewed existing data about child development,
and evaluations of programs for children as a basis for recanmendations
1
on Federal program planning. He cites two proidses for this study:
1. That program planning can be guided by child development and
evaluation data.
2. That goals for programs should move from crises intervention
toward a concern for enhancing child development and removing 'disadvantage'
in childhood.
He felt it necessary to define disadvantage: "Disadvantage refers
to a multiplicity of children's problems when the term is equated with
2
the problems of the average black or the avemrage white poor child."
White conments that, "while the notion that the early years of
life are critical to development has been the basis of child development
intervention, direct scientific test of this hypothesis, derived frcm
theories supporting this notion, has not been adequately or extensively
3
performed."
He further observes that recent public debate has dealt with the
possible modification of I.Q. especially for Black children. Hovever,
the arguments that I.Q. scores are hereditary have been removed.
1. Sheldon ^'^te, A Summary Report on Federal Programs
for Young
_
Children
,
A draft paper, p. 1.
2 . Ibid. , p . 2
.
3. Ibid., pp. 10-11.
18
White concludes that this argument will continue to be debated; but the
research data do not determine a clear decision.
In our discussing the prediction from childhood charateristic to
adult outcone, little is known about the specific consequences of early
events or later life outside certain obvious disasters.
White, in discussing goals and standards of programs in education,
child developnent, and family intervention states, "serious problems exist
in providing measurenents and indices to gauge the extent to v\iiich programs
are acccmplishing their generally understood purposes."
Many project directors of schools and preschools place their faith
and their ertphasis on goals that are non-cognitive . But White's review
of non-cognitive measures leads him to conclude that they are all deficit
on the basis of issues of norming, reliability and validity. He suggests
2
that the most premising index of development right now reflects;
1. An emphasis on process rather than product.
2. Criterion-referenced rather than norm-referenced assesanent.
3. An emphasis on observation rather than testing.
In evaluating elementary eduation, Vlhite concludes that coipensatory
education goals are to play a role in increasing social and occupational
1, Ibid . , p. 18,
2. Ibid. , pp. 18-20.
19
mobility, in reducing eooncmic inequality; and in raising the acadonic
achievenent of primary grade children. He believes that academically
oriented projects seem to be effective in increasing performance on
standardized achievanent tests. Sane have even raised the performance
above the norm.
He states further "there is little evidence of a positive overall
irrpact of Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965,
on eligible and participating children, partly attributed to the lack’ of
1
adequate implementation and enforcenent of guidelines."
In White's discussion of preschool projects much emphasis is put on
the Head Start program and whether it produced lasting I.Q. gains. Studies
which have shown Head Start does not, do injustice to a program of
coiprehensive, multi-purpose aims and speak to only one of the major
purposes of Head Start.
However, other pro^ams also show there has been an immediate increase
in I.Q. scores, but the effects do not persist beyond the second or third
2
grade.
The effects of day care programs for children 0-3, categorized as
custodial, enrichment, and cognitive stimulation programs, were found
to
be neutral in their effects on human development inso far as
they can be
3
evaluated by existing techniques.
1 . Ibid
. ,
p . 27.
2. Ibid. , p. 30.
3.
Ibid.
,
p. 33.
20
1
For day care programs White reccnmends:
1. Developnent of standards of basic adequacy to avoid harm to
the child.
2. Research is needed to know what must be added to such basic
care to positively affect children's developnent.
3. That a day care system be developed to include centers, hones,
private centers and hcmanaker services.
4. That a health outreach network service be developed.
5. That heavy populated areas be targeted for multi-purpose day
care centers offering a broad spectrum of services.
6. Prcmotion of informal or shared child care designs through
efforts to produce and execute different housing designs.
1. Ibid. , pp. 46-53.
21
Black Orientation To Problens in Federal Child Care Programs
Frcm the previous section we have perused research and discussion
alxDut the effectiveness of early intervention programs. In the surveys
by Moore, Moon and Moore; by Bronfenbrenner, and by White; three levels of
thinking are prevalent in today's debate about child care programs. First,
Moore, Moon and I-loore stress the need for family-centered programs. Bron-
fenbrenner proposes a ccmbination of parent-child rearing onphasis and
center approach; and Sheldon White reccmnends a diversity of Head Start,
basic minimum standards for custodial care, and more stamcture in the curriculum
for elenentary school.
The studies used for their conclusions all show that I.Q. gains are
not sustained over a long period of time. This evident circumstance causes
the researchers to question the effectiveness of intervention programs for
children.
Black people feel they have been talking to deaf ears in attonpting to
explain v^y this phencmenon constantly takes place. Liberal probers,
seemingly well intentioned, attanpt to explain differences as the effects
of slavery, poverty, and discrimination. Conservative researchers try to
explain intellectual and cognitive differences between black and white
on the basis of genetic differences. Ihe seemingly sole difference between
those researchers who believe in social pathology or in genetic patholgy is
22
causation, not careful analysis of the behavior observed as sick, pathological,
deviant, or under developed.
In other words, researchers have postulated an idealized notion of
American behavior against vhich all behavior is measured. Thus Baratz and
Baratz in their article, "Early Childhood Intervention: The Social Science
Base of Institutional Racism" state, "the normative view, wrongly equates
equality with sameness, vhich leaves the researcher with the unwelcome task
of describing Negro behavior not as it is, but rather as it deviates from
the normative systen defined by the white middle class."
The result of this kind of thinking has been to support researchers in
planning and implementing "deficit models" of early childhood intervention
programs. As Evelyn ^ioore states, "programs based on this defioit model v^re
oriented toward compensation for the 'proven' defioencies of the Black
2
child.
"
• Baratz and Baratz denonstrate that the theoretical base of the deficit
model derives obvious strengths within the Negro cormunity and may in-
advertently advocate the amelioration of a culture barely understood
by most scientists. Moreover, it should be noted that
some researchers deny
the existence of a Negro culture. Baratz and Baratz
write that the deficit
model is postulated in such a way as to negate the
legimate Negro values
3
and life styles. It must assume:
1 Stephen S. Baratz and Joan C. Baratz,
"Early Childhcx>d Inte^ention:
The Social Science Base of Institutional RaciOT.
Hyvard Educationa
_
Review
,
Volume 40, No. 1, Winter, 1970, p. 114.
2. Evelyn Moore, "A Black Perspective on
Child Developnent,"
Inequality in Education ,
3. Baratz and Baratz, p. 113.
23
1.
"That to be different frcm v^ites is to be inferior.
1
2. There is no such thing as Negro culture."
Charles Valentine emphasizes that educators have veil-established
cognitive and affective sets into v^hich such portrayals of cultural differences
fit perfectly; he has observed v^hite educators expressing highly standardized
beliefs and feelings about black children and their families. Further,
Valentine noted these beliefs through explicit statenents that Blacks are
culturally different; that cultural differences impede or prevent learning;
that the school should function to wipe out these differences; but that
educators cannot succeed in this aim because the children are psycho-
2
logically deficient as a result of their cultural differences.
"So the projections by educationist go around in a self-justification
of circular reasoning which rationalizes all the failures of the ghetto
3
schools by blaming them on the student and the parents." In the Black
oomnunity this is referred to as "blaming the Victim.
"
Valentine further ranarks that in his discussions with professionals
"we were unable to detect any recognition that a mainstream institution
might bear the slightest responsibility for the patient's problen, nor
1. Ibid .
,
p. 114.
2. Charles Valentine, "Deficit, Difference and Bicultural Model
of Afro-American Behavior
,
" Harvard Educational Review, Volume 41
,
No. 2, Reprint Series, No. 5, p. 10.
3.
Ibid., p. 18.
24
even any interest in the question of what effect the various schools cind
hospitals might have had. On the contreury, the ruling inplicit assurrption
was that all sources of difficulty must lie within the individual,
1
the family or the non-institutional community.
"
Baratz and Baratz cemment that "both social and genetic pathologists
make the basic assunption that one's linguistic ccnpetence is a measure '
2
of one's intellectual capacity."
Many low-jncone black children speak a well ordered, highly structured
but different' dialect frem that of standard English. This assunption
is sustained in a number of studies by Stewart (1968) ,. labov and Cohen
3
(1967) , Labov (1969) , Dillard (1969) , Baratz (1969) and Walfram (1969) .
The logic of intervention stems fran the assunption that the linguistic
and cognitive deficits must be remedied if the child is to succeed
in school. On this basis suirmer Head Start was begun, but it soon became
obvious that three months prior to school was not enough time for Head
Start to be effective. Thus, Head Start began a full year before enrollment
in school, with the need to intervene coning earlier and earlier until
now it calls for the intervention with the existent family and child
rearing activities.
The spreading poison of the deficit model is that, as one "deficit"
1, Charles Valentine, p. 12,
2. Baratz and Baratz, op. cit., p.ll7.
3.
Ibid.
, p. il7.
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of language is unsuccessfully dealt with by intervention programs,
more deficits are discover
€3d which widen the scope of concern from
fostering language development to a broad-based restructuring of the
entire cultural systen.
Thus, proponents of intervention, especially the social pathologist,
call for earlier and earlier intervention based on the assunption that
the inability to learn is due to inadequate mothering; the child is
unable to learn in the standard educational environment; and the ghetto
environmentdoes not provide adequate sensory stimulation for cognitive
growth. Many of the social pathologists use the vxDrks of Spitz (1945)
,
Goldfarb (1965) , Rheingold (1956) , and Skeels and Dye .(1939) , to support
1
the mother inadequacy theory. Baratz and Baratz state that this premise
"is based on the total absence of a mother, and the difficulty in extending
2
this logic to the ghetto child is that he has a mother
.
"
They also say that "reported failures support the fact that black
cMldren do not benefit from the standard educational environment,
3
but add that it says nothing about black children's ability to learn.
Continuing, Baratz and Baratz state "although available data do
indicate that these culturally different Negro children are not being
educated by the public school syston, the data failed to show:
1. Ibid . , p. 118
.
2. Ibid.
,
p. 118
3.
Ibid., p. 118.
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1. 'rhat such children have been unable to learn to think.
2. That because of specific childrearing practices and parental
attitudes, these children are not able (and presumably, will never
be able) to read, write, and cipher, the prime teaching responsibilities
1
of the public school system.
"
There are a number of studies that have or are being done on helping
the mother in the hone to provide social and intellectual stimulation of
the young child as was discussed in Bronfenbrenner ' s survey.
' The supporting data for this inadequate mother approach have been
2
by and large:
1. Responses to sociological survey-type questionnaires or
2. Interactive situations contrived in educational laboratories.
Baratz and Baratz are critical of the social pathologists because they
cxxnplain that the black mother is not a teacher and are attenpting to
3
professionalize mother, based on four assurnptions
:
1. The ghetto mother does not provide her child with adequate social
and sensory stimulation.
2. The ghetto mother manages her hone in such a manner that the
child has difficulty developing a proper 'sense of time and space,
- i.e.
1, Ibid .
,
p. 118,
2. Ibid. , p. 119.
3.
Ibid., pp. 119-121.
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the organization of the house is not ordered around regularly occuring meal
times and is not the White Anglo-Saxon Protestant maxim "everything in
its place and a place for everything."
3. The ghetto mother does not talk or read to her child, thus
supposedly hinderijig his intellectual growth and language developnent,
despite the fact that the child has in fact developed language,
4. The ghetto mother's lack of carmunication to him of the
importance of school achievement viiich is blamed for the child's deficits.
Baratz and Baratz conclude that there is no anthropologically-orientated
field work that offers a description of what actually does happen in the hone,
and that social pathologists are in reality searching for a deficit ghost that
doesn't exist in the mother. "V^hat makes the child appear unable to learn
is his failure in an educational system that is insensitive to the culturally
different linguistic and cognitive styles that he brings to the classroom
1
setting.
"
In discussing the failure of intervention, as defined by the lasting
2
results of I.Q. gains, Baratz and Baratz make five postulations:
1. "That increases in I.Q, of both Head Start and non-Head Start
1. Ibid .
,
p. 121.
2. Ibid., p. 122.
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children decrease after second or third grade, is a further indication that
early childhood intervention is not viiere the answer to the failure of
children in public school lies.
2. Early childhood programs as well as pi±)lic schools, fail in the long
run because they define educability in terms of a child's ability to perform
within an alien culture; yet they make no attempt to teach him systematically
new cultural patterns so that the initial spurt in test scores be maintained.
3. The initial test scores of culturally different children must not be
mis-evaluated as evidence of 'educability,' but rather should be viewed as
evidence of the degree to vMch the child is familiar with the mainstream
system upon which the tests are based both in content and presentation.
4. Ihe misconception of educability and the mis~evaluation of the
test data, inteirventionist and educators have created programs that are
designed:
a. It) destroy an already functionally adequate system of behavior
because it is viewed as pathological.
b. lb impose a system of behavior without recognizing the
existence
of a functionally adequate systen of behavior already in
place.
5.
The deficit model of Head Start forces the interventionist
closer
and closer to the manent of conception and to the
possibility of genetic
determination of behavior now attributed to a negative
environment."
1. Ibid. , p. 122.
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Valentine posits that at least two alternatives are open to blacks,
1
and they are actively engaging in both processes;
1. Blacks should avoid mainstream institutions, as far as possible,
and build their o^^^ institutions.
2. A radical alteration of existing dominant institutions with respect
to the values, attitudes and interest they serve.
The melting pot image of American society, long outdated, must be
forced to give way to the realities of a pluralistic society. This will
require greater definition and explication of the cultures of the conponent
groups as well as a clear understanding of how institutions can serve the
sub-culture separately. The dominant culture must then understand the limited
and discriminatory applicability of their institutions to other sub-cultures.
A truly egalitarian pluralistic culture with fair and effective institutions
as well as uiprejudiced individual menbers and leaders can only be established
if all cultural partners enter on an equal footing. This goal need not be
acccmplished through physical separation, but rather through actoowledgement
of cultural differences and equality.
1. Qiarles Valentine, op. cit. , p. 20.
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Historical Federal Involvgnent in Federal Child Care Programs
The concept of early childhood education in the United States gained
legality in the early 1920' s. Approximately twelve percent of the country's
four to six year olds v^re enrolled in kindergarten. During World War I
the number of wcmen in the labor force juirped to eight million in 1920
fron five million in 1900. Although the labor movement had the most effect
on day care, early childhood education through day nursery schools expanded
rapidly and became a supplement to day care. The major difference between
day care and nursery schools was the emphasis placed on education in
nursery schools. The nursery school movanent had placed great emphasis
on parent involvenent. However, with the adoption of kindergarten by the
public schools, this emphasis on parental involvanent ceased. The de-
pression of the 30' s seriously curtailed the expansion of kindergarten and
early childhood education. Many cities eliininated kindergartens completely^
"Wbrld VJar II transfomed early childhood education into an adjunct of the
defense effort. The depression nursery schools became day care centers
administered by the Federal Works Agency, designed to release mothers for
defense enployment. By October, 1943, 1,180 day nurseries served 32,409
children. A year and a half later the numbers were 1,481 and 51,229,
with
2
the greatest concentration in war industry centers.
1. Marvin Lazerson, "The Historical Antecedents of
Early C^ldh^
«« s^:^vpntv-First Yearbook of the National ^ie^for_the_
Chicago, IlUnoxs, pp. 48-51.
2 Marv Dahney Davis. Schools for Children
Under U.S. Office
of EduraSi, Bulletin 15, U.S. Government Printing
Office, Washington, . .
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The United States government is attempting to decide viiether and
how much it should get involved in a larger financial ccnmitment to
pre-school programs. It must be assumed that the Federal government
has a vested interest in child care, since it is concerned about the in-
creasing number of welfare recipients many of viian cannot work due to
inadequate child care arrangonents
. Support for day care by the Federal
government is not new, but it has never been done on such a large scale
as demands for child care now contemplate.
"Federal support for the day care of young children came into being
in 1933 when President Franklin Roosevelt persuaded Congress to authorize
emergency nursery schools to provide work for adults on relief and to serve
children of families with inadequate inccnmes. In 1935, Title V of the
Social Security Act authorized both grant-in-aid to Public Welfare agencies
of the states for child welfare services including day care and grants for
research. In 1935, Congress earmarked six million dollars for
the 'funds appropriated for the Works Program Administration for day
care in order to provide jobs for wornien. During this same year, the
Farm Security Administration built day care centers for the children
of migratory farm workers. In 1937, the Federal Housing Act was amended
to permit loans for conmunity facilities which included day care.
In 1941, the Children's Bureau and the Office of Education organized
a Joint Planning Board to provide child care services for mothers
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onployed in industrial efforts of World War II; and 1943, the Lanham
Act provided fifty-one million dollars for about three thousand day
1
care centers for the children of mothers employed in the war effort."
When Federal funds ceased in 1946, most of the child care centers
closed. Thus, day care during this era was related to the depression
and the war effort, both of viiich made it necessary for wcmen to go
to work outside the hone. A survey made by the Children's Bureau and
the Women's Bureau in 1959, showed day care was available for only
2.4 percent of the number of wonen working in 1940. As a consequence,
in 1962, Title IV B, an admendment to the Social Security Act, provided
for child welfare seirvices that included day care. There was an initial
appropriation of $400,000, v/hich later grew to $6,000,000 in 1969.
In 1964, the Economic Opportunity Act was passed, which included a
provision for Head Start, the first child development program Federally
funded as such.
Head Start began as a six week sunmer, part day program. However,
Head Start has moved away frcm suirraer programs to full year part day.
Approximately $338,000,000 was budgeted for Head Start in 1970; and
i 1. J, McVicker Hunt, Care ; Resources for Decisions , Office of
Econcmic Opportunity, OBO Pamphlet 61061, June, 1971, p. vii.
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of that amount $214,300,000 was earmarked for full year, full day
programs. In 1967, the Federal government extended its support for
children 0-3 years of age by appropriating $5.6 million for Parent
and Child centers and $30,488,791 for Title I of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act and Followthrough programs.
A more inclusive provision of the Family Assistance Act, would
have authorized $700 million for the Federal funding of child care
of welfare recipients during the first full year of operation of the
Welfare Reform program. Moreover, it would have provided an additional
1
fifty million for alterations, ronodeling and construction grants.
And child development under S. 2007 would have provided $100 million
in new money for planning and training cost in fiscal year 1972 and
2
two billion dollars for the program in fiscal year 1973.
In today's terms the child care of the 30 's and 40 's can be character-
ize as "institutional babysitting" or custodial care. The theoretical
base for formative and cognitive development and the importance of
early childhood had not yet been fully explored; nor its implications
institutionalized and programmed. Following upon the recent 1970 White
1. Head Start Child Development Act , Hearings before the Sub-
cormittee on Enployment, Manpcv;er and Poverty, 91st Congress, S. 2060,
August 4, 5, and 6, 1969, Part 1, pp. 135-36.
2. Child Care Hearings , Carmittee on Finance, U.S. Senate,
92nd
Congress, S. 2003
',” Child Care Provisions of H.R. 1 and Title VI of
Printed Admendnents 318 to H.R. 1, Septanber 22, 23, and 24, 1971, p
95 .
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House Conference on Children, one of the priorities developed for
the 70' s is to improve the quality of life for children. When we begin
talking about need our tendency is to list the basic needs of food,
clothing and shelter. But these are the basic needs for any animal.
What of the needs for young children between the ages of 0-6? It is
here that the notion of child development enters into the foreground.
Child development. Federally supported, began with the Head Start
program. However, there was seme confusion as to how Head Start should
be interpreted. Her;d Start was the most popular program under the
Econcmic Opportunity Act of 1964. Therefore, Head Start was initially
viewed as a cemmunity action program designed to break the cycle of
poverty, to cornmunicate a positive self-image and to develop cognitive
skills and parental involvement.
Mere recently Head Start has been redefined as a child development
program and has became the first large-scale child and parent-centered
approach. This Head Start program delineates these eight components
wiiich make up a child development concept:
1. Education
2. Medical
3. Dental
4. Social Services
5. Psychological Services
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6. Nutrition
7. Parent Involvenent
8. Career Development
These elements, represent the needs of every child; rich and
the poor; black and \diite; handicapped and unhindered; every child.
However, the needs of each child are being met in different ways.
Two vital means are through the family and social institutions.
As we consider child care, the question must be asked, "do ve
want child care that is developmental or custodial?" Research has
shown that early stimulation is beneficial to young children. The
prinary objective of child care should be to meet the needs of children.
We should provide experiences \diLch will foster their development
as human beings. -
Existing Major Federal Programs for Child Care
The Federal government has increased its role of financing day care
in recent years. Day care may be defined as arrangements for
care of children
during that part of the day vdien the parents are absent. Day
care
may be full-day for pre-school children, or after-school
and summer
programs for school-age children. The oanTon t^pes of child
care are
center care, family day care, and in-home care. Of late,
there has
been a dramatic shift in the purposes of day care.
At first, it was
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aimed primarily at the health and safety of children vjhile their mothers
were working. Today, Federally assisted day care programs are beginning
to ennphasize day care as developriental opportunities for children.
There is the desire among many people that the essential elements
of any day care program should be education, hecilth, nutrition, social
services and parent involvonent. The major Federal programs assisting
child care are:
Social Security Admendments - 1967
a. Title IV-A AFDC
b. Title IV-B Child Welfare
c. Title IV- C Wbrk Incentive Program
Elementary and Secondary Education Act - 1965
a. Title I
b. Follow-through (Administered through Bureau of ESEE)
Econanic Opportunity Act - 1964
a. Head Start
b. Parent and Child Centers
Model Cities
The 1967 admendments to the Social Security Act provide day care
as a service function to former, potential .and actual recipients of
welfare. In addition to the provision of services under Title IV-
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B, Child Welfare services, day care was to be provided to all persons
enrolled in the WIN program. Under Title IV-B, state Public Welfare
agencies continue to spend about six million dollars in Federal funds
for the purposes of establishing day care. Under Title IV-A state
Welfare Departments are mandated to provide day care services to all
recipients who need child care due to, employment or training programs.
In addition, the V7elfare Departments are required to refer certain
appropriate persons v^ose needs are considered in the AFDC assistance
payments, to the Departirent of Labor for training and enployment.
The training and employment program authorized by Title IV-C of the
act is called the Work Incentive Program (WIN)
.
AFIX! funds may also be used by the state and local v^lfare departments
to provide day care for children whose parents are not appropriate
for referral to the WIN program but for other reasons. Under this
model, the Federal government deals directly with a single state agency
of government. This agency is usually the State Department of Public
Welfare. Funding is based on a state service plan which must be
approved
by the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Social
and Rehabilitation
Services. The state agency may conduct strategic cooperative
planning
through 4-C groups or conmittees and administer the
operation of the
programs either through state or county welfare offices,
or through
purchase of service contracts.
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Elanentary and Secpondary Education Act 1965
Under Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act funds
may be used by local educational agencies for projects designed to meet
the needs of children in attendance areas having high concentration of low-
inccme families. Day care programs containing an educational program may
be funded under Title I. Follow-Through projects are funded by grants
under the Economic Opportunity Act, through the Bureau of Elenentary
and Secondary Education in the Department of HEW/ Office of Education.
Title I is entirely Federally financed and requires no matching.
The State Department of Education is responsible for approving,
rejecting or negotiating projects frcm the local school districts. An
estimated nine million children participated in sane way in Title I
funded projects. In effect. Title I operates as a "block grant," since the
money may be used in any manner the state approves as long as it is spent
on disadvantaged children. The responsibility for administering Title
I is divided among the instiutions traditionally responsible for American
education, local school systems, state Departments of Education and the
Office of Education, HEW.
Economic Opportunity Act
The Head Start program began under tlie Econcmic Opportunity Act of
1964. It was one of the first War on Poverty ccramunity action programs.
The Head Start program is viewed by educators as an education program;
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a social service program by social workers; a health program by physicians
and dentists; a parent program by many parents; a ocmnunity action
program by CPA directors; and in many places such as in Mississippi,
Head Start is seen as an employment program, because it is the third
largest employer in tlie state. In actuality Head Start represents
this country's first camdtiTient for providing or attempting to improve
the quality of life for children 0-6 years of age who have low incone
parents. Head Start is all of the things mentioned above and is considered
a child developnent program utilizing a multi-disciplinary approach.
When there was controversy over the future of the Office of Econonic
Opportunity, it was generally agreed that the Head Start program was
a success and should be continued. At that point a decision was made
to transfer the program to the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare through a meno of understanding with the Office of Econonic
Opportunity. In July, 1969, the Office of Child Development was created
by Executive Order to administer the Head Start program in the Department
of Health, Education and Welfare.
The mono of understanding stated that OEO would transfer money
to HEW to administer the Head Start and Parent-Child Center programs.
The agreement was that the Head Start program must be administered
locally through cormunity action agencies where these existed. If
HEW wanted to defund a local ccrrmunity action agency, this could be
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done only with the consent of the Office of Econcmic Opportunity.
The Office of Child Development administers the program fran
ten regional offices; thixDugh which grants are made, and supervision,
evaluations and monitoring activities are handled. The provision for
training and technical assistance is strongly eiphasized. The regional
office funds local conmunity action agencies after a grant application
is made to the regional office with the approval of the parent Policy
Council. This represents one of the few programs in the Federal government
that is Federally administered. One of the features of this type of
delivery systen is the nurther of grantees through-out the United States
whom the Federal government must be able to monitor and effectively
supervise. Hov\^ver, it is one of the more ably supervised programs
under the Federal government.
Model Cities
The Model Cities program is funded by the Department of Housing
and Urban Development. A unique aspect is that Model Cities money
ceases to be Federal money viien it canes to the local conmunity. It
becomes the only source of Federal money tliat can be used to match
Federal money, except for funds under section 1115, Social Security
Act.
A leading priority in local Model City communities has been day
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care, mere there is an overall Model Cities board and a designated
Model City agency with a citizen's advisory board, many of these agencies
are providing the leadership to establish day care corporations. This
is very important, because it can be the mechanism for coordination
in a local carmunity, when the ccmnunity by
.
planning together is able
to use I4odel Cit^ money as the local matching share to earn Title
IV-A money through the Public Welfare Departments. The corporation
in turn enters into the purchase of service contracts with existing
agencies or may develop day care as part of the corporation. MDdel
City money is essentially a "block grant," based on the submission
of a plan for approval by the Department of Housing and Urban Development.
There are relatively few guidelines which must be followed; and this
px)licy represents one of the few programs that allow ccmrnunities a
great deal of flexibility.
Child Care in Foreign Countries
Seme European countries, including Russia and Scandanavia, have
for decades offered working mothers places to care for their small
children. Every European country has seme form of preschool developmental
program. Walter Schultze edited for the Geman Institute for International
Educational Research, in cooperation with the Council for Cultural
Coop)eration of the Council of Europe, a study of the schools of Europe.
1. Walter Schultze, Schools in Europe , Verlay, Bithz, Weinheim,
:
Berlin, Germany: Volume 1, Part A, 1968, pp. 369-465.
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Twenty-one countries were studied in a three volume report. Every
aspect of the educational system of each country was surveyed. Included
in the survey was a question relating to the status of pre-school
education. This doctoral candidate using the material compiled in
the three volumes, has developed an attached chart to reflect the
status of pre-school p2X»grams in Europe.
The significance of this compilation is that eveiy country has
seme form of child care based primarily on the needs of the child.
However, most countries have no comprehensive systam; they appear
to be as disorganized and as haphazard as pre-school programs in the
United States.
Most of the preschool programs come under the administrative
authority of the Ministers of Edcuation. However, in countries such
as Sweden, Finland, Denmark and Italy, preschool programs are emphasized
as social service programs, and these come under the administrative
authority of Child Welfare or Ministers of Social Welfare. Most of
the programs had seme local administration through local school committees
however, almost all were operated by public or private agencies. I’Jhen
operated by the school or public agency, the government assumes seme
financial responsibility.
Except for Norway and the Netherlands, no pre-school pro-
gram was compulsory, but in most countries the law mandated
the development of such programs.
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Belgium, France, and Luxemburg all stress publicly sponsored pre-school
programs; they have few private agencies carrying for children. The
remainder of the countries which have combinations of both public
and private preschool programs support and supploroit one another.
In Denmark, private pre-school programs receive the same allotment
of public money as the public pre-school programs.
Denmark and Belgium have large structured systens of child care
for preschool age children. But they are still experimenting, and
don't have all the answers. Most of the preschool programs in European
countries are structured to serve cliildren between the ages of three
to six. Many are experimenting to serve infants, though not to a great
extent. Each country seems to have a formalized program fob training
teachers in the preschool programs.
In developing their preschool programs, the European countries
have primarily built them around the education of the child. The influence
of Froebel and Marie Montessori has been considerable.
ANALYSIS
OF
PRE-SCHOOL
PROGRAMS
IN
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COUNTRIES
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History of Legislative Hearings
The legislative hearings used to identify the issues in child care
were solicited or held in response to the bills introduced into Congress
from 1969 to 1972 as follows:
1
1. Head Start Child Development Act, 1969: S. 2060.
2. Comprehensive Preschool Education and Child Day Care Act
2
of 1969: H. R. 13520.
3. Comprehensive Child Development of 1971: H. R. 6748 aind
3
related bills
.
4
4. Child Care Services Act of 1971: S. 2003.
5
5. Comprehensive Child Development Act of 1971: S. 1512.
1. Headstart Child Development Act , Hearings before the Subccanmittee on
Erployment, I4anpa^?er, and Poverty of the Conmittee on Labor and Public
Vtelfcure, U.S. Senate, 91st Session on S. 2060, August 4, 5, and 6, 1969,
Part I, pp. 3-14.
2 . Ccmprehensive Preschool Education and Child Day Care Act of 1969 ,
Hearings before the Select Subccmmittee on Education of the Cormittee on
Education and Labor, Itouse of Representative, 91st Congress, First and
Second Session on H. R. 13520,. pp. 1-7.
3. Comprehensive Child Development Act of 1971 , Hearings before the
Select Subccmmittee on Education of the Comiittee on Education and Labor,
House of Representatives, 92nd Congress, 1st Session on H. R. 6748 and
Related Bills, Washington, D. C. : May 17, 21, and June 3, 1971, pp. 2-60.
4. Child Care, Hearings before the Ccmmittee on Finance, U.S. S^ate,
92nd Congress, 1st Session on S. 2003, Child Care Provision of H.R. 1
and Title VI of Printed Admendment 318 to H.R. 1, pp. 5-83.
5. Ccmorehensive Child Development Act of , 1971, Joint He^ings before
the Subcoiimittee on Errployment, Manpower, and Poverty and the Subccmmittee
on
Children and Youth of the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, U.S. Senate,
92nd Congress, 1st Session, S. 1512, May 13, and 20, 1971, Part I, pp.
3-5
.
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6. Headstart, Child Development Legislation, 1972.
With the exception of the Child Care Services Act of 1971, the
other bills introduced were similar. The investigator will describe
these other bills together and point out areas of agreement and
difference. The Child Care Service Act of 1971 will be discussed
separately.
Support for child care on the part of Congress has been substantial
as evidenced by the number of bills introduced in both House and Senate.
Most of these bills followed a similar plan.
Purpose of Legislation
The generally stated purpose of the legislation v;as to provide a
corprehensive child development program; to assist children of pre-
school age from low income families to attain their full potential; and
to enhance the abilities of families affected to become or remain self-
sufficient and able more fully to participate in regular educational,
enployment and other social and economic activities.
Services Offered
The types of services offered under the various bills would provide
for:
a. Comprehensive health, nutritional, educational, social, and
related services that will aid children to attain their full potential.
1. Headstart, Child Developmo;^ Legislation , 1972, Joint Hearings
before the Subcotmittee on Children and Youth and the Subcommittee on
Enplowient, Manpx)wer and Poverty, of the Conmittee on Labor and Public
Welfare, 92nd Congress, 2nd Session on S. 3193 and S. 3228, March 27,
1972, pp. 65-271.
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t>. Direct participation of parents of those children in the
developnent/ and direction of the pixigram at the local level.
Federal Share and Funding
The financial assistance from Federal funds ranged from ninety-
percent, Federal funds, and ten percent from non-Federal sources; the
amount of Federal funds authorized ranged from $700 million to $4
billion or such sums as necessary to carry out the provision of an
Act.
The non-Federal share could be provided through public and private
funds and be in the form of cash, goods, services, or facilities
reasonably evaluated. Depending on the Act, fees collected could or
could not be used as the non-Federal share.
Federal Administration of Child Development
All the legislative proposals called for the administration of
child development programs in the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare. They also called for the creation of an Office of Child Develop-
ment to be the administering agency for child development programs passed
by Congress.
Construction and Renovation
All legislative proposals would have included Federal funds for the
construction and renovation of child care facilities.
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Delivery System
While some bills encouraged the present Head Start delivery systan,
more recent bills began to contain the language of a delivery systan
through a prime sponsor. A prime sponsor could be any state or any unit
of general local government. The unit of local government was defined in
the legislation as a city with a certain population or a county or
unit of general local government with a certain population or any Federally
recognized Indian reservation. Certain bills included public and private
agencies or conmunity action agencies as eligible for designation of a
prime sponsor. The major difference among the various bills was the size
of the prime sponsor area. These districts ranged fran populations of
1/000 to 50/000; and the designations were the subject of extensive
debate.
All bills called for the creation of a Child Development Council
with a varied mambership/ one third to fifty percent of that membership
being parents of children served. Local policy councils were also
included in the language of the various bills.
The governor or appropriate state agency was given a reasonable
opportunity to review applications for designation of prime sponsor by
other than the state/ offer recommendations to the applicant/ and submit
comments to the Secretary of HEW.
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Research and Training
All legislative proposals contained provision for research and training
.
Some bills stressed research more tlian others, as ves the case with the
matter of training.
Child Care Service Act of 1971
The Child Care Services Act of 1971 vjas introduced by Senator Russel
long as an admendment to the Internal Revenue Code of 1964 and the Social
Security Act, in order to encourage and facilitate the provision of child
care services.
The act sought to ronove the limitations to expansion of child care
for certain dependent children by increasing the amount of deductions that
could be claimed for child care services.
Title III of this Act called for the establishment of a Child Care
Corporation which would have the responsibility and authority to meet the
unmet needs for adequate child care services.
Funding for child care would be at 100 percent Federal funds through
the Child Care Corporation. The amount of subsidy provided to a family
would be based on the family's ability to pay.
Also authorized were such sums as necessary to carry out the provisions
of this Act. The powers and duties of the Corporation would be vested in
a three man board appointed by the President with the advice and consent
of the Senate.
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Further the Act authorized funds for construction cind renovation of
facilities. It would have created in the Treasury a revolving fund of
$500 million which would have been available to the Corporation without
fiscal year end limitations to carry out the purposes of the Act.
The Corporation was authorized to issue and sell bonds; conduct
research and training; and to create a National Advisory Council cn
Child Care for the purpose of providing advice and reconnendations on
child care matters.
Sunroary
In their review of the literature, ftoore, Moon and Itoore conclude
that early schooling for all is not desirable; that the efforts of persons
interested in early childhood education should be directed tov^ard providing
stimulation to the child and to his parents in his ovTn hone. Dr. Urie
Bronfenbrenner uses a number of studies to show that center-based child
care programs have not been corpletely satisfactory because they have not
produced sustained I.Q. gains over a period of time. But Bronfenbrenner
does concede that in-hone care alone, working with child and mother
produces better results. He determines that sustained I.Q. gains can be
achieved through a combination of center-based and in-home care.
In contrast
Dr. Sheldon White declares that none of the studies related
to child
care have proved child care has any effect on the developnent
of the child.
The investigator relied on the vnritings of Charles
Valentine and
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Stephen and Joan Baratz to illustrate a Black orientation to^vard problens
with Federal child care programs. The salient factor in this section was
that child care is defined as a "deficit model." Success or failure in
school does not result from lack of intelligence but from a cultural
often educators equate intelligence with how well minority
children measure up to the nonnative standards of v/hite middle class
America.
Major Federal programs for children were described; and a
description of the legislative bills introduced into Congress during the
last t^'K) years has been reported. Through this reviev;, the investigator
has provided a general background for the field of child care in an earnest
effort to understand better the interpretation of issues presented in
Chapter III.
CHAPTER III
AN IDENTIFICATION OF SELECTED ISSUES
Intrcx3uction
This chapter discusses the twenty issues most frequently mentioned
by witnesses who testified before the Congress on child care legislation
frcsn 1969 thru 1972. A list of witnesses and their organizations is found
in the appendix of this study as exhibit B. A number of sub-issues
evolved frcm each main issue. Every sub-issue was noted in developing
a focused interview schedule. It became apparent that many issues were
inter-dependent with one another. Lack of clarity or interpretations on
the p>art of certain witnesses could, and often did, cause distortion or
vagueness affecting other issues.
The purpose of treating the issues here is to provide a foundation
for developing the focused interview schedule. This interview schedule
was used to query twelve exports in child care to obtain their sense of
priority among all twenty issues identified in the congressional hearings.
Most poople generally agreed with the main issue statement; others may
have felt that it was more, or even less, inportant than correlative
issues identified.
A second purpose in considering these issues was to obtain a compilation
of different points of view held by various witnesses on each itan. Many
witnesses agreed with a paarticular need in the field of child care, but
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there was disagreement on hew best to meet that need. In effect, the
sub-issues became statonents of factors about vhich witnesses expressed
scfne disagreement either for or against; or where a matter needed to be
clarified.
There Needs to be More Research about Child Programs
There has been considerable debate over the matter of whether a sufficient
research base exists to expand child care programs. Jule Sugerman feels
that early childhood programs are being created and operated on an in-
1
adequate amount of knowledge. While there is general agreement that high
proportions of children frem low socio-economically disadvantaged families
have developinental deficiencies very early in life, there is far less
agreement on vhat constitutes effective intervention to iirprove the
opportunities for the developnient of these children.
2 3 4
Earl Schaffer, Benjamin Bloom and Bettye Caldv^ll all testified
to the number of studies which supported early intervention as beneficial
to disadvantaged children. Researchers including Hunt (1966) , Bloon
(1969), Skeels and Dye (1939), Kirk (1966), Gray (1966), Weikart (1967),
Beriter and Engleman (1966) , Nimnicht and Meer (1967) , Karnes (1969) , and
1 . Jule Sugerman , Cemprehensive Preschool Edir:ation and Child Day
Care Act of 1969, Hearings before the Select Subcommittee on mucation
of the OOTTuttee on Education and Labor, House of Representative, 91st
Congress, First and Second Session on H.R. 13520, p. 79.
2. Earl Schaffer, Headstart Child Developnent Act of 1971 , Hearings
before the Subcommittee on Labor and Public Welfare, U.S. Senate, 91st
Session on S.2060, August 4, 5, and 6, 1969, Part I, p. 85.
3. Benjamin Bloom, Headstart Child Developiient Act of 1971, S. 2060
p. 72.
4 . Bettye Caldwell , Conprehensive Preschool Education aM D^ C^
Act of 1969, H.R. 13520, p. 331.
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Hodges and Spicker (1967)
,
were also cited to the sane effect. The question
seems to becone whether there is sufficient knowledge or not to expand
child care programs.
Another constant debate concerns how much credence should we give
to I.Q. scores in determining the success or failure of child care pro-
grams. Recent studies have shown that I.Q. scores cire not sustained after
a child has left a chi.Id care program and has entered the public school.
This result was documented in the Westinghouse report, so critical of the
Head Start program because of the inability of that program to produce
sustained I.Q. scores. From the results of this study cause has been given
to proceed with more caution in expanding child care programs.
Zigler, in response to this debate and situation, gives his testimony
that "vfe continue to witness in too many of our Headstart centers a
glorification of the I.Q. and the changes we produce in this rather fragile
instrument, rather than a concern with the total development of the child
within a family being assisted to achieve a higher level of social effective-
1
ness
.
" The reason so much enphasis is put on the achievanent of higher
I.Q. is best summarized by Bronfenbrenner who states, "I would warn against
a trend I have observed and fought without success, in government programs.
There is serious danger that the conpetitive elanent will lead the investiga-
tors to concentrate their efforts, often quite unconsciously, on those aspects
of the child's performance which are most easily measured, such as I.Q.
1. Edward Zigler, Headstart Child Development Act, S. 2060, p. 159
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with existing tools and most likely to demonstrate immediate progress#
rather than on those which are most irrportant for his total long range
1
envelopment.
"
Sheldon White believes that the I.Q. and achievement tests, though
widely accepted measuring instruments, have inportant limitations which
should be recognized. He says, "they give very little useful detail
about the programs measured by them; different tests are only grossly
interchangeable with one another; selection of any particular test
involves the acceptance of often an uriknewn bias favoring some kinds
of program activities over others; and generally speaking, existing
tests favor programs that directly or indirectly teach the test."
After our reviewing the debate on the merits of I.Q. test scores,
should we then measure the success of child care programs based on
sustained I.Q. scores alone over a period of time?
As we discussed earlier, a number of researchers have been noted
who support early intervention. Bavever, others warn against early
intervention programs such as Head Start and Title IV-A funded centers.
Dale Meers, reflecting their position states, "there are clear
and explicit dangers in early group care, and. such services
should
1. Urie Bronfenbrenmr, Comprehensive Preschool
Education and
Chil d Day Care Act of 1969 , H.R. 13520, p. 153.
2. Sheldon VJhite, Draft Summary Report ; Federal
Progran^ for
Young Children : Review and Recaomendations , p. 18.
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be developed and administered with a clear understarding of the risks
that are attendcint on its misuse. Day care programs are not and cannot
be based on sound knowledge of child development because of the siitple
fact that we have only limited data on the iirpact of surrogate group
care on early development; and such psychiatric data as is available
1
is anything but reassuring."
It appears that our researchers are themselves varied in their
approach to early intervention. Thus, we can legitimately ask whether plannirg
for child care programs should be dependent on the present findings of
researchers
.
There Needs to te ^ Expansion of Child Care Programs
The need for child care is debated as an issue both for cind
against expansion of child care. The daiands for child care cane
from the requirements of four sources.
1. Women's groups demand child care arrangements in order to
free themselves for enployment.
2. Public welfare jcfo training and employment programs create
the need for more child care.
3. Low incone, disadvantaged children and their families create
the need for child care.
4. Ihe families of handicapped and high risk children are
demanding more child care.
1 . Dale r-feers , Headstart , Child Development Legislation , 1972 ,
Joint Hearings before the Subcommittee on Children and Youth and the
Subcommittee on Employment, Manpower and Poverty, of the Carmittee on
Labor and Public Welfare, 92nd Congress, 2nd Session on S. 3193 and
S. 3228, r^ch 27, 1972, pp. 65-271.
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Child care needs in this chapter will be viewed from twD aspects:
1, Child care for children whose mothers are employed or
wish to be ennployed.
2. Child care for children who are low income, disadvantaged,
and need developmental care.
This section will also seek to identify and analyze those issues
affecting the need of working mothers and low income disadvantaged
children for child care. Thus, the issue becomes a question: is there
a need for child care?
The VJhite House Conference on Children reports that "many forces
are converging to accelerate the need for day care; female employment;
family mobility; urbanization; comnunity mobilization to fight poverty;
the rise of single parent families through divorce, separation, or through
other causes; pressures to reduce the Public Welfare burden; and realization
of the needs and opportunities for early education in the broadest sense."
•
In their article "Day Care in America," Lazar and Rosenberg remark
that "over one~fourth of our population in 1970 or 55,000,000 are
children under fourteen years of age. In each year of this decade,
four million children will be born. Therefore, during the decade of the
1970 's nearly 100,000,000 different children will be moving through
the
various developrental stages from conception through 13 years
of age."
1. Report ^^ President , \"hite House Congerence
on Children, 1970^ p
2. Irving Lazar and Mae Rosenberg, "Day Care in
A^i^,"
Daycare: Resources for Decisions , Office of Econonic
Opportunity, Pamphlet
No. 6106-1, June, 1971, p. 66.
.274.
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Further, Mary Keyserling notes, "there are nov; close to six million
children under the age of six whose mothers are in the labor force."
Ihe number of working mothers and their utilization of child care
centers and faiTiily day care hemes is estimated (Westinghouse-Westat, 1970)
2
as follows:
Total number of children under 14 years of age
with working mothers
Children under age six with working mothers
12,300,000
3,800,000
Children in day care centers and family
day care hemes, full day
In centers full day
In faiTiily day care hemes full day
Children age 6 to 14 with working mothers
Children in before and/or after school hours
In public schools
In day care centers
In famdly day care hemes
1.300.000
575.000
712.000
8.500.000
223.000
21,000
87,000
125.000
Beatrice Kosenberg aid Pearl Spiidler report
statistics which shew
that in the forty eight states reporting
on lack of child care arrange-
rrents, 4,000 mothers or other caretakers
could not be referred to the
T • 'TTiVaQ T-tarmitide of Dav Care Need," Inequality
December/ 1972, p. 272.
2. social Research Group, A
of
^
i^l^ii^-eaTcf^aS S^o^S! Washington, D.C.: *vaider,
1971, p. 7.
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State tlanpc^;er Agency for enrollment in tlie Work Incentive program for
the sole reason that child care arrangements were not available. They
further note that, "according to estimates, day care in licensed centers
and family hemes is available for only about 637,000 children. It
1
is estimated that several million children need this service.
"
On the basis of this evidence there appears to be an urgent
need to expand child care. However, the issue is whether child care
for working mothers should be custodial or developmental. Proponents line up
for both sides of the issue. Sheldon White believes that child care
has a neutral effect on the development of children and supports child
care providing for the physical needs of the child in an environment
that vould not be harmful to the child.
As the possible expansion of child care is debated, and advocates
of developmental care stress that all child care should be developirental
,
the issue of cost is examined. The question is asked whether developmental
care should be provided for every child or only for those children who need it.
Mary Keyserling identified twD groups who need developmental day
care urgently. The first group are those children of anployed mothers vho
cannot arrange for satisfactory care at heme. The second group are those
children of families who are econcmically deprived, whose mothers are not
now working and who lack the kind of pre-school development opportunities
1. Beatrice Rosenberg and Pearl Spindler, Facts about Day Care ,
U.S. Department of Labor, Wage and Labor Standards Administration,
Washington, D. C.: March, 1969, p. 1.
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on a part-time basis which wDuld give them an equal start with the nore
privileged children.
It seems appropriate to raise three points central to the expansion
of child care. First, should child care be custodial for children of
WDrking mothers? Second, should child care be developmental, if we agree
that it produces no significant results in the children served? And fina'Uy,
should priority be given to serving the low income disadvantaged children
1
to provide them with a start equal to middle class children?
There Needs to be Clarity on What is Meant by Child Care Terminology
In reviev/ing the literature this investigator finds little agreement
on viiat is meant by child care in the United States. The material reviewed refers
to child care as child development; early childhood education; pre-
school; day care and nursery school.
"Child Care ," for the purposes of this study, is defined as those
oonprehensive, coordinated sets of activities for the care, protection
and development of infants, pre-school and school-age children on a
regular basis. Such care relates to any portion of a 24 hour day by
a caretaker or parent v^o is visited by personnel employed in a child
serving agency, in or outside the child's cwn heme.
Harold Shone, using Benard Spodik's terminology, divides child care
2
into four categories:
1. Mary Keyserling, op. cit. , p. 5.
2. Harold Shone, "The Demino Effect of Early Childhood Education on
the Elementary School," Childhood Education , November, 1973, p. 23.
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1. Custcxiial types / which provide care in safe, J^lthy
surroundings
.
2. Academic programs
,
which stress early acqusition of skills
in reading, number concepts ard so forth.
3 . Cognitive progiBims
,
which emphasize rich inputs designed
to increase whatever it is that we rrvaasure and label "intelligence,"
but v^ch avoid structured academic content.
4 . Developnental programs
,
v;hich seek to provide a canprehensive
multi-diciplinary approach to meeting the needs of the total
child.
Dr. Mice V. Keliher discuses the question of whether day care
1
is "custodial" in her testimony. And the article, "Day Care in America," by
Lazar and Rosenberg, describes day care as typically custodial Ccure; pro-
viding a safe place, seme food, and supervised play, with little in the
way of educational and supplementary services.
Jule Sugarman, in his testimony on the Comprehensive Preschool
Education and Child Day Care Aot of 1969, points up the confusing concepts
of development and education . He defines development as "those programs
of activities for the child designed to improve his functioning in cognitive,
2
affective, motivational, self-image, emotional and social areas. He further
1. Alice V. Keliher, Comprehensive Preschool Education and Child
Day Care Act of 1969 , op. cit. p. 67.
2 . Jule Sugarman , Corprehensive Preschool Education and Child
Day Care Act of 1969 , op. cit. p. 81.
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remarks that "many people use the term 'education' to mean exactly the
same thing, but others restrict it, in practice if not in theory, to improv-
1
ing cognitive skills."
Continuing his testimony, Sugeianan clcurified the concepts of preschool
and day care programs. He believes that preschools usually operate a
half day, while day care programs operates a full day. Dr. I-lilton Akers
says "the essential difference between programs which currently carry
these labels, ' pre-school education and day care,' is simply in the length
2
of time a child is involved in either situation."
Richard Ney of the Universal Education Corporation also makes a distinction
between day care programs and preschool education. According to him,
"day care services are by definition and purpose primarily custodial.
They are designed to take care of a child's physical needs while parents
are at work outside the hone. The concept of pre-school education,
by contrast requires an assessment of the child's educational needs
his verbal skills, his interpersonal and social skills and provides
him at the frontier of his ability, and experiences that maximize his
3
potential for development."
In testifying on H.R. 13520, Mrs. leon Ginsberg declared, there
has to be a closer unification, between day c^e and child development.
1. Ibid .
,
p. 81.
2. Ibid .
,
p. 81
3 . Richard Ney , Canprehensive Preschool Education and Child
Care Act of 1969 , op. cit. p. 138.
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Sho further states that, "day care and child developncnt is any service
that a parent chooses for her child of any age for any reason that
she has to chose it, because she herself can't be with that child when
the child needs her, or for some reason she can't provide the child
development aspects at heme without help."^
The report of Forum 17, "Developmental Child Care Services," at
the White House Conference on Children urged the recognition of day
care as a developmental service with tremendous potential for positively
influencing and strengthening the lives of children and families, and
2
the eradication of day care as only a custodial, "baby sitting" function.
One can draw the conclusion that there still is much confusion
about the terminology used to describe child care programs. It seer.ied
apparent to this investigator that seme clarity of terminology was
needed. However, in atterrpting that clarification it is necessary to
probe the issues of whether day care is custodial; whether early childhood
education is equated with developmental care; and whether all day care
should be developmental.
1 . Mrs . Leon Ginsberg , Comprehensive Preschool Education and Child
Day Care Act of 1969 , H.R. 13520, op. cit. p. 122.
2. Report to the President , White House Conference on Children,
op. cit. p. 273.
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There Need to be Different Types of Child Care
The visible aspect of child care existing today vhich has been most
researched and studied is center-based child care. This includes the Head
Start program, University based research programs, and Model Cities and
Title IV-A funded programs. To date, little attention has been paid to other
types of child care such as family day care, group day care or in-home
care. The Head Start program is basically a center based program. At
present there is an effort to move this program avey from a center-
based model. The result has been greater emphasis on the development
of different types of child care, since much .child care provided in
this country is family day care. But family child care arrangements
are not easily identified due to the fact that many parents make private
arragenoits with their neighbors and they probably do not always make
sure that the family day care hone is licensed.
’ For the purpose of this study child care programs can be grouped
into four types;
1. In-hone care
2. Family Qiild care
3. Group child care hone
4. Group child care center
The forms of child care arrangements cover such facilities as
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fainily child care homes, group programs - day care or child developnent
centers, infant care centers, nursery schools, day nurseries, kindergcirten
,
programs planned for hours before and after school and days when school is
not in session,- regardless of name, purposes, or auspices. In addition,
child care facilities include child care given to the child in his own
hone by either a horvemaker or caretaker, as relative, friend, neighbor
or pajrent.
The Federal Interagency Day Care Draft Requirements define " in-hane
child care " as those services which are provided in hones for children
by soneone other than their cwn parents. This care my be provided by
a relative, a friend, a neighbor, or by soneone employed to cone
to care for the children. Often, in-hane child care my be from
an agency as a program, with caretakers recruited, trained and supervised
1
by the agency, cind this placed in a child's home at the request of parents.
Edward Zigler sees programs such as Hone Start as mjor waves
of the future, to be hone-based rather than center-based. "There
should be more opportunities for parents of all socio-economic classes
to have available to them trained individuals who wark with parents and
provide a resource for them in the demnding and difficult job of child
2
irearings .
"
1. Federal Interagency Day Care Requirements , Draft, HEW, Office
of Child Developnent, I^y, 1971, p. 6, (unpublished).
2. Edward Zigler, "Child Care in the 70' s," Inequality in Education ,
op. cit. p. 23.
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If we have an approach which stresses center-based programs
conpletely
,
there would then be a number of children who would not be served
because a child care center would be inappropriate for them. Much of
the discussion on the new legislation under debate assumes for some
people that we put too much emphasis on center-based program. While
sane people felt that there was this emphasis, others were elated that
this legislation atterrpted to offer diversity and to move away frcm
center-based programs.
Ihe draft Federal Day Care Requirements and Zigler give recognition
to another form of child care either assumed or overlooked. Lazar and
Rosenberg
,
for example in their article "Day Care in America , " did
not include in-hcme care in their discussion of day care.
But this idea of hoTB inteirvention has gained more attention as
an alternative to center-based child care programs by some experts.
Dr. -Susan Gray, Phyllis Levenstein, David Weikard, and Ira Gordon have
been experimen-ting with in-home child care.
However we are discussing here three basic types of child care,
as previously mentioned. Family child care is the care of a child in
a hate other than his own, usually for not more than five children,
wi-th no more -than two children under- two years of age. Such care may
}30 pro^vided by a rela-tive, friend, neighbor, or by someone vAio provides
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care for children as a business. Family day care hones can be operated
as an independent business, or as part of an agency program, with caretakers
1
recruited, trained and supervised by the agency.
Group child care is care of up to twelve children in an extended
or modified family residence, usually having a section of that residence
expecially reserved for day care activities. A group child care hone
arrangement may be the preferred choice for children who neied after
school care and who can profit from association with their peers, but
2
need a neighborhood based arrangement.
A child care center is a specially designated facility which may
be in a connected private dvelling; a settlement house, a school, a
church, a public housing coirplex, or in a specially constructed building.
A center is usually staffed with a variety of people, depending upon
the size of the center and the services provided. A child care center
aorangement may be preferred for any child between the ages of three
and six years. However, it is also suitable for school-age children
and for children under age three, when certain provisions are made
to meet the particular needs of these children. Day care centers
usually
3
serve more than 12 children.
All these types of child care may be suitable for different
children
at different ages and circumstances, depending upon the
needs of the
1. Federal Interagency Day Care Requirements , op.
cit.
,
p. 6
2. Ibid . , p. 7
.
3. Ibid., p. 7.
I
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child, his family, and the quality of the care given. Therefore, the
issues are; is there a need to have different types of child care;
should child care programs offer diversity or should they ba center
based only; and should we begin to consider in-home care as a sometime
alternative to center-based programs?
There Need to be Comprehensive Services in All Child Care Programs
Many people who testified for legislation introduced into the
Congress on child care have urged the need of developmental care for
children. Generally, developmental care is that care which includes
programs which offer comprehensive services. These services may include
education, health, social service, nutritional, mental health, etc.
Dr. Robert Cooke emphasized that the major concept underlying
Headstart was that, "the approach to the child and his family had to
be a ccxnprehensive one. Redstart was not simply an educational program,
it v?as a medical program, a nutritional support program, a social rehabili-
tation effort, a family involvement effort, indeed an employment and
1
career development activity."
Dr. Urie Bronfenbrenner noted also that comprehensive services
in child care would benefit the large number of children needing
child
care; many children exist now without adequate nutritional and
health
1. Dr . Robert Cooke, Start Child . Development^ - 19^.
Hearings before Subcommittee on Employment, M^power and
Poverty o
the Committee on Labor arid Public Welfare, United
States Semte,
91st Congress, 1st Session on S. 2060, August 4, 5,
and 6, 1969, Part I,
p. 147^
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care and without social and intellectual stimulation. He declares,
"we need to reach these children early ard with this type of service
if they are to have a chance in later life."
Most of the witnesses expressed similiar opinions to this point
that there needed to be conprehensive services in all child care programs.
If there was this strong sentiment in testimony that comprehensive
services Vvere so inportant, one wonders whether the general public
understands what conprehensive services are.
In discussions about the inportance of comprehensive services
these often are assumed to be the epitome of what child care programs
should provide. From his reading of the testimony it appeared to this
investigator that once a program provides comprehensive services it
then is automatically supposed to insure a quality program for the
healthy growth and development of children.
Beneficiaries of Child Care
The concept of child care is defined in the draft of the Federal
Child Care Standards , as that comprehensive set of activities providing
for care
,
protection and development of infants , pre-school and school-
age children on a regular basis during any portion of a 24 hour day; and
the types of child care, e.g. in-hone, family child care, group child care
and child care centers, may be suitable for different children at different
1. Urie Bronfenbrenner, Conprehensive Preschool Education and
Child Day Care Act of 1969 , H.R. 13520, op. cit., p. 148.
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ages in different circumstances, depending upon the needs of the child
and his family and the quality of the Ccure.
In his testimony to Congress on II.R. 13520, Jule Sugarman outlined
six age levels that should be considered in developing strategies concern-
ing child care. Also, he suggested that there are four prinnary categories
1
of beneficiaries involved in early childhood programs. A review of
the literature supports Mr. Sugarman. The categories for child care
could be labeled:
a. Economically disadvantaged.
b. Culturally, educationally disadvantaged and handicapped.
c. Children of working parents.
d. General public.
The age levels could be classified as:
a. Under 3 years.
b. 3 years.
c. 4 and 5 years
d. 6 to 8 years.
e. Youth, 9 to 14.
f. Parents and potential parents age 15 and over.
1. Jule Sugerman, Conprehensive Preschool Education and Child
Day Care Act of 1969 , H.R. 13520, op. cit. p. 80.
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There is a direct relationship between the age of the child, the
type of child care utilized and the needs of the child ard his family.
It has been observed through a review of the literature that children
entering developmental child care require intellectual stimulation. The
reason for children to enter so-called "custodial care" is the irother's
working. The Child Welfare League of America's Day Care Standards noted that
the beneficial care of infants up to age three is most likely to be carried
1
on in a family-child care home. Raymond ^i^ore has stressed that young
2
children should be served in their own hones. And studies by Betty Caldwell
shows that infant can be cared for in group situations with proper personnel
3
and stimulation.
Head Start functions as a child development program with centers
vhich operate half-day, full day, eight week summer programs, nine
month programs coinciding with tlie public schools, and centers ronaining
open tv^lve months a year full day. The length of the program is directly
related to the age of the child, type of facility and needs of the
child. The chart below represents, in an unscientific vay, how many
people view the relationslrip of the program and its length.
a. Day care full day
b. Nursery school Half-day
1. Day Care Standards , Child Welfare League of America, New York, 1970.
2. Raymond Moore, Robert Moon, Dennis R. Moore, Early Schooling
for All? op. cit., p. 23.
3. Bettye Caldwell , Comprehensive Preschool Education and Child
Day Care Act of 1969 , H.R. 13520, op. cit, pp. 337-344.
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c. Head Start Eight v?eek summer program.
d. Early childhood Education - Nine months, half-day.
Lazar and Rosenberg comment, "there is treinsrdous variability
in child care programs in terms of hours they operate; the ages of
the children served, their focus and purpose, their physical location
and their auspices. Programs diffcn: in terms of these variables;
1. Hours of operation are normally fron ten to twelve hours a day
for full day child care programs, although many provide shorter periods
of care.
2. Most states prohibit group care of children under two years of
age although this is changing. Scrte centers, on the other hand, do pro-
vide for after-.school c£ire for children over six.
3. Head Start has full day care services in nany connunities , —
in addition to its part day and suimer programs.
4. Nursery and kindergarten programs cire more frequently the
preschool resource of middle class children; have an educational
corponent, but emphasize developing a good self image and social
relationships
.
5. Before and after school care for the schools and other public
and private agencies."^
1, Lazar and Rosenberg, Day Care : Resources for Decisions , op. cit. ,p. 73
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There is a lively debate as to who should be served in any publicly
supported child care program. Most of the witnesses testifying before
Congress during the last twa years have stated that child care should
be available to all children, with priority given to children of low
income parents and to the handicappped. However, it was accented that
middle-class parents also need child care arrangements for working mathers.
Here a fee schedule has been suggested. To a lesser extent there was
testimony that child care should be limited just to pre-school, with
little concern for the school-age child, due to the stringenay of funds.
Ihus frcm the testimony it seemed apparent that there needs to
be a socio-econcmic mix of children in child care programs; and that
child care should serve the low income as first priority, but make
provisions of services to middle income families based on their ability
to pay or some type of fee schedule. It seemed that most of the witness
testified to the need for child care to serve more handicapped children.
There Needs to be More Parent Involvement in Child Care Programs
The pressures and influences which have stimulated the rise of
parental involvement in their children's education cane frcm two
sources, primarily:
1. Ihe persuasion of enpirical data, theoretical arguments, and
psychological and socialization research which underscored the
inportance of parents.
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2. The direct political pressure for parental involvement from
those parents using child care.
This recognition of the family's role in early cognitive developrent,
then, and the pressures for community control are reflected in guidelines
of major federal programs in which parents and community participation
was made mandatory. Thus, the issue of parent involvement has beccme
quite visible.
In testimony before Congress, the Acadorvy of Pediatrics recormenled
that parents should be permitted and encouraged to take an active role
in policy making and in the actual operations of child care centers.
Parent involvement should not be limited to occasional conferences
and observation periods. A program planned and executed with the support
and participation of the parents offers a sound basis for learning
and fiirther development of the child, while supporting and encouraging
1
parents in efforts to care for their children.
Testifying on child care under H.R. I, Mr. Alvin Francis, a parent,
said that "the legislation does not allow for parent participation
2
in the making of pxDlicy and decisions related to the programs."
1. Donald C. Smith, Child Care , Hearings before the Corimittee on
Finance, U.S. Senate, 92nd Congress, 1st Session on S. 2003, Child Care
Provision of H.R. 1 and Title VI of Printed Admendment 318 to H.R. 1,
pjp. 5-83.
2. Alvin Francis, Child Care, S. 2003, op. cit. p. 323.
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Dr. Marion Edelman warns that "if programs are iitposed upon parents
against their will, if parents cannot influence the operation of those
programs, then participation is discouraged. Programs become ccmpetitors
P^^rits
,
not cooperators. One of the most serious dangers in the
move toward child care on a national scale is the very real possibility
of removing parent control over the lives of their own children. If
child care programs are to support families, rather than substitute
for them, then parents must be directly involved with their children
1
in the day to day activities of those programs .
"
Dale Meers says on this, "you cannot get the active parents of
the ghetto to contribute. For the parents who need it most, those parents
vdio should have childreai out of the heme, they are so distressed that
they cannot function, and it is very questionable that they might also
2
hurt other children by their own techniques of child nanagement.
"
Ihe question becomes one of whether we need more parent involvement
in child care programs. If so, should this emphasize involvement in
the policy and decision making process of a particular effort?
Another issue related to parent involvement is the matter of parents
working as staff. While many witnesses felt that having parents vork
in child care programs can be valuable. Dale Meers for one had a negative
opinion
.
Hie one aspect of parent involvement that seans least controversial
1 . Marion Edelman , Comprehensive Child Development Act of 1971 ,
Joint Hearings before the Subccmmittee on Enployment, Manpe^v^er, and
Poverty and the Subccmmittee on Children and Youth of the Committee on
Labor and Public Welfare, U.S. Senate, 92nd Congress, 1st Session,
S. 1512, May 13, and 20, 1971, Part 2, p. 543.
2. Dale Meers, Head Start, Child Development Legislation , 1972 ,
S. 3228, op. cit. p. 12
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is the emphasis on improvement in parental child rearing eibilities.
Dr. Milt Akers states, "In our enthusiasm to insure the parents' significant
role in policy and decision making, have we given too little attention
to another facet of parent participation, that of helping him become
1
more effective in his child re£iring role?"
'Ib summarize the factors surrounding parent involvement in child
care it is important bo make an urgent priority of more child care;
and to ask whether parent involvement should emphasize participation
in the decision making process; or working as staff in child care programs
and being helped to iirprove their child rearing abilities.
This involvement of parents in the entirety of the educational
experience of their children generates rewards even beyond those benefiting
the involved parents' own children. Children of participating parents,
experience first hand, the coirmitment to derrocratic participation and
to intimate concern shown by their mothers and fathers. But additional
ripples of benefits accrue to other family members and to other conimmity
adults and children who have a familiar model to emulate. The process
is one of self-realization. Through involvemant, parents also exercise
latent skills, develop confidence and premote their sense of vrell being.
The process of enabling parents to participate in the policy and
decision
1 . Milton Akers , Cemprehensive Preschool Education and Child
Care Act of 1969, op. cit. , p. 15.
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making process has resulted in numerous cases of the parents' achieving
econanic self-sufficency and lessening the stigma of social dependency.
dhere Needs to be More Utilization of Para-professionals and Training of Staff
Among the other issues being debated is the use of para-professionals.
Once the canmitment has been made that para-professionals should be
utilized, there needs to be an equal canmitment to training of both
para-professionals and professional staff. VJhile there are sane child
care advocates vho see value in utilizing para-professionals to provide
child care services to children, others regard serving children as
secondary to the child care program as an anployraent program.
Edward Zigler concedes, "my concern v/ith the role of the conmunity
action program is related to my concern with the anphasis on hiring
indigenous people to work in Head Start centers." Dr. Zigler feels
that conmunity action programs are more motivated to see that indigenous
p0pple be hired than they are to guarantee Headstart children the
very
best possible growth experience. He further says, "while I am certainly
in favor of conmunity people participating in programs affecting their
lives, I am not in favor of this at the cost of the optimal developnent
2
of Headstart children." He describes two myths that can be found in
our current thinking, both of which must be destroyed. Ihey are that
any poor person will be effective in working with young children
simply
1. Edward Zigler, Headstart Child Developnent Act , S. 2060,
op. cit.,
p. 157.
2. Ibid., p. 161.
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because he or she is poor; and secondly, that working with young children
is a relatively undonanding task and does not require great professional
canpetence. Larry Feldinan supports Dr. Zigler's statanent in his own
testimony.
1 2
Both Zigler and Bruno Bettleheim call for the creation of an entirely
new profession of child care workers viio are specialized in the enrich-
ment and stimulation of young children.
Dr. Milton Akers thinks the validity of involving para-professional
personnel in all programs has now been firmly established. He feels
that we must continue to find a place for more para-professionals,
regardless of their level of coupetence. He further suggests, that there
is merit to the question raised by other professionals that our zeal
to provide jobs for the para-professional lias lead to loss of focus
3
on the quality of experiences should expect for children.
Jule Sugarman believes that non-professional personnel can play
very significant roles in early childhood programs, and people with
relatively little formal training can be given specialized training
4
and supervision which enables them to function quite well.
Those people who have testified seem to favor the use of more
1. Zigler, op. cit. p. 161.
2 . Bruno Bettleheim , Couprehensive Preschool Education and Child
Day Care 7\ct of 1969 , H.R. 13520, op. cit., p. 550.
3. Milton Akers, H. R. 13520, op. cit., p. 13.
4 . Jule Sugerman , Ccxuprehensive Qiild Developrent Act of / 1971
Part 1/ op. cit. p. 167.
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P^S“PJ^ofsssionals in the child care programs. Hov^ver, questions have
been raised on whether to use para-professionals without training,
and over hew to staff a cliild care program seen by the ccnimunity as
a mere ouployment opportunity. If and when this happens, are children
harmed and does these use of such personnel weaken the program? It
is generally agreed that use of para-professionals is valuable with
proper training for their tasks.
One of the probleiis with tlie tremendously rapid expansion of child
care has been the lack of trained personnel to work with young children.
Stevanna Auerbach noted that, "there is a shortage of trained personnel
for day care programs, and expanding services ' will increase that shortage.
In addition, there is a need for a variety of skills and expertise.
Acadonic training is not necessary for all persons vho work with children,
but experience and training are essential for directors and head teachers.
1
^ioney must be provided for training personnel at all levels."
Auerbach is supported- in her testimony by Zigler, who
feels that it is idealistic to think we are going to have child care
2
centers in los Angeles or New York City, run by "Bank Street M.A. 's."
He believes the cost would be prohibitive, and these qualifications
are not needed in a wonan or male teacher to care for about fifteen
1. Stevanna Auerbach, Child Care Hearings , op. cit., p. 433.
2. Zigler, Child Care Hearings , op. cit. p. 214.
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children
.
Wtiile director of the Office of Child Develop:tent
,
Dr. Zigler
was instrumental in moving the Office to develop a system for a new
cadre of child care workers. He states in his testimony, 'Ve want to
see a group of certified clrild care workers in this country. Ihese
would be people who can get this certification either through our usual
schooling procedures or else can doiionstrate their efficency through
1
a much more apprentice like developn^nt of tlieir skills."
To acconplish this goal the Office of Child Development created
and funded a Oiild Development Consortium to develop a competency-based
training certification program for child care workers. It is too early
to evaluate its effectiveness, and one of the issues is whether or
not this approach is practical in meeting the trained personnel needs
of child care programs
.
Edward T. Breathitt, former Governor of Kentucky, cautions that
"the lack of state certification of teachers in the proposed legislation
implies that there will be no standard for qualification for any position
in a child care center." He stresses "that seme training and experience
requironents be established for those who work in key positions with
young children, it is unthinlcable that the designers of a
1. Ibid., p. 214.
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of a quality developTKjntal program for young children would consider
having many, if any child-contact personnel on the staff who were not
1
reasonably efficient in American Standard English."
Richard Rov/e, in a study of child care in Ilassachusetts
,
discusses
this issue of certification of teacters. Itore them t^/enty states are
seriously studying the possibility of changing tie canphasis in teacher
certification from amount of academic preparation to on-the-job performance
and can[jebency . According to Pove, "certification for pre-school child
care programs is even more coiplicated than for clanentary and secondary
education where teacher roles and expectations are more ncurrowly defined.
The need for diversity in types of jobs for different kinds of early
childhood services, and the different levels of corpetence needed within
2
each type of service require built in flexibility."
Dr. I-larion Edelraan rejects the arguments of those who oppose the
large expected ejxpenditure for child care on the grounds that there
are not adequate personnel to op>erate $2 billion warth of child develop>-
irent programs. However, 'to provide adequate training for all personnel
needed would call for a tremendous increase in the total amount of
money spent for training. Once a person is trained, he or she expects
more pay based on increased ccrpetence. This intum, increases the
cost of child care. It raises tie issue that provision for adequate
1 . Edward Breathitt , Comprehensive Preschool Education and Child
Day Care Act of 19G9 , lI.R. 13520, op. cit., p. 467.
2. Richard Itowe, Child Care ^ Ilassachusetts , Abt Associates,
1970, p. 615.
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txaining not only enhances the quality of the program but also the
cost.
Th^ Needs to te ^ i\greement on what Q-iild Care Programs Cost
No issue has been debated more; nothing stands in the way of expanded
child care services tliat has greater importance than the question of
the cost of child care s€5rvices. Legislation introduced into Congress
has authorized funds from a minimum of $700 million up to $4 billion
for child care with Congress anticipating the amount to go even higher.'
It has been declared by tlie President and by many administration officials
that this country cannot afford to pay the price of child care for
everyone. Wtbu a determination is attanpted to get the exact cost of
caring for one child for one year, the cost varies so much there is
no acceptable precise ansv\^r. Different studies liave come up with different
costs, depending upon the kind of child care observed.
Secretary Richardson has testified on the cost of child care.
In his statements he estimated that the cost for H.R. 1 child care
was about $1,600 a year for care in a day care center for preschool;
$894 a year for in-hcme care; and $866 for family child care. For a
school-age developnental center, care is estimated to cost $732, in-
hcme care $716, and family day care $542.
1. Marion W. Edelman, Comprehensive Child Developiient Act of , 1971 ,
S. 1512, op. cit. p. 520.
2. Eliot Richardson, Child Care Hearings, S. 2003, op. cit., p. 106.
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TlTe following tables show the differences in child care cost and the
1
dilenrm which exist in quoting the cost of child care.
Ibble 1. Estimated National Average Annual Cost of Day Care By Type
of Care, By Quality of Care, By Age of Child
September, 1971
Preschool age School Age
Type of Care
Cost
Custodial
Cost
Developnental
Cost
Custodial
Cost
Developnent5il
In-hcme care $809.07 $893.98 $661^61 $715.65
Family day care 781.92 866.40 488.70 541.53
Day care center 861.32 1,594.11 509.63 732.25
Table 2. Standards and Cost of Day Care Per Year, By Age of Child and
Level of Quality
Minimum Acceptable Desirable
Day Care Center
(preschoolers
)
$1,245 $1,862 $2,320
Family Day Care
(0-6 years)
1,423 2,032 2,372
Before and After
School and Summer 310 653 653
Mary P. Rawe's testicnany on H.R. 1, Child Care Hearings provides
the most inclusive discussion on the issues from all the testimony
this investigator has reviewed. She makes the distinction bet\^een quality
child care and tlie cost of child care. They are dixectly related to
1. Ibid.
,
p. 106.
2. HE17 written testimony. Child Care Hearings , S. 2003, op. cit. , p. 106
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one another. But to get cost of child care the quality must be defined.
Mrs. Rowe indicates that prevailing views of quality can be defined
in three ways:
1. Presence or absence of a preschool program or explicit early
childhood education activities.
2. Program scope, defined as the presence or absence of
educational programs, meals, transportation, medical care,
staff training, etc.
3. Staff-clrLld ratio (teacher-child ratio) ; more staff-time
per child is considered more favorable.
The cost of day care can be analyzed in terras of the follomng
three types of day care, as defined by US'? in 1960, according to Mary
2
Rove's testimony.
1 . ilirainum quality - the level essential to maintain the
health and safety of the child, but with relatively little
attention paid to his development needs.
2 . Acceptable quality - to include a basic program of
developmental activities as well as providing minimum
custodial care.
3 . Desirable quality - to include the full range of general
and specialized developmental activities suitable to
individualized development.
1. friary P. Rave, Child Care Hearings , S.2003, op. cit., p. 279.
2. Ibid.
,
p. 280.
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Rows further states, "useful debate over developnental versus
custodial and desirable versus minimum care requires operational definitions,
that is, definitions of developniental and custodial care which tell
us what the actual program differences are. For instance, custodial
care can be turned into developmental care according to one definition
(addition of an educational program) at an increase of perhaps ten
to twenty p^ercent in cost. According to another definition, developmental
care is comprehensive in scope; the change from custodial to developmental
care would increase cost by 20 to 30 percent. A third definition, that
developmental care provides at least the same amount of care and attention
available in a good heme with the full range of activities suitable
to individualized developnent, would increase the cost to 100 to 200
1
percent more than custodial care .
"
With this debate swirling around the issues of cost of child care
programs, is it important to have final agreement on what programs
cost? Can we actually determine cost of child care because of the diversity
of programs and definitions of quality? If so, would the cost of child
care with comprehensive services be too ej<pensive? Finally , if we truly
believe in quality child care, should we provide it regardless of what
it would cost this country?
1. Ibid.
,
p. 280
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'^sre Need to be Ibre Federal Funds for Child Care
The present issue deals with hew child care programs should be
funded and from what sources. Many witnesses testified that furds for
child care should come from the Federal government. However, others
asked whether it should be ejq>ected that the Federal government support
canpletely the nation's child care needs. The Federal government no;^7
is spending a considerable amount of money for child care; and the
debate ponders whether it should spend more. Jule Sugarman has outlined
the chief Federal programs for day care. In the following table he
shews the major authorities through which day care services can be
1
funded in whole or in part.
T^le 3. Child Care Expenditures by the Federal government.
Program A3ministoring Agency
Vbrk Incentive HEl'J.
AFDC (non-V7IN) HB7/SRS
Child Welfare HElVSKS-CB
Federal Expenditures
Fiscal year 1969,
$10,800,000; fiscal
year 1970, $56,140,000 •
(budget request).
Federal reimbursement is
75 percent of State ex-
penditure vhen day care
is provided as an AFDC
service
.
Fiscal year 1969, $3,751 million
Head Start
(full year, full day) HE^VOCD
Parent and Child
Centers HEW/OCD
Model Cities
Programs HUD/MCA
Fiscal year 1969, 81.4 million
Fiscal year 1970, $6.3 million
Fiscal year 1969, $10.5 million.
1. Jule Sugarman, Head Start Child Development Act, S. 2060, op.cit. , p. 135
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Special food
Service programs DO^
'
Fiscal year 1971, $10. million.
Migrant health
programs HE^7/PHS Fiscal year 1970, $2.8 million.
Projects for
health and pre-
school programs HEV'J/SRS-CB Fiscal year 1969, $16.6 million.
The American Acadony of Pediatrics recommends that the Federal
gov€irnment pay up to 100 percent of the cost of child care services
1
for low income families.
And the Day Care and Child Development Council of America supported
the provision of child care services as a public social utility in
which the cost must be shared by the entire community, much as we now
pay essential police, fire ard public school services. The Council
further supports the various legislative proposals to provide 100 percent
Federal funding of child care , including program planning , operation
and evaluation, construction of facilities, provision for training,
2
technical assistance, research and demonstration projects.
3
Fred Fisher supported an increase in income tax deductions for
child care expenses, from $600. to $1000. for one child, and $900 to
$1,500. for two or more children. Also he has proposed to increase
fron 75 percent to 100 percent the Federal share of child care expense
1. Donald Smith, Child Care Hearings , S. 2003, op. cit. p. 347.
2. John Niemeyer, Child Care Hearings , S. 2003, op. cit., p. 347.
3. Fred Fisher, Child Care Hearings , S. 2003, op. cit., p.
420.
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for welfare recipients participating in work and training prograins.
Jule Sugerman adds, "Unions or employee and employers together
can handle the management of cost associated with child care programs,
but for substantial expansion there will need to be seme form of Federal
1
assistance to the programs . " He sees the prospect of tax incentives
as another possible source of funding of child care by industry vhich
may be subject to joint management labor trust fund agreements.
While most of the witnesses testifying felt there shcpjld be mere
Federal funds for child care, sane did explore alternative and diverse
ways of providing funds.
The testimony of tlie Child V7elfare League of America questions
the value of income tax relief, priniarily in the belief that such relief
would not help families in the low tax brackets, particularly if child
care costs are high, and tliere are numerous children in the family.
There would still be a financial incentive to place children in the
cheapest possible child care programs viiere Federal standards would
not apply, despite the fact that a Federal tax subsidy is helping to
2
pay for this care, which also troubles the League.
The League further comments that, "it is unclear whether Federal
child care standards would be applicable to child care selected by
1. Jule Sugarman, Child Care Hearings , S. 2003, op. cit. , p. 488.
2. Testimony of the Child Welfare league of America, Child Care
Hearings, S. 2003, op. cit., p. 480.
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a parent and paid for with Federal vouchers, to child care subsidized
by a child care income deduction, or to child care Federally reimbursed
by an income disregard for assistance recipients. Administration officials
have indicated that in at least seme instcinces where vouchers were
utilized, tliat child care of a substandard nature could be purchased.
It is likely that this would also be the case for tax deductible child
1
care and for child care for under the income disregard provision.
"
The middle class families are generally not eligible for Federally
supported child care. Also in tlie debate about funding the question
merges as to whether parents should be expected to pay the cost of
child care themselves for a fee.
John Stubbs, testifying against the fee schedule proposal in tlie
proposed Child Care Corporation, said, "the requirements that the Child
Care Corporation meet all cost from fees at the outset pits the interest
of the child against the fiscal consideration of the Corporation with
the child certain to emerge the loser. Fees must not only cover the
operating and capital cost for each center, but will also have to finance
an enormous administrative superstructure consisting of numerous local
2
offices.
"
While the debate continues over the funding of child care in the
United States, the National League of Cities and the United States
1. Ibid .
,
p. 486.
2. John L. Stubbs, Child Care Hearings, S. 2003, op. cit., p. 390.
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Conferences of Mayors in written testimcny declare, "the question is
one of national priorities. Can the Nation afford to continue to take
chances on its hurran resources? Can the Nation afford to risk not investing
in its future generations? The statistics show that less than 10 percent
of our Federal budget represents all Federal expenditure for our young
people up to age 21, and yet this age group represents 40 percent of
the population. Quality child care for every American child diould
1
be a priority goal of the Federal government.
"
There Should be a liinimum of Fragmented Child Care Administration and Better Coordi-
nation
Child care in the United States is operated under the authority
of many different legislative acts, with different funding levels and
different guidelines, but often designed to serve the same population
of children, namely, those frcm lew-income families and children of
working mothers. It appears more appropriate for child care programs
to be under one authority; to have all services and activities dealing
with children's programs coordinated.
In his testimony on H.R. 13520, Urie Bronfenbrenner talked about
the fragmentation that exists among programs serving children in the
Federal government. He thinks child care calls for comprehensive services
and a multidiciplinary approach. He cites as example the creation of
1. VJritten testiinony fran U.S. Conference of Mayors, Cemprehensive
Child Developnent Act of , 1971 , S. 1512, op. cit. , p. 701.
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the Office of Child Developnent to provide a canprehensive approach
to the developinent of young children. Ilovjever, operating responsibilities
for children's prograiris tiave been divided airong at least five different
agencies: Office of Economic Opportunity, Office of Child Developnent,
Medical Services Administration, Social and Rehabilitation Service
1
and Community Service Administration.
Dr. Jaimes Coleman noted in his testimony, " for an age range not
presently covered by schools, there is no existing bureaucracy which
can carry out tlie necessary task, even if it were clear exactly hew
2
the task VTere to be carried out . " This statement of Coleman is supported by
Dr. John Niemeyer and Reginald lourie. Lourde says, "as we take a look
at the services for children, we find that by no means are they only
in the programs for health, education and Ifare. A great many Federal
agencies have programs for children, even the Department of Defense,
the Departiioit of Justice, the Departments of Agriculture, labor. Commerce,
3
and Interior have large programs for young children
.
" He continues
by saying, "when we look at \i\iiat happens by the time these programs
are established at the local level, we find that they are not infrequently
in competition with each other. Particularly troublesome are the pro-
blems of territoriality, agencies protecting the turf. This goes on
1 . Urie Bronferibrenner , Ccamprehensive Prescliool Education and
Day Care Act of 1969 , H.R. 13520, op. cit. , p. 148.
2. James Coleman, H.R. 13520, op. cit., p. 345.
3. Reginald Lourie, Comprehensive Child Development Act of_ 1971,
S. 1512, op. cit., p. 180.
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1
fran the top level in government down to the neigliborhood.
"
Hus frustration of making any sense out of child care administration
in the Federal government is appropriately fjummed up by lazar ard Rosonbf>rg's
statement that, "day care in Anerica is a scattered phenomenon; largely
private, curiously supervised, gaining and shrinking in response to
2
national adult crises."
We should ask ourselves, "is there a commj.tmcnt to have a minimun
of fragmented child care administration, or need it continue to bo
divided cimong different agencies?" It is possible to have different
administering agencies if the authori.ty for the program were invested
in one agency. Or, to echo the frustration of Lazar and Rosenborg,
we might have to take the position that child care administrative fragnentation
is impossible to avoid.
When new bills were introduced into Congress, an attempt was made
to reduce the number of agencies having administrative authority for
child care, toeover, significant attempts were made to coordinate
existing services. A 1969 admendment to the Foonomlc Opportunity Act
required the Secretary of IILW ard the Director of OEO to take all necessary
steps to coordinate programs under their jurisdiction affecting day
care. This resulted in the esteiblishmcnt of the Federal Panel on E6u:ly
Childhood. It appeeirs that the issue is not whether coordination is
1. Ibid.
,
p. 180.
2. Lazar and Rosenberg, op. cit. , p. 77.
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needed, but rather hew it takes place and who has the responsibility
to coordinate the other so-called coordinating agencies.
The Panel consisted of representatives of the:
1. Department of Agriculture
2. Department of ItDusing and Urban Developnent
3. Department of Labor
4. Office of Economic Opportunity
5. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, including the'
Assistant Secretary for Health and Scientific Affairs, Health
Services and Mental Health Alministration, the National Institute
of Health, the Office of Education, • Social and Rehabilitation
Services, Assistance Payment Administration, and the Children's
Bureau.
The charge to the Secretary and to the Director of OEO included
the establishment of mechanisms for coordination at state and local
levels, and the establishment of a corimon set of program standards
and regulations, relative to the operation of day care programs utilizing
Federal funds. The Federal Panel on Early Childhood, in order to provide
coordination of day care programs at the state and local level, has
established the Community Coordinated Child Care program commonly referred
to as the 4-C program.
The need for coordination is reflected in James Sundquist's comnent
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that, "when the Federal structure was transformed in the 1960 's, it
was not according to anybody ' s master plan . In the absence of a master
comprehensive child development plan, the establishment and expansion
of child care has been a short gain approach. In the absence of such
a plan a particular bill or program reflected the ideas of whatever
particular group of legislative draftsmen worked on that particular
1
measure and v;hat laws they used as precedents."
Sundquist further ronarks, "each statute had its cwn administrative
strategy. Seme programs followed the traditional delivery system of
granting money to states, while most were patterned on the new. Formula
grants co-existed with project grants. Established agencies vied with
rew ones as the recipients of Federal funds in a v^lter of relationship
and patterns that varied frem agency to agency and from program to
2
program.
"
The VJhite House Conference , Report to the President , indicated
that the need for coordination in child care arises in every discussion
of child care needs. At the Federal level, the Report calls for the
consolidation of administrative functions and responsibility for children s
prxDgrams. According to the Report, child care .services should be consolidated
in one area of the Federal government, charged with the responsibility
3
for all aspects of child care.
1 . James L. Sundquist, f^ing Federalisfn Wc^, p. 13.
2. Ibid .
,
p. 13.
3. Report to the President , White House Conference
on Children, p. 274.
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lb sumnarize, there seems no question that coordination of child
care services needs to irrprove; but tliat it carries a high enough priority
to become a reality. ^\hile the 4-C effort was an honest attanpt toward
coordination, is this approach the most effective? Finally, we do ask,
will any attempt to coordinate be possible, given the complexity, the
diversity of child care in the United States?
Needs Jto te a Delivery System for Child Care Programs
Closely related to the need for coordination and less fragmented
administration of child care is this issue of the delivery system needed
or desired for child care programs. A number of witnesses testified about
their position of what a delivery syston should be and how it should
work. Jule Sugarman raised some pertinent matters related to a delivery
system v^ich must be considered. He asks, "to v/hat extent is it feasible
to develop a coordinated approach bo early childhood programs given the
fact that many such existing efforts are coordinated along other lines?
For example. Headstart with Ccmmunity Action agencies; day care with
social services; work training with the AFDC program and Labor; and training
1
with other training under the Education Profession Development Act.
"
Sugarman also asks, "to what €jxtent should parent sponsored organizations,
private non-piofit and private for-profit agencies be looked to as
1. Jule Sugarmn, Ccmprehensive Preschool Education and Child Day
Care Act of 1969, op. cit.
,
p. 85.
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the priirary vehicle for delivery of. services? What kinds of organizations
are needed at the state and local level for early childhood programs?
VJiat should be the involvement and the responsibilities of the state
and local organizations? Vhat should be the involvement of health,
education and welfare agencies? May it be desirable to consider scare
1
restructuring of our present organization for education?"
Larry Feldman said, "we feel that one authority under which various
kinds of progiBms can be mounted, would allow and encourage much more
rational planning and developrent of programs on tho local level. Local
cornrnunities are in the least position to know which kind of program
they have the greatest need for. Furthermore, if there were only one
broadly flexible authority, local administration would be much easier,
if there were only one pot of money to which to apply. If there were
only one matching rate, choices among programs would not be made on
the basis of where the least local money could be obtained to get the
2
greatest Federal contribution, but rather on the basis of a felt need."
In the debate on the kind of deliveiry system, numerous witnesses
discussed different approaches. Ned Goldberg suggested that early cliild-
hood education, nursery schools and kindergarten should be universally
available to all children through the public schools, since they are
1. Ibid
.
,
p. 85.
2. Larry Feldmn, Ccmprel-iensive Preschool Education and Child Day
Care Act of 1969, op. cit.
,
p. 20.
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1
the province of public education. Dir. Janies Coleman said he would be
2
in favor of a vouchor system. Mrs. Oliver Carmichael proposed a national
3
approach for delivering child care services. And Clark La Mendola stressed
the need for an integrated systesn where the family is treated as a
unit, and all of its problons are approached simultaneously by a great
4
number of agencies. He believes this to be the most effective approach
at the local level.
Secretary Richardson, testifying on II.R. 1, gave the administration's
plan for a delivery system. The Secretary described the system as one
designed to consolidate and coordinate the Federal child care efforts.
Such a delivery systen would use a relatively small number of prime
sponsors as the primary vcliicle for channeling Federal funds bo child
care programs. The prime sponsors vould be state governments, large
city general purpose governments or Federally recognized Indian tribal
5
orgcinizations
.
The prine sponsor would have broad responsibility for submitting
a plan to HEW for approval, receiving a direct grant from the Federal
1 . Ned Goldberg , Cemprehensive Preschool Education and Child
Care Act of 1969 , op. cit. , p. 224, (H.R. 13520)
.
2. James Coleman, H.R. 13520, op. cit., p. 344.
3. Mrs. Oliver Carmichael, H.R. 13520, op. cit., p. 503.
4. Clark La Mendola, H.R. 13520, op. cit., p. 509.
5. Eliot Richardson, Child Care Hearings , S. 2003, op. cit., p. 99
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Govemnent, and reviewing, approving, funding and nonitoring individual
projects within the area over which it has jurisdiction. The chief
executive in the priire sponsorship area vrould have to designate the
specific agency to be responsible for program operation and vrould also
appoint a Child Development Council. The Council would include participation
by parents representative of the populations served by the prime sponsors.
The agency designated by the chief executive, in cooperation with
the Child Development Council, would develop a prime sponsor plan for
child development services for that area. The prime sponsor would work
closely with the Opportunities for Families program delivery agency
to coordinate HEW resource development with the Department of Labor's
1
training and placement planning for H.R. 1.
Although H.R. 1 child care provisions in the legislation did not
pass, the plan for the delivery system reflectal that the majority
of bills introduced had provision for such a system. The major difference
in the legislation was over the number of people in the prime sponsor
area.
While the debate continues, it apparently is divided into three
najor pactions. There appears a definite need for an effective delivery
systGm, but the question is whether it should come from the Federal
government's giving money directly to local ccmmunities, such as the
1. Ibid., p. 99.
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Head Start model. Or, should it be given to the state agencies, as
ve have seen in the Title IV-A delivery system? Dale Meers testified
to the fact that he felt the present syston was satisfactory. The debate
will continue, and until a decision is made the longer we will continue
to have a delay in expanding existing child care programs
.
T^ere Needs to to More Irdustry-Based Child Care
A primary reason for tlie increased demand for child care has been
the fact that more women with small children are working outside of
the hane. Industry, scmeivhat sensitive to the plight of their female
enployees, has begun to develop industry-based child care. VJhile industry
has not heretofore been involved in child care to a large extent, it
is becoming more involved. It is important to recognize this industry
involvement to determine what role it can play in the expansion of
child care. To date, participation in child care has taJcen a variety
of forms:
1. Corporations have established and run child care programs.
2. Corporations have made contributions to private non-
profit agencies to establish child care programs which their
otployees can use.
3. Others have contributed to welfare agencies to make up the
local share of the Federal 75-25 percent matching for child care.
4. There have been sore trust fund arrango:nents under joint
union-manageTient agreements.
1. Dale Meers, Head Start,- Child Development Legislation , 1972 ,
S. 3228, op. cit.
,
p. 13.
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AlsO/ tVvO sections of the Internal Revenue Code provide incentives
1
for corporations to enter the child care field. Section 170, of the
Code authorizes the deduction of charitable contributions to ncn-profit
corporations. This deduction is limited to five percent of the corporation's
taxable income. Section 162 permits corporations to deduct the full
amount of establishing child care as a business expense.
It is too early to tell if industry-based child care has been
a success or failure. Many witness testified to its value to the child
care field. Howard Samuel, frcm the i^lgamated Clothing Vforkers of
America, described his union membership as comprising eighty percent
women, mostly low skilled workers from a marginal work force. The union
also has a special interest in the provision of industry based child
2
care for them.
John Ifeisbitt, President of the Urban Research Corporation, said,
"the lack of day care is a major reason for shortages of female labor
and the high rate of absenteeism and expensive turnover among working
3
mothers .
"
1. Janes Fanner, Head Start Child Deveiopment Act , S. 2060, p. 109.
2 . Howard Samiel , Ccmprehensive Preschool Education and Child
Day Care Act of 1969
,
H.R. 13520, op. cit.
,
p. 438.
3. John Naisbitt, H.R. 13520, op. cit., p.493.
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Clark La Mendola thinJcs there should be an incentive developed
1
to encourage coiipany-sponsored day care programs. In HEW written testiirony
the point is made that industry-based day care plays a veiry small role
in the total provision for child care for working mothers in the United
2
States. Less than five percent of the children of vorking mothers are
cared for in child care centers
,
according to the pamphlet-Day Care Services
:
Industry ' s Involvenent
^
Department of Labor, 1971.
The following table sha<^s seven corporations that subsidize child
care centers in or adjacent to conpany facilities. The first five corporations
operate their avn centers. The two telephone canpanies are o\^n:ied and operated
3
under contract with independent day care providers.
Industry Based Child Care
Licensed
Capacity
Average
Enrollment
Children of
Employees
Years of
Operation
Mr. Tpparel, N.C. 70 35-40 35-40 3.0
Skyland Ttextile, N.C. 118 90 70 2.0
Vanderbilt Skirts, N.C. 45 40 40 2.0
Curfee Clothing, Ky. 45 40 40 36.0
Tyson Foods, Ark. 45 39' 39 1.5
C&P Telephone, VJash. D.C. 100 35-40 35-40 0.3
Olio Bell, Ohio 50 35 35 0.1
Totals 476 299-314 269-279
1. Clark La Mendola, H.R. 13520, op. cit. , p. 510.
2. HEW written testimony, Child Care Hearings , S. 2003, op.
cit., p. 147
3. Ibid.
,
p. 147
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There are four corporations which subsidize child care as a part
of a corrm^ity wide effort to expand and inprove available day care.
They are:
1. AVCO Day Center, Dorchester, Massachusetts.
2. KLH Child Developrent Center, Cambridge, Itossachusetts
.
3. Miirlpool and ta\^enty-six other companies, St. Joseph, Michigan.
4. Control Data Corporation, North Minneapolis, Minnesota.
While industry-based child care has its advantages, it also has
disadvantages which are spelled out in HEM testimony before Congress.
2
Some preliminary factors are: ...
1. High cost.
2. Uncertainty about the potential reduction in absenteeism
that corporate subsidized child care would produce.
3. Small scale operations would not find it feasible to develop
industry-based child care unless it errployed at least enough
women to support a child care center for over fifty children.
4. Econanic prosperity is dependent on the economic prosperity
of the specific industry and the degree of unemployment in a
particular labor market.
It appears that the greatest concern centers around the need for more
iiodustry based child care until it has been proven effective. Should industry-
1. Ibid.
,
pp. 147-48.
2. Ibid., pp. 147-48.
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based child care be encouraged and given tax incentives to become more
involved in the expansion of child care?
'Hiere Need to be I^fore Facilities for Child Care
A great pressure in child care is the need for facilities, in
the form of new construction or the renovation of existing facilities.
f4any witnesses testified to the critical shortage of child care facilities.
*1110 l^islation introduced into Congress made provision for construction
and renovation of existing facilities. But it is interesting to note
that funds for child care construction and renovation under existing
legislative authority are non-existent.
Robert Cooke stressed the need for funds for physical plant develop-
inent. He noted that, "one of the limitations to the early deployment
of Head Start as a year-round program was the absence of physical facilities
to carry this out
,
whereas the summer piograms. could take advantage
1
of enpty schools .
"
There are only two Federal programs, administered by the Small
Business Administration which relate to construction; and these are
restricted to loans and to insuring of loans made to profit making
institutions
.
Mrs. Leon Ginsberg testified that the lack of facilities is a
2
terribly irrportant issue. She is supported by Kenneth Johnson, who
1. Robert Cooke, Headstart Child Development Act , S. 2060, op.cit.
,
p. 153.
2. Mrs. Leon Ginsberg, Comprehensive Preschool Education and
Child Day Care Act of 1969 , H.R. 13520, op. cit., p. 121.
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outlined a problem with the Head Start program. He explained, "when
Head Start came into being, really to make up the non-Federal share
part of the grant, most of the programs were operated out of churches,
store fronts, and abondoned buildings. The problem was that none of
these facilities were designed for these kinds of programs so there
had to be extensive renovations in the building code:, and seme of
them are antiquated building codes and regulations in the city for
programs that vould have a group of young children for any length of
time, dhere vas no money to build or renovate existing buildings, and
1
if there was the cost is expensive."
Judith Chapman and Joyce Lazar add, "the physical facilities provide
both oppx3Ttunities and limitations of the program. A gross, but pjerhaps
inportcuit aspx^ct of any child care center is its size, in terms of
how many children are served overall and in terms of the space p^er
child. Lhen, too, the quality and organization of the space and equipment
2
in the center affect the quality of the pxrogram.
"
Prescott and Jores did a study of the effects of day care center
facilities on cost and quality of the programs. In short, the larger
the center the less the cost per child, but the poorer the quality
3
v^n oonpared to a smaller center.
1. Kenneth Jehnson, H.R. 13520, op. cit. , p. 142.
2. Judith E. Chapman and Joyce Lazar , A Reyi^ of Present Status
and Future Ifeeds in Day Care Research , Office of Child Development, p. 54.
3. E. Prescott and E. Jones, ^ Institutional Analysis of D^ Ca^
Programs .
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Ihis need for facilities will become more acute with the adoption
of the Federal Day Care requirements. The draft version states, "day
care facilities must be located in a geograpliic area convenient to
members of a group of families eligible for participation under the
regulations of the Federal agency funding the program; or daily transportation
to and from the facility must be provided or arranged for by the administer-
ing agency when the facility is located at a location inconvenient
for the families, and when a child's parent is unable bo provide transporta-
1
tion."
V^hile a groat deal of day care is presently being provided in
private hemes in the inner cities, most of that care is illegally provided
under the state day care licensing statutes. Ihere are two main reasons
for this situation:
1 . The houses do not meet licensing requirements (since most
are landlord owned, the tenant is reluctant to improve the
property
,
only to have the landlord then raise the rent)
.
2. The caretater family does not wish to report caretaking
inoome to the welfare authorities (usually the licensing
agency) which will result in a reduced AFDC check.
Mark Shedd taking note of the issue of construction, advocates
2
100 percent Federal funding. Mr. Howard Samuel suggests that
a bill
be introduced to provide seme kind of financial incentives,
government
1. Federal Day Care Requirements , Draft, Office of
Child Developnent.
2. Mark Shedd, Cemprehensive Preschool Education^ Child D^
Act of 1969, II. R. 13520, op. cit. , p. 217.
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incentives for builders of aparbnrent hemes, factories and even shopping
1
centers to include day care facilities.
Secretary Richardson also gave written testimony that "even though
the legislation would authorize the Secretary of HEW to provide construction
grants and contracts covering a new child development facility, including
2
equipnent, HEW recairtvands no new funds for this purpose."
Again, how can we deal with this ccarpelling need for child care
facilities when know there is that need and knew the need could
be net, if our Federal government would provide funds for construction,
renovations or tax incentives to private industry?
There Need to be National Uniform Standards for All Child Care Programs
It was not until 1968 that the Federal government published any
standards for Federally funded child care programs. The Federal Inter-
i^ency Day Care Standards have been the subject of much discussion.
While the standards were an attenpt to improve the quality of child
care programs, it became, apparent that they also increased the cost.
The most debated issue over standards concerned the staff child ratio.
A revision of those standards is in process. To date, hewever, they
have not been released.
Secretary Richardson, testifying on II.R. 1, discussed the establish-
1. Howard Samuel, Comprehensive Preschool Education^ C^
Act of 1969 , H.R. 13520, op. cit. , p. 438.
2. Eliot Richardson, Child Care Hearings , S. 2003, op.
cit., p. 103.
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nent of Federal child care standards appropriate to tte different types
of child care. These standards would afford protection to all children
enrolled in a given Federally funded program without regard bo the
source of funds used to pay for the care. In addition, parents, vdiose
child care expenses would be deducted from earnings under the income-
disregard provision of H.R. 1, or who utilized tax-deduction provisions
of H.R. 1, would be encouraged to utilized child care prograns meeting
1
HEW standards.
Ihe Child Welfare League of America's statement endorses the principle
that standards to insure sound quality of child care should be established
with particular reference to the ratio of staff to children and to
the quality and training of the staff. The League believes that standards
dealing with program or staff are often more inportant to quality care
than standards relating to health and building codes. However, the
League declared that the Federal standards should be a floor below
which no program should fall, not a ceiling to struggle for improved
2
quality.
Ihe 1968 Federal Interagency Day Care Standards and the draft,
June, 1972 Federal Day Care Standards are designed to insure quality
day care for children in programs supported directly or indirectly
by Federal funds. They represent minimum requirements which must be
1. Ibid .
,
p. 98.
2. Child Welfare League of America, S. 2003, op. cit. , p. 479.
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met by each program, and as such should not be construed as defining
ideal day care.
Ned Goldberg states that, "all of us must be concerned that Federal
funding be tied to Federal standards, that there must be state and
local planning, state licensing and enforcenent of standards."
Edward T. Braithitt, President of American Child Care Centers,
Inc. aiid former Governor of Kentucky, encourages the need for standards
and licensing of private enterprises.
As the debate around Federal standards continues, most witnesses
think that child care programs should meet some standards. In attaupting
to iitprove quality, the development of staiidards is one method that
can be utilized. Equally important is the enforcanent of method that
can be utilized. Equally inportant is the enforcement of standards,
and the monitoring of programs to see that they are in fact meeting
standards. However, there looms the dilemma of monitoring and evaluation.
Who is ultiiTHtely responsible?
As discussed earlier, one of the issues relative to Federal standards
was the child staff ratio and programmatic considerations. Debate is
surfacing over whether the cost of child care should be considered
in developing standards, including licensing.
1. Ned Goldberg, H.R. 13520, op.^cit., p. 223.
2. Edward T. Braithitt, H.R. 13520, op. cit. , p. 465.
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In discussing the question of licensing, the National Organization
of V'foinen sees licensing and regulatory procedures among the most inhibiting
of all factors which affect the development of day care. They vould
like provision made to assure that licensing procedures were realistic
and an aid in the establishrent of rather than the hindrance of good
programs. Although regulations to assure the basic physical safety
of children are needed, NOtV feels many restrictions have little concern
for the children, while at the saire time make it almost financially
impossible for communities to start child care programs. As a result,
parents desperately needing child care for their children have circumvented
1
local regulations and set up "bootleg centers."
The White House Conference on Children reports that many child
care arrangements do not assure immediate physical safety. Far too
nany are unlicensed, unsupervised and chosen because they are the only
2
available care alternative.
The Report to President , of the Itiite Hause Conference noted,
"Too often, regulations focus on physical facilities and on superficial
differences in services as nursery schools versus day care centers;
and ignore crucial areas such as the inclusion of specific program
elaments. The creation of licensing agencies with the resources and
1 . Vicki Latham , Ccmprehensive Child Development Act o£ 197d
,
S. 1512, Part 3, op. cit. , p. 753.
2. Report to the President , op. cit., p. 274.
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pcwer to take strong action against harmful programs and equally strong
action for better care is one of the most iirportant challenges in working
1
for a flexible netvork of quality child care services."
Different witnesses viewed the issue of licensing frcm their own
perspective. The National Organization of VJomen saw it as inhibitive
to the expansion of child care. Hie White House Conference regarded
licensing as a protection for children and a tool to insure quality.
Max Durbin is concerned about the lack of uniformity in licensing
standards among the various states. He says, "we deal with twa states
and several different licensing services. We are involved with state
DepartiTBnts of Social Services, city, state, township and county fire
and health departaents . Each person has his own idea and interpretations-
naking an iitpossible situation at times. There are those who fear that
the programming would tend to become stereo-typed to meet only the
Federal goverment's idea of what early childhood education should be.
There are many people who feel that the Federal government is overly
involved in programs and regulations in all areas of our lives now
and would not welcome Federal involvement in the child care area of
2
licensing under any circumstances."
1. Ibid , p. 274.
2. Max Durbin, Child Care Hearings, S. 2003, op. cit. , p. 319.
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Hov^ver, Durbin further ac3ds "all centers in all states should
be made to conform to tlie same regulations. Ml centers should be licensed
1
by the same standards .
"
In meeting the objectives, and issue of licensing and standards,
the Office of Child Development, in conjunction v/ith OEO, began a three
2
phased project in 1970 to:
1. Determine the status of licensing in the various states
and the extent to which it might deter future expansion
of child care facilities.
2. Develop a model statute, codes, regulations and administrative
procedures for possible adoption by state cind local governments.
3. Disseriinate the information to the widest possible audience,
to encourage critical review of tlie models and to revise
the draft model prior to official endorsement by the Federal
government and subsequent acceptance of part or all of the
models by state and local authorities.
Ihe need for uniform licensing codes is evidenced by the study
that was made in phase 1, which conpiled all the various states licensing
standards. Ihe Franchise Journal, August, 1971, codified the findings,
3
which show vast differences in the existing standards for each state.
1. Ibid .
,
p. 319.
2. Models for Day Care Licensing , HEW/(XD, Final Draft, p. 111.
3. "Report of Licensing Survey," Franchise Journal , pp. 171-173.
t. StSio Pop.irtffiont of Pensions and Si\.ority
2. Director of the Division of Public Welfare
3. State Department of Health
4. Dcjrartmcn; of Welfare
5. Department of Welfare
6. Social Services Division, Department of Public
Welfare
7. Commissioner of Health
8. Division of Social Services
9. Stale Welfare Board
10. Division for Children and Youth, State
Department of Family and Children Services
11
.
12. Department of Public Assistance
13.
14. State Department of Public Welfare
15. State Department of Social Welfare
16. The Joint Licensing Committee
17. Department of Child Welfare
IS. Department of Public Welfare
19. Department of Health and Welfare
20. Local Health Officer
21. Department of Public Health
22. Department of Social Services
23. Commissioner of Public Welfare
24. Division of Child Welfare, Department of Public
Welfare
25. Division of Welfare
2G. Slate Dep.irimcr.t of Public Welfare
27. Division of Ch.kln.-n and Family Services
28. State Health Division
29. Division of Welfare
30. Slate Departmont of Education
31.
32. Department of Social. Services
33. State Department of Social Services
34. Public Welfare Board
35. N.A.
36. Social and Rehabilitative Services, Department of
Institutions
37. Children's Services Division
38. Department of Public Welfare
39. Department of Social and Rolmbilitativo Services
40. Department of Public Welfare
41. State Director of Public Welfare
42. Department of Public Vi/elfare
43. State Department of Public Welfare
44. Public Welfare Commission
45,. Office of Economic Opportunity
46. Department of Welfare and Institutions
47.
48. Director of Public Health
49. State Licensing Board
50. Department of Health and Social Services
51. Division of Public Assistance and Social Services
J
f "
Key to Education Code
A. None
j
3. High school or equivalent
C. High schjool or experience in a child day care
center.
'
D. Hign chool and one year or less experience in a
clu'd day care center
t E. High school ai^d more than one year's experience
I
in a child day care center
1 F. College graduate
I ' G. College graduate u'ith a major in childhood
^ development or related field or at least some
,
courses in that area
I I H. Two years of college
! 1 1. Two years of college witli courses in childhood
development
li J, CoilcyO r-ducaticn or r:\pericnce in child care (see
i' state regulations)
J
K. Some training in child care (see st.ite regulations)
,j, L. For centers handling more than 40 cftildren:
!|
Three years experience plus four basic courses in
j
early childhood education approved by the state
I For centcis handling less than 40 childicn: high
i
school diploma; college degree with a major in
!i early childhood education or at least cne course in
! early childhood education approved by the state
\\ M, If less than 20 children, high school graduate and
I
six months experience
li M. If mere than 2C children, t.vo years of collcvge and
chi'dhood devciopmci'.t courses
1
O. As requited by state health law
P. 1:15 if under 7 years of age; 1:25 if over 7
Q. State health requirements
R. Must be clean
S. One hour of supervised outdoor play every day for
each three hours in day core center
T. Recommended
U. 1:10 if under 5 years of age; 1:20 if over 5
V. At least 1 toilet in the day care center
W. Require only that two adults be present at all
times; no ratios required
X. Two hours of outdoor phy daily; specified rest and
sleep periods
BA. College graduate for centers with more than 16
children
FA. Two years of college for centers with fewer than
30 children
GA & lA. After Jan. 1, 1972
NA. fJot available
'North Carolina has no mandatory licensing for child
day care centers. These minimum requirements hove
been established and licenses are granted on a
voluntary basis to those establishments asking for a
license.
**A teacher must meet current Vv'yoming certification
sttndards to teach kindergarten. A pre school
operator must have completed two years of college
with some course work in early childhood
education, or have six years of practical experience.
Franchise Journal, August. 1971
h'rntirhisx’ .huifi^'l.
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Although there are a number of complex issues related to licensing,
is it desircible to have all child care programs licensed? If so, is
it possible, given the number of possible unlicensed programs operating
throughout the United States? Is it possible to establish uniform codes
throughout the United States, an evident goal in developing the Federal
licensing codes? We might ask another question given the differences
betv\een licensing regulations among the vorious states and the anticipated
difficulties in attempting to have uniform licensing codes in each
state. Should the Federal government set standards viiich vould supersede
local licensing code?
Ihere Needs to be Continuity Between Child Care Programs and the School System
Surely a truism believed is that the public schools build upon
what the child has learned at heme. As more and more low income children
fell behind, particularly in the third grade, and the drop out rate
began to climb, educators felt the need to reach children esarlier and
to provide thean with resources needed to prepare for their long struggle
of living in this modern age.
Out of this concern Head Start was created with the primary intent
to provide comprehensive services that prepare children for life experiences.
One of the iimiediate experiences the child faces is school. And built
into the Head Start program was a strong educational approach. By many
people this was interpreted to mean that Head Start was strictly an
educational program, properly the province of education. As other child
care programs came into existence, emphasizing develojnental care with
education as one of the cotponents, the issue over what should be tie
relationship of these programs to the educational system was raised.
Hie evaluations concerning the success or failure of a child care
program is related to how much a child's I.Q. increases are sustained
in the first or second grade in school. Because of this concern, the
Follov/through program was initiated to maintain the gains made by children
in the Head Start programs in the public school system.
Dr . Bettye Caldwell strongly believes that since there is such
a relationship between early childhood programs and the school system,
they should be linked. She described the working relationship between
her program in Arkansas and the school system in testimony before Congress.
Caldvoll has linked her preschool program to the school in an atteiipt
to provide for continuity of early education throughout the crucial
years and to try to avoid the fragmentation of compensatory programs
1
into infant programs, elementary programs, and remedial programs.
Dr. Caldwell explains, "the center differs in many significant
ways from most existing schools. In other ways it merely represents
1. Bettye Caldwell, H.R. 13520, op. cit.
,
pp. 334-35.
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,
an attatipt to put into practice the fuU array of services and the
rtost reli^le imowledge available about how to support the development
prcx:ess .
"
I
Her goal is to make the total school a coiprehensive day care
facility for vrorking mothers. The expected result is that the exposure
I and involvement in a comprehensive early-childhood continuing-elementary
I
program will help the child to acquire a love of learning, ability
I to adapt to group experience and to master the rudiments of reading
I
and mathmatics. Through this experience in a rich cultural milieu the
I
,
;
Child can be taught to meet all subsequent school experiences and will
^
2
have made progress in becoming a substantial citizen.
Mark Shedd in his testimony described the cormdtment which the
I
I
Philadelphia school system had made to early childhood programs. He
I
noted that the school system in Philadelphia rescued the Head Start
:j
program \dien it ran out of money, and also operates the child care
I
programs originally funded under the lanham Act. Dr. Shedd believes
in the child needing conprehensive services and sees education as just
j
one of a child's needs. He continues "we are convinced that activities
j
for 3 and 4 year olds must be related to and help influence the 'regular
1
I school' so that a viable continuum of experiences is established for
I 3
each child."
I
1 1. Ibid
.
,
p. 335.
I
j
2. Ibid
.
,
p. 336.
j
3. Mark Shedd, H.R. 13520, op. cit.
,
p. 218.
t
i
I
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Supportive of Shedd's remarks is tcstiitony by Roger Ulrich. He
too calls attention to the need for folloving up the children served
in early childhood programs in the public school to assure that tlieir
early experiences will be realized to their fullest potential in later
years.
And Dorothy Little, a parent testifying before Congress, expressed
the concern that all Head Start children have a chance to go to a Followthrough
program to continue the good tilings in Head Start; that is: small classes,
2
individual attention, and parent involvement.
Many witnesses felt there needed to be continuity between child
care programs; others were critical of the schools. Cecilia Guarez
said that, "for the Spanish-speaking child who enters school, the encounter
with education in a foreign tongue may cause a cultural shock that
he may not be able to cope with. A general pattern of negativism in
the child is established which helps to explain the educational failure
of the Chicano. His Chicano identity is threatened when ho enters a
school where English language is compulsory, and he is made bo feel
that Spanish is a foreign language, unAmerican idion vhich he must
forget in order to think, talk and behave like an American. The child,
in atterrpting to become a good student, may then become confused eind
3
guilt-ridden because of rejecting his parents, home and culture." She
1. Roger Ulrich, H.R. 13520, op. cit. , p. 76.
2. Dorbthy Little, H.R. 13520, op. cit., p. 40.
3. Cecilia Guarez, Comprehensive Child Development Act of , 1971 ,
op. cit., pp, 351-52.
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further notes that "the real problem is the point of view that labels
a child as disadvantaged if his culture is different and if he speaks
a language other than English. It is this attitude on the part of schools
that make them an enemy rather than a social institution to meet the
1
needs of the people." Hiis statement by Mrs. Guarez is supported by
Frank Reisman, who discussed tlie possible administrative agency for
child care expressing his concern that neither the welfare department
2
nor the state education agency be that agency.
Govenor Calvin Rairpton, of Utah, warns that unless the system
of child development becomes a part of the overall state educational
planning, children will not be able to adjust in their first year of
school, w'hich he thought to be the experience in the Head Start program.
While the debate concerning the relationship of early childhood
programs and the sdiool system will also continue, most of the witnesses
felt. that there should be sane continuity betv;een schools and child
care programs. Hiore is disagreement by some on whether the school
systens should administer child care programs completely. But others
consider it inportant to have a followthough or follow-up program of
children served in preschool programs in the public schools.
1. Ibid .
,
p. 352.
2. Frank Reisman, H.R. 13520, op. cit., p. 634.
3 . Calvin Ranpton , Comprehensive Child Development Act o£
1971
,
H. R. 6748 and Related bills, op. cit., p. 226.
CHAI^R IV
Design of the Study
In developing this study, the investigator reviewed the Cor>gressional
Hearings to identify the issues; lisjted the name, position and organization
of the witnesses and noted the issues which each person discussed. A list of
witnesses was canpiled with their testimony noted. These remarks were reviewed
by the investigator. Forty-six different issues that were frequently stated
throughout the hearings have been selected from the testimony. A list of
these twenty most frequently mentioned was carpiled and used as basis for
developing the focused interviev; schedule. Ihe twenty issues selected are
as follow:
1. Research 11. Cost of child care
2. Need for child care 12. Funding of child Ccire
3. Terminology used for child care 13. Fragmentation
4. IVpes of child care 14. Coordination
5. Age children should be served 15. Delivery Systen
6. Cemprehensive services
7. Socio-econcmic mix
8. Parent Involvement
9. Use of para-professionalc
10. Training of staff
16. Industry-bcised child Ccire
17. Facilities
18. Stand£irds
19. Licensing
20. Continuity with the schools
The investigator interviewed twelve experts and national leaders
in the field of child care. To obtain the names of the persons interviewed
the investigator talked to three of the experts and got their opinion. The
final list represents a consensus of these experts and the investigator.
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The experts were then divided into three categories consisting of
those who were adndnistrators
, researchers^ and those involved in social
policy. The list of experts and categories are as follavs:
Administrators
Mr. Jule Sugarman
Dr. John Niemeyer
Mr. Joseph Reid
Mr. Harley Frankel
Researchers
Dr. Edward Zigler
Dr. Sheldon White
Dr. Martin Deutsch
Social Policy
Dr. Marion W. Edelinan
Dr. Suzanne Woosley
Dr. I/Iary P. Rowe
Ms. Mary KeyserlingDr. Urie Bronfenbrenner
A letter was sent to each expert with the list of experts, and a letter
frcm Dr. Edward Zigler, requesting their cooperation on the investigator's
behalf. The investigator called each expert: and made an’ appointnent for a
personal interview. All request for interviews were granted; and there was
a 100 percent response.
The investigator used a focused interview schedule which is attached
as Exhibit A in the appendix of this study. Thq instructions read to each
expert prior to the interview are as follcws:
The statements listed belcw are twenty issues mentioned most fre-
quently in the Congressional Hearings on cliild care legislation
frcm 1969 thru 1972. The main statement represents the issue and
should be considered in terms of a lew, medium, or high priority
in the totality of the child care debate. Ihe components of each
issue should be considered on the basis of whether you agree or
disagree with the statement. There is no right or wrong answer:
the best answer is the one which nearly represents the way you
personally feel about the statement.
A. Strongly Agree
B. Agree
C. No. Opinion
D. Disagree
E. Strongly Disagree
strongly or always agree with the statement,
usually agree with the statement,
undecided or has no opinion about the statonent.
moderately or usually disagree with the statement.
Strongly or always disagree with the statonent.
Please circle the appropriate priority for eadi issue and mark
an X indicating your opinion of whetlier you agrese or disagree with the
statonent. You may also make any corment you wish about the issue or
any statanent.
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Child care, for the purposes of this study, is defined as those
conprehensive, coordinated sets of activities for the care, protectionand development of infants, preschool and school-age childr^ onTregular basis. Such care relates to any portion of a 24 hour day bya caretaker or parent who is visited by personnel employed in a childserving agency, in or outside the child's own heme.
The investigator during the interview gave the expert a focused interview
schedule and noted their ans\\^rs. Each intein/iew was taped for their comments
which were solicited frem the experts.
Analysis of the Focused Interview Schedule Responses
Table 4. There Needs to be More Research about Child Care Programs.
Priority Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
No. Percent No. Percent No. PciTcent No. Percent
Low 1 25 1 8.3
ffediura 1 25 1 25 2 50 4 33.3
High 3 3 75 -1 25 7 58.3
Seven or 58.3 percent of the experts ranked the need for more research
as a high priority. Four or 33.3 percent ranked it as a medium priority and
one expert in social policy ranked it as a low priority.
Table 4-A. Child Care Should Not be Expanded Until ^fc>re is Known about
the Needs of Children.
Opinion Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
No. Percent tfo . Percent No. Percent No. Percent
S. Agree
Agree 1 25 1 8.3
N. Opinion
Disagree 1 25 3 75 1 25 5 41.7
S. Disagree 3 75 1 25 2 50 6 50
Eleven or 91.7 percent disagreed that child care programs should not
be expanded until more is known about the needs of children. Only one expert
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in the social policy group agreed, but six or 50 percent of those who disagreed,
strongly disagreed.
Table 4-B. Success of Child Care Programs Should be Judged Solely on the
Basis of Sustained I.Q. Gains Over a Period of Time.
Opinion
S. Agree
Agree
N. Opinion
Disagree
S. Disagree
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. ‘Percent
4 100
1
.
25
3 75 4 100
1 8.3
11 91.7
There was 100 percent disagreement by the experts on the issue
of judging child care programs solely on the basis of sustained I.Q. gains
over a period of time.
Table 4-C. Child Care Program Planning Should Depend on the Findings of
Researchers
.
Opinion Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
S. Agree
Agree 1 25 3 75 2 50 6 50
N. Opinion
Disagree 2 50 2 50 4 33.3
S. Disagree 1 25 1 25 2 16.7
On this issue the experts are divided. Fifty percent agreed and fifty
percent disagreed. Three out of four administrators disagreed, but three
out of four researchers agreed. The experts in the social policy group were
divided equally for and against.
i
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Table 5. There Needs to be an Expansion of Child Care Programs
Priority
Administrators Researchers Social Polciy
u .
Totals
No. Percent No. Percent No
. Percent I'Jo. Percent
Low
Medium
High
1 25
3 75
1 25
3 75
1 25
3 75
3 25
9 75
Nine experts or 75 percent ranked the need for an expansion of child
care programs high. Three or 25 percent ranked j.t as a medium priority.
Table 5-A. Child Care Should be Custodial for Children of Working Mothers.
Opinions
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
S. Agree
Agree 1 25 1 8.3
N. Opinion 1 25 1 8.3
Disagree 2 50 1 25 1 25 4 33.3
S. Disagree 2 50 2 50 2 50 6 50
On this issue ten or 83.3 percent of the experts disagreed with the
statement that child care should be custodial for children of working mothers.
Six or 50 percent strongly disagreed. One researcher agreed, and one expert
in the social policy group expressed no opinion.
Table 5-B. Child Care Does not Irrprove the Child's Development.
Opinion
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
S. Agree 1 25 1 8.3
Agree 1 25 1 8.3
N. Opinion 1 25 1 8.3
Disagree 1 25 1 25 2 50 4 33.3
S. Disagree 3 75 1 25 1 25 5 41.7
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The experts generally disagreed with the statenent that child care
does not improve the child's development. Nine or 75 percent disagreed
and of those 5 strongly disagreed. One researcher expressed no opinion.
One expert in the social policy group strongly agreed while one researcher
agreed that child care does not improve the child's developmeait.
Table 5-C. Child Care That is Developmental Should be Reserved Only
for Those Children Who Need It.
Opinion
Aministrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
S. Agree 2 50 2 16.7
Agree 1 25 1 25 2 16.7
N. Opinion 1 25 1 25 2 16.7
Disagree 1 25 2 50 1 25 4 33.3
S. Disagree 1 25 1 25 2 16.7
The experts were scmewhat divided on this issue but generally disagreed.
Six or 50 percent disagreed that developmental, care should be reserved
only for those children who need it. An administrator and one researcher
strongly disagreed. Two experts in the social policy group strongly agreed,
and two other experts expressed no opinion.
Table 6. There Needs to be Clarity on What is Meant by Child Care
Terminology.
Priority
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
Low 2 50 1 25 3 25
Medium 1 25 1 25 2 16.7
High 1 25 2 50 .4 100 7 58.3
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Seven or 58.3 percent of the experts ranked the need for clarity
as a high priority. A researcher and one administrator rated it as a
medium priority, and tovo administrators and one researcher ranked it as
a law priority. All the experts in the social policy group ranked it as
a high priority.
Table 6-A. Day Care is Custodial Care.
Opinion
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent Ito. Perceni
S. Agree 1 25 1 8.3
Agree 2 50 2 16.7
N. Opinion
Disagree 2 50 1 25 1 25 4 33.3
S. Disagree 2 50 1 25 2 50 5 41.7
On this issue, nine or 75 percent disagreed with this statonent, and
of these, five strongly disagreed. Two researchers agreed that day care
is custodial care, and one expert in the social’ policy group strongly agreed.
Table 6-B. Early Childhood Education is Developnental Care.
Opinion
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
No. Percent No. Percent . No. Percent No. Percent
S. Agree
Agree 1 25 1 25 1 25 3 25
N. Opinion
Disagree 2 50 3 75 2 75 7 58.3
S. Disagree 1 25 1 25 2 16.7
There vere seven or 58.3 percent of the experts v;ho disagreed that
early childhood education is developnental care. One administrator and one
researcher strongly disagreed with the statenent. Three or 25 percent of
the experts agreed with the statanent.
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All Day Care Should Be Developmental Care.
Opinions
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Ibtals
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
S. Agree 3 75 1 25 2 50 6 50
Agree 2 50 1 25 3 25
N. Opinion 1 25 1 8.3
Disagree 1 25 1 25 2 16.7
On this issue nine or 75 percent of the experts agreed that all day
care should be developmental care. Only fe/^o or 16.7 percent disagreed, and
one researcher had no opinion.
Table 7. There Need to be Different Types of Child Care.
Priority
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
No. Percent No . Percent No. Percent No. Percent
Low
Medium
High 4 100 4 100 4 100 12 100
All of the experts ranked the need for different types of child care
as a high priority.
Table 7-A. Child Care Programs Should Offer Diversity.
Opinions
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
S. Agree
Agree
N. Opinion
Disagree
S. Disagree
4 100 4 100 3 75
1 25
11 91.7
1 8.3
All of tlie experts except one strongly agreed that programs should
offer diversity. One expert in the social policy group just agreed.
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Table 7-B. Child Care Programs Should be Center-based Only.
/Administrators Researcliers Social Policy ibtals
Opinion iNto. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
S. Agree
Agree
N, Opinion
Disagree
S. Disagree 4 100
1 25
3 75
3 75
1 25
4 33.3
8 66.7
Four experts or 33.3 percent disagree^ and eight or 66.7 percent strongly
disagreed tliat child care programs should be center-based only. One hundred
.
percent of tlie administrators disagreed with tJie statement.
Table 7-C. Child Ccire Programs Should Provide In-hcme Care.
Opinion
Admijiistrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
Mo. Percent No. Percent No. Perc€2nt No. Percent
S. Agree 2 50 2 50 1 25 5 41.7
Agree 2 50 1 25 3 75 6 50
N. Opinion 1 25 1 8.3
Disagree
S. Disagree
There was 91.7 percent agreement on the issue of child care programs
providing for in-hcme care. One researdier offered no opinion.
Table 8. There Need to be Comprehensive Services in All Child Care
Programs.
Priority
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
Low 1 25 1 8.3
Medium 2 50 2 50 4 33.3
High 2 50 2 50 3 75 7 58.3
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Seven or 58.3 percent of the experts ranked the need for coitprehensive
services as a high priority. Four rated it as a medium priority and
one expert in the social policy group ranked it as a low priority.
Table 8-A. Canprehensive Services are Generally Understood By Most
People.
Eleven or 91.7 percent eisagreed tliat ccmprehensive services are
generally understood by most people. Of these, five or 41.7 percent
disagree. One expert in the social policy group agreed with the
statenent.
Table 8-B. Ccnprehensive Services in Child Care Programs Insure Quality.
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
Opinion No. Percent No . Percent No. Percent No . Percent
S. Agree
Agree
N. Opinion
Disagree
S. Disagree
3 75
1 25
3 75
1 25
3 75
1 25
3 75
3 25
On this issue there was 100 percent disagreement by all of the experts.
There were three or 25 percent of the experts who strongly disagreed with
the statanent that canprehensive services in child care insure quality.
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Table 8-C. Ccmprehensive Services Insure Healthy GrcMth and Developnent
of Children.
Opinion
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
No. Percent No. Percent iNfo. Percent No. Percent
S. Agree
1 25 1 8.3
Agree 3 75 1 25 4 33.3
N. Opinion 1 25 1 8.3
Disagree 1 25 2 50 2 50 5 41.7
S. Disagree 1 25 1 8.3
On this issue the experts were divided in their opinion. Six or
50 percent of the expeirts disagreed, and five or 41,7 percent agreed that
ccmprehensive services insure healthy grov/th and development of children.
One researcher expressed no opinion. There was a tendency of nore administra-
tors to agree tlian researchers and experbs in the social policy group.
Table 9. There Needs to be an Agreement on the Age Children Should
1
be Served.
Priority
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals 1
No. Percent
.
No. Percent ^]o. Percent No. Percent
Low 2 50 3 75 2 50 7 58.3
Medium 1 25 1 25 1 25 3 25
High 1 25 1 25 2 16.7
Seven or 58.3 percent of the experts ranked this issue as a low
priority. Three or 25 percent ranked it as a medium priority and one
administrator and one expert in the social policy group rated the need
for agreement on the age children should be served as a high priority.
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Table 9-A. Child Care Should Begin at Prenatal Stage.
Opinion
A3ministrators | Researchers
j
Social Policy
|
Ibtals
No . Percent No . Percent
! No. Percent
i ffo. Percent!
S. Agree
Agree
N. Opinion
Disagree
S. Disagree
2 50
2 50
3
3 75
1 25
3 75
1 25
8 66.7
4 33.3
There was 100 percent agreement by the experts with the statonent that
child care should begin at the prenatal stage, and eight or 66.7 percent
of tlie experts strongly agreed.
Table 9-B. Child Care Should Continue from Birth thru Sixteen.
Administrators
j
Researchers 6
;
Social Policy
j
Totals
j
Opinion No. Percent
|
No. Percent No. Percent
j
No. Percent f
S. Agree 2 50 1 25 1 25 4 33.3
Agree 1 25 1 25 2 16.7
N. Opinion 1 25 1 8.3
Disagree 1 25 2 50 2 50 5 41.7
S. Disagree
J
The experts were divided on this issue. Five or 41.7 percent disagreed,
/
and six or 50 percent agreed that child care should continue from birth
thru sixteen. One researcher expressed no opinion.
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l^ble 9-C. Child Care Should Continue fron Age Three Thru Fourteen.
Opinion
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
1
No . Percent No. Percent rjo . Percent No . Percent
|
S. Agree
Agree
N. Opinion
Disagree
S. Disagree
3 75
1 25
1 25
3 75
1 25
3 75
1 8.3
1 8.3
9 75
1 8.3
On this issue ten or 83.3 percent of the experts disagreed that
child care should continue from age three thru fourteen. One administrator
strongly disagreed. One expert in the social policy group agreed and
one researcher expressed no opinion.
Table 10. There Needs to be Socio-econcmic Mix of aiildren in
Child Care Programs.
Administrators
|
Researchers
!
Social Policy 1 Totals
Priority No. Percent No. Percent
j
No. Percent No. Percent
Low
Medium 1 25 2 50 1 25 4 33.3
High 3 75 2 50 3 75 8 66.7
Eight or 67.7 percent of the twelve experts ranked the need for socio-
econcmic mix of children as a high priority. Four or 33.3 percent rated it
as a medium priority.
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l^ble 10-A. Child Care Should Serve Only low Inccme Children if Federally
Supported
.
Opinion
Administrators
|
Researchers
! Social Policy Totals
No. Percent No . Percent
j
No. Percent l<b. Percent
S. Agree
i
Agree 1 25 1 8.3
N. Opinion
Disagree 1 25 3 75 1 25 5 41.7
S. Disagree 3 75 1 25 2 50 6 50
On this issue eleven or 91.7 percent of the experts disagreed that
Federal programs should serve low income children exclusively. Only one
expert in the social policy group agreed with the statement.
Table 10-B. Adequate Training of Child Care Staff Can Only Be Assured
Through State Certification of Teachers.
Opinion
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
No . Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
S. Agree
Agree
N. Opinion
Disagree
S. Disagree
2 50
2 50
1 25
3 75
2 50
2 50
2 50
7 58.33
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Eleven or 91.7 percent of the experts agreed that Federally funded
child care programs should serve middle class children for a fee. There
v;ere four or 25 percent who strongly
,
but one researcher disagreed.
Table 10-C. Child Care Programs Should Serve Handicapped Children.
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
Opinion No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
S. Agree 4 100 4 100 4 100 12 100
.
There was 100 percent agreement that child care programs should serve
handicapped children.
Table 11, There Needs to be More Parent Involvement in Child Care
Programs .
Priority
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent: ' No. Percent
Low
Medium 1 25 1 25 1 25 3 25
High 3 75 3 75 3 73 9 75
Nine or 75 percent of the experts ranked the need for more parent
involvenent in child care programs as a high priority. Three or 25 percent
rated parent involvenent as a medium priority. The experts confirm what
has become the general trend on the need to get more parents involved.
Table 11-A. Parent Involvenent Should Enphasize Policy and Decision
Making Responsibilities.
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
Opinion No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
S. Agree 1 25 2 50 3 25
Agree 3 75 4 100 2 50 9 75
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There was 100 percent agreement that parent involvenent should enphasize
policy and decision making responsibilities. Three or 25 percent of the
experts strongly agreed. Only in the research group were there none who
strongly agreed, while 50 percent of the experts in the social policy
group strongly agreed.
Table 11-B. Peurent Involvenent Should Enphasize Parents Wbrking as
Staff.
Opinion
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
S. Agree 1 25 1 25 2 16.7
Agree 1 25 1 25 3 75 5 41.7
N. Opinion 1 25 1 25 2 16.7
Disagree 2 50 1 25
.
3 25
S. Disagree
Seven or 57.7 percent of the experts agreed that parent involvement
should emphasize parents working as staff. Two strongly agreed. There
were three or 25 percent who disagreed, including two administrators and
one researcher. One administrator and one researcher expressed no opinion.
There was 100 percent agreement by the social policy group that parents
involvenent should enphasize parents working as staff, as copared to
50 percent for the researchers and 25 percent for the administrators.
Table 11-C. Parent Involvement Should Bphasize iniproving Child
Rearing Abilities.
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Opinion
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
S. Agree 3 75 1 25 1 25 5 41.7
Agree 1 25 2 50 3 75 6 50
No Opinion
Disagree 1 25 1 8.3
S. Disagree
Eleven or 91.7 percent of the experts agreed with the statenent
that parent involvenent should emphasize child rearing abilities. Only
one researcher disagreed.
Table 12. The Needs to be More Utilization of Para-professionals in
Child Care Programs.
Priority
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
Low •
Medium 2 50 1 25 3 25
High 2 50 3 75 4 100 9 75
Nine or 75 percent of the experts ranked the need for more
para-professionals as a high priority. The remaining three or 25 percent
ranked it as a medium priority. The social policy group was 100 percent
in ranking the statement a high priority.
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Table 12-A. Use of Para-professionals Weakens the Program.
Opinion
Administrators Rese:archers Social Policy Totals
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
S, Agree
Agree 1 25 1 8.3
N. Opinion
Disagree 1 25 3 75 2 50 6 50
S. Disagree 3 75 2 50 5 41.7
Eleven or 91.7 percent of the experts disagreed with the statonent
that use of para-professionals weakens the program. Five or 41.7
percent who strongly disagreed. One researcher agreed that use of para-
professionals weakens the program.
Table 12-B. Use of Para-professionals is Harmful to the Children Served.
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
Opinion No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
S. Agree
Agree 1 25 1 8.3
N. Opinion
Disagree 1 25 3 75 2 50 6 50
S. Disagree 3 50 2 50 5 41.7
Eleven or 91.7 percent of the experts disagreed that use of para-
professionals was harmful to the children served. Five or 41.7 percent
strongly disagreed. One researcher agreed with the statement.
Table 12-C. Use of Para-professionals is Valuable with Proper Training.
Opinion
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent ^]o. Percent
S. Agree
Agree
N. Opinion
Disagree
S. Disagree
3 75
1 25
3 75
1 25
3 75
1 25
9 75
3 25
There was 100 percent agreement that training was the key to the use
of para-professionals. Nine car 75 percent of the experts strongly agreed.
Table 13. There Needs to be Adequate Training of Staff to Work in
Child Care.
Opinion
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
Low 1 25 1 8.3
Medium 1 25 1 8.3
High. 4 100 2 50 4 100 10 83.3
The experts gave this issue a high priority. Ten or 83.3 percent
ranked it as a high priority. There was one researcher V'^o gave it
a medium priority and one who rated it as a low priority.
Table 13-A. Adequate Training Will be Accatplished Through the CDA
Program.
Opinions
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
S, Agree 1 25 1 8.3
Agree 1 25 1 25 2 16.7
No Opinion 1 25 1 25 2 16.7
Disagree 1 25 2 50 2 50 5 41.7
S. Disagree 2 50 2 16.7
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The experts were divided on this issue. Seven or 57.7 percent of the
experts disagreed that the CDA would be able to provide adequate training
for child care staff. Only three of the experts felt that it could, and
two expressed no opinion. An administrator strongly agreed, but two
strongly disagreed.
Table 13-B. Adequate Training of Child Care Staff Can Only be Assured
Through State Certification of Teachers.
Opinion
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
No. Percent No. Percent No . Percent No. Percent
S. Agree
Agree
N. Opinion
Disagree
S. Disagree
2 50
2 50
1 25
3 75
2 50
2 50
5 41.7
7 58.3
There was 100 percent disagreement with the idea of state certification
of teachers. Seven or 58.3 percent of the e^^rts strongly disagreed.
Table 13-C. Adequate Training of Child Care Staff Increases the Cost
and Quality of the Program.
Opinion
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
S. Agree 2 50 1 25 1 25 4 33.3
Agree 1 25 3 75 3 75 7 58.3
N. Opinion
Disagree 1 25 1 8.3
S. Disagree
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Eleven or 91.3 percent of the experts agreed that adequate training
increases the quality and cost of child care programs. Only one administrator
disagreed.
Table 14. There Needs to be an Agreement on What Child Care Programs
Cost.
Opinion
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
Low 1 25 3 75 4 33.3
Medium 1 25 1 25 3 75 5 41.7
High 2 50 1 25 3 25
The experts were divided on what priority to assign agreement on the
cost of child care programs. There \>/ere three or 25 percent of the experts
who felt it should be a high priority. Four or 33.3 percent thought it
should be a low priority. Most of the researchers ranked it as a low priority,
and 50 percent of the administrators ranked it as a high priority.
Table 14-A. The Cost of Child Care is Difficult to Determine Because
of Diversity in Programs.
Opinion
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
S. Agree 1 25 1 8.3
Agree 4 100 3 75 2 50 9 75
No Opinion
Disagree 2 50 2 16.7
S. Disagree
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On this issue ten car 83,3 percent of the experts agre^ed that the
cost of child care was difficult to determine. I\vo experts in the social
policy group disagreed.
Table 14 B. The Cost of Caiprehensive Services is too Expensive.
Opinion
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
No. Perc€2nt No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
S. Agree
Agree 1 25 1 25 2 16.7
No Opinion 1 25 1 8.3
Disagree 1 25 1 25 2 50 4 33.3
S. Disagree 2 50 2 50 1 25 5 41.7
There were nine or 75 percent of the experts who disagreed that
corprehensive services were too expensive. One administrator and one expert
in the social policy group agreed, and one researcher expressed no opinion.
Table 14-C. The Cost of Child Care Should IJot be a Factor in
Providing Quality.
Opinion
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
No. Percent No, Percent No. Percent No. Percent
S, Agree 1 25 1 25 2 16.7
Agree 1 25 1 8.3
N. Opinion 1 25 1 8.3
Disagree 2 50 2 50 3 75 7 58.3
S. Disagree 1 25 1 8.3
On this issue eight or 66.7 percent of the experts disagreed, with one
administrator strongly disagreeing. Three experts agreed, and one administrator
and one researcher strongly agreed. One researcher expressed no opinion.
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Table 15. There Need to be I4ore Federal Funds for Child Care.
Priority
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
Low 1 25 1 8.3
t4edium 1 25 1 25 2 16.7
High 3 75 3 75 3 75 9 75
Nine or 75 percent ranked the need for more Federal funds as a
high priority. Two rated it as a mediuin priority, and one expert in the
social policy group gave it a low priority.
Table 15-A. Funds for Child Care Should Cone from Diverse Sources.
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
Opinion No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
S. Agree 1 25 1 25 2 16.7
Agree 3 75 3 75 2 50 8 66.7
N. Opinion 1 25 1 8.3
Disagree 1 25 1 8.3
S. Disagree
There were ten or 83.3 percent of the experts who agreed that funds for
child care should cane from diverse sources. One administrator disagreed, and
one expert in the social policy group expressed no opinion.
Table 15-B. Funds for Child Care Should Cone Through a Voucher System.
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The experts v^ere divided on whether funds should ccme through a voucher
systoTi. Six or 50 percent of the experts disagreed
^
while three experts agreed.
One administrator and two researchers expressed no opinion.
Table 15-C. Funds for Child Care Should Cone from Parent Fees Exclusively.
Opinion
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
S. Agree
Agree
N. Opinion 1 25 1 8.3
Disagree 2 50 2 16.7
S. Disagree 4 100 3 75 2 50 9 75
On this issue eleven or 91.7 percent of the experts disagreed, with nine
or 75 percent strongly disagreeing, that child care should be funded exclusively
from parent fees.
Table 16. There Needs to be a Minimum of Fragmented Child Care
Mrninistration
.
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
Priority No. Percent No. Percent No . Percent No. Percent
Low
Medium
High
2 50
2 50 4 100 4 100
2 16.7
10 83.3
Ten or 83.3 percent of the experts gave the need for less fragmented
child care administration a high priority, but two administrators ranked it
as a medium priority.
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Table 16-A. Child Care Adininistration Should be Divided Amang Goverrmental
Agencies.
Opinion
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
No. Percent No. Percent No. Pe^rcent No. Percent
S. Agree 1 25 1 8.3
Agree 2
.
50 1 25 3 25
N. Opinion
Disagree 3 75 3 75 6 50
S. Disagree 2 50 2 16.7
The experts v\?ere in general disagreement with the statement that child
care should be divided among governmental agencies. Hov^ver, two researchers
and one expert in the social policy group agreed, and one administrator strongly
agreed.
Table 16-B. Child Care Should be Under One Authority.
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
Opinion No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
S. Agree 1 25 2 50 3 25
Agree 3 75 1 25 2 50 6 50
N. Opinion
Disagree 1 25 2 50 3 25
S. Disagree
Nine or 75 percent of the experts agreed that child care should
be under one authority. Three or 25 percent disagreed with of the
experts disagreeing in the social policy group.
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Table 16-C. Child Care Fragmentation is Inpossible to Avoid.
Opinion
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent m. Percent
S. Agree
Agree 2 50 2 50 2 50 6 50
N. Opinion
Disagree 1 25 1 25 2 50 4 33.3
S. Disagree 1 25 1 25 2 16.7
On this issue the experts were evenly divided. Fifty percent of the experts
agreed, and fifty percent disagreed. There was an equal split among the three
groups. Hov;ever, one administrator and one researcher strongly disagreed
that child care fragmentation is impossible to avoid.
Table 17 . There Needs to be Better Coordination of Child 'Care Services
.
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
Priority No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
Low
Medium 1 25 1 25 2 16.7
High 3 75 4 100 3 75 10 83.3
Ten or 83.3 percent of the experts ranked the need for coordination
as a high priority. One expert in the social policy group and one administrator
ranked it as a medium priority. All of the researchers rated coordination as
a high priority.
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Table 17-A. Coordination is Best Achieved Through the 4-C Program.
Opinion
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
S. Agree
Agree 1 25 1 8.3
N. Opinion 2 50 1 25 3 25
Disagree 1 25 3 75 3 75 7 58.3
S. Disagree 1 25 1 8.3
Tliere were eight or 66.7 percent of the experts v^o disagreed that
coordination was best achieved through the 4-C program. Two administrators
and one researcher had no opinion, and only one administrator agreed with
the statanent.
Table 17-B. Coordination of Child Care is the Responsibility of the
Federal Government.
Opinion
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
S. Agree
Agree 2 50 1 25 3 25
N. Opinion 1 25 1 8.3
Disagree 3 75 1 25 2 50 6 50
S. Disagree 1 25 1 25 2 16.7
Eight or 66.7 percent of the experts disagreed that the coordination of
child care was the responsibility of the Federal government. Hov^ver,
three or 25 percent of the experts agreed that it was. One administrator
expressed no opinion.
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Table 17-C. Coordination of Child Care is Impossible.
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
Opinions No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
S. Agree
Agree
N. Opinion 1 25 1 25 2 16.7
Disagree 2 50 1 25 4 100 7 58.3
S. Disagree 1 25 2 50 3 25
On this issue ten or 83.3 percent of the experts disagreed that coordination
of child care is impossible. Two experts had no opinion.
Table 18. There Needs to be a Delivery Systan for Child Care Programs.
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
Priority No. Percent No. Percent tto. Percent No. Percent
IOV7
Medium
High 4 100
1 25
3 75
1 25
3 75
2 16.7
10 83.3
Ten or 83.3 percent of the experts ranked the need for a delivery system
for child care programs as a high priority. One expert in the social policy
group and one researcher ranked the need for a delivery systen as a medium
priority. Four or 100 percent of the administrators ranked it as a high
priority.
Table 18-A. The Delivery System Should be from Federal to Local Agency.
Adininistrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
Opinion No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
S. Agree 1 25 1 8.3
Agree 1 25 3 75 1 25 5 41.7
N. Opinion 1 25 1
8.3
Disagree 2 50 1 25 2 50 5
41.7
On this issue the experts were divided. Five or 41.7 percent of the
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experts disagreed, but six or 50 percent agreed, with one expert in the social
policy group strongly agreeing. Most of the disagreement came fron the
administrators and social policy group, wliile the researchers tended to
agree with the statenent.
Table 18-B. The Delivery System Should be from Federal to State Agency.
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
Opinion No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent}
S. Agree
Agree 3 75 3 25
N, Opinion 1 25 1 25 2 16.7
Disagree 3 75 3 •75 6 50
S. Disagree 1 25 1 8.3
On this issue seven or 58.3 percent of the experts disagreed. Three
researchers agreed that a child care delivery systan should be fron Federal
to state agencies. One administrator and one researcher expressed no opinion.
Table 18. -C. The Present Delivery System is Satisfactory.
Opinion
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
S. Agree
Agree
N. Opinion
Disagree
S. Disagree
3 75
1 25
2 50
2 50
2 50
2 50
7 58.3
5 41.7
There was 100 percent disagreement with the present delivery
systen
for child care programs. There were five or 41.7 percent
of the experts
who strongly disagreed.
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Table 19. There Needs to be More Industry-based Child Care.
Priority
Administrators Resecirchers Social PoUc y Totals
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
Low 3 75 1 25 2 50 6 50
Medium 1 25 2 50 2 50 5 41.7
High 1 25 1 8.3
There were six or 50 percent of the experts who ranked the need for
more industry-based child care as a low priority. Fdve or 41.7 percent
ranked it as a medium priority, and one researcher ranked it as a high
priority.
Table 19-A. Industry-based Child Care Has Been a Failure.
Opinion
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percer>t No. Percent
S. Agree
Agree 1 25 2 50 3 25
N. Opinion 1 25 3 75 4 33.3
Disagree 2 50 2 50 4 33.3
S. Disagree 1 25 1 8.3
Ibe experts vere sanewhat divided on this issue. Four or 33.3 percent
of the experts expressed no opinion. Five or 41.7 percent of the experts
disagreed, and three or 25 percent agreed. One researcher strongly disagreed.
Table 19-B. Industry-based Child Care Should be Encouraged.
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
Opinion No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent NO. Percent
S. Agree
Agree 4 100
1 25
3 75 3 75
1 8.3
10 83.3
N. Opinion
Disagree
S. Disagree
1 25 1 8.3
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On this issue eleven or 91.7 percent of the experts agreed that
industry-based child care should be encouraged/ but one expert in the
social policy group disagreed.
Table 19-C. Industry-based Child Care Should be Provided with Tax Incentives.
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
Opinion No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent ^]o. Percent
S. Agree 2 50 2 16.7
Agree 2 50 2 50 2 50 6 50
N. Opinion 1 25 1 8.3
Disagree 2 50 2 16.7
S. Disagree 1 25
.
1 8.3
The researchers agreed 100 percent that industry-based child care
should be provided with tax incentives. Overall/ eight or 66.7 percent of
the experts agreed. Two experts in the social policy group disagreed/ and
one administrator strongly disagreed. One administrator had no opinion.
Table 20. There Need to be More Facilities for Child Care.
rr
"
1
Opinions
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
Lcm 1 25 1 8.3
I'ledium 1 25 1 25 1 25 3 25
High 3 75 3 75 2 50 8 66.7
On this issue eight experts or 66.7 percent ranked the need for more
facilities as a high priority. Three or 25 percent ranked it a medium priority/
and one expert in the social policy group rated it as a lav priority.
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Table 20 A. Facilities Could be Expanded by the Federal Government
Providing Funds for Construction.
Opinions
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
S. Agree
Agree
N. Opinion
Disagree
S, Disagree
2 50
2 50 4 100
1 25
3 75
3 25
9 75
The experts expressed 100 percent agreement that facilities could be
expanded by the Federal government providing more funds for construction,
TWo administrators and one expert in the social policy group strongly
agreed.
Table 20-B. Facilities Could be Ej^anded by the Federal Government
Providing More Funds for Renovation.
Opinions
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
S. Agree 2 50 2 50 4 33.3
Agree 2 50 3 75 2 50 7 58.3
N. Opinion
Disagree 1 25 1 8.3
S. Disagree
Eleven or 91.7 percent of the experts agreed with the provision of
Federal funds for renovation as a means of expanding facilities. One
researcher disagreed.
I
1
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Table 20-C. Facilities Could be Expanded if Tax Incentives were Given
to Private Industry.
Opinions
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
S. Agree 1 25 1 25 2 16.7
Agree 3 75 2 50 1 25 6 50
N. Opinion 1 25 1 8.3
Disagree 1 25 1 25 2 16.7
S. Disagree 1 25 1 8.3
On this issue eight or 66.7 percent of the experts agreed that child
care could be expanded if tax-incentives were given to private industry.
Three experts disagreed, but one administrator strongly disagreed. One
expert in the social policy group expressed no opinion.
Table 21. There Need to be National Uniform Standards for All Child Care
ProgrcM'.
.
Priority
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
Low 1 25 2 50 3 25
Medium 1 25 1 33.3
High 4 100 2 50 2 50 8 66.7
On this issue eight or 66. 7 percent of the experts ranked the need
for national standards as a high priority. Three or 25 percent ranked it
as a low priority, and one researcher ranked the need for national standards
as a medium priority. Four or 100 percent of the administrators ranked
the need for national standards as a high priority, but one researcher
ranked it low.
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Table 21-A. Child Care Programs Should Meet Federal Standards.
Opinion
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No . Percent
S. Agree 1 25 1 25 1 25 3 25
Agree 3 75 2 50 1 25 6 50
N. Opinion
Disagree 1 25 2 50 3 25
S. Disagree
There were nine or 75 percent of the experts who agreed that child care
programs should meet Federal child care standards. Three or 25 percent
strongly agreed. One researcher and two experts in the social policy group
disagjreed.
Table 21-B. Child Care Programs Should be Monitored and Evaluated.
Opinion
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
S. Agree 1 25 1 25 1 25 3 25
Agree 3 75 2 50 2 50 7 58.3
N. Opinion 1 25 1 8.3
Disagree 1 25 1 8.3
S. Disagree
Ten or 83.3 percent of the experts agreed that child care programs should
be monitored and evaluated. Only one researcher disagreed, and one expert
in the social policy group expressed no opinion.
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Table 21-C, Child Care Standards Should not Consider Cost in Assuring
Quality.
Opinion
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
S. Agree 1 25 1 8.3
Agree 1 25 1 25 2 16.7
N. Opinion
Disagree 1 25 4 100 1 25 6 50
S. Disagree 2 50 1 25 3 25
On this issue nine or 75 percent of the experts disagreed that child
care standards should not consider cost in assuring quality. Three agreed,
and one expert in the social policy group strongly agreed.
Table 22. There Needs to be Licensing of All Child Care Programs.
Priority
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
Low • 2 50 1 25 3 25
Medium 3 75 1 25 3 75 7 58.3
High 1 25 1 25 2 16.7
Seven or 58.3 percent of the experts ranked the need for licensing
as a medium priority. Three or 25 percent ranked it low and only two or 16.7
percent ranked it high. Two researchers and one expert in social policy
thought it to be a low priority.
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Table 22-A. Licensing of All Child Care Programs is Impossible.
Opinion
Alministrators Researchers Social Policy Ibtals
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
S. Agree
T^ree 2 50 1 25 4 100 7 58.3
N. Opinion 1 25 1 8.3
Disagree 1 25 1 25 2 16.7
S. Disagree 1 25 1 25 2 16.7
On this issue eight or 66
.7 percent agreed that licensing of all child
care programs v?as impossible. Four experts disagreec^ and one researcher had
no opinion. All four experts in the social policy group thought licensing
was impossible.
Table 22-B. Licensing Codes Sliould be Uniform in All States and local
Jurisdictions
.
Administrators Researchers Social Policy
|
Totals
Opinion No . Percent No. Percent NO. Percent No. Percent
S. Agree
Agree 1 25 2 50 2 50 5 41.7
N. Opinion
Disagree 2 50 2 50 2 50 6 50
S. Disagree 1 25 1 8.3
The experts were somewhat divided on this issue. Seven or 58.3 percent
of tlie experts disagreed. One administrator strongly disagreed.
Five or
41.7 percent agreed that licensing should be uniform.
Only one out of four
administrators agreed.
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Table 22-C. Licensing of Child Care Should be Done on the Federal
Level Superseding Local Licensing Codes.
Opinion .
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
S. Agree
Agree 1 25 1 8.3
N. Opinion 1 25 1 25 2 16.7
Disagree 1 25 2 50 3 75 6 50
S. Disagree 2 50 1 25 3 25
There were nine or 75 percent of the experts viio disagreed that licensing
should be done on the Federal level. Only one expert in the social policy
group agreed, and one researcher ejq^ressed no opinion.
Table 23. There Needs to be Continuity Between Child Care Programs and
the School System.
Priority
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
Low 2 50 2 16.7
Medium 2 50 1 25 3 25
High 2 50 4 100 1 25 7 58.3
Seven or 58.3 percent ranked the need for continuity betxveen child care
programs and the school syst0n as a high priority . Three or 25 percent
ranked it a medium priority, and two experts in the social policy group
ranked it low. Four or 100 percent of the researchers rated it as a high
priority.
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Table 23-A. Child Care Programs Should be Administered by the School
Systan.
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
Opinion No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percen-l
S. Agree
Agree
N. Opinion
1 25 1 8.3
Disagree 1 25 2 50 2 50 5 41.7
S. Disagree 3 75 1 25 2 50 6 50
On this issue there v;ere eleven or 91.7 percent of the experts who
disagreed, and six or 50 percent who strongly disagreed that child care
programs should be administered by the school systen.
Table 23-B. Child Care Programs Should Enphasize Preparing the Child
for School.
Administrators Researchers Social Policy Totals
Opinion No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
S. Agree
Agree 1 25 1 8.3
N. Opinion 1 25 1 8.3
Disagree 4 100 3 75 3 75 10 83.3
S. Disagree
There were ten or 83.3 percent of the experts vdio disagreed that
child care programs should emphasize preparing the child for school. Only
one researcher agreed that it shoul<^ and one expert in social policy had
no opinion.
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Table 23-C. Child Care Programs Should Include an Expanded Followthrough
Program in the Schools.
Administrators Researchers
|
Social Policy Totals
Opinions No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
S. Agree 1 25 1 25 1 25 3 25
Agree 2 50 3 75 3 75 8 66.7
^J. Opinion 1 25 1 8.3
Disagree
S. Disagree
The experts agreed that child care programs should include an expanded
folla^rtbirough program in the schools. Eleven or 91.7 percent agreed, and
three experts strongly agreed. One administrator expressed no opinion.
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Sunmary
In studying the canments of the twelve experts intervievjed there
were certain recurring themes and responses to statanents in the focused
interview schedule.
On the issue of research most comments were concerned with the
fact that we do know enough about the needs of children to expand child
care programs. Some added that we should not let insistence on more
research stand in tlie way of that expansion. Emphasis should be given
to operationally-oriented research programs as opposed to a psychologiccil
approach about hew children learn, or hew to obtain sustained I.Q. gains.
Even though most of the experts agreed that an expansion of child
care W’as needed, they felt it must be a quality program. All children
had developmental needs, but not all children needed the same developr>ental
services
.
It was evident that the • section on clarity of terminology was
confusing, primarily because the experts had difficulty defining the
terms. There was little comment about the need for different types of
child care. Itost experts tended to agree with the statement about different
types of child care.
The concept of conprehensive services gave the experts the most
difficulty. Alrost all agreed comprehensive seirvices are not generally
understood by most people. Of themselves such services don't insure
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quality or the healthy growth and developnent of children. Good conpretensive
services might insure quality, but it can't be guarnteed.
The experts remarks about an agreement on the age children should
be served reflected a low priority, but a number felt that all children
of different age levels should have an opportunity to be served in child
care programs from prenatal stage to training for parenthood for High School
students
.
Comments by the experts supported socio-economic mix among children.
They believed in general that low income children shouldn't be segregated
and that a sliding fee would be more realistic than to expect parents
to pay the entire cost of child care.
On the issue of parent involvement seme experts were less enthusiastic
about parents working as staff in child care program as opposed to being
involved in the decision maJeing process. The experts warned against using
child care programs as employment opportunities for poor and unskilled
people at the expense of children. And these same experts would encourage
the use of parents and para-professionals with proper training.
The need for less fragmentation is necessary in Fedearal child care
administration so that no one governmental agency has a monopoly. On the
whole experts expressed concern for the need of coordination at all
levels of government, including Federal, state and local. Because 4-C
was never funded it was doomed to failure. Coordination is possible if
there is a real commitment to it.
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The need for a delivery system received a high priority, but many
experts had difficulty with the wording of the statements. Many stated
a desire for a combination of state and local agency as the direct
recipient of funds from the Federal government. Further, they pointed out
the disadvantages of both approaches. For the Federal governrrent to fund
local programs directly would create an administrative monstrosity. Still,
to fund states, \vrauld not measurily mean adequate ard successful programs,
particularly in the south.
Industry-based child care v;as considered relatively unimportant
when vie\^ed as meeting the needs of child care on a large scale. Facilities
could be expanded if the Federal government would provide more money for
construction and renovation, but family day care hemes represent an un-
tapped resource for facilities.
The experts noted that child care should not be administered by the
schools
,
but should include coordination with the schools with a follow-
through program.
When \je look at the issues in their totality and the priorities
assigned by their mean score, they ranked as follows:
There need to be different types of child care 3.000
There needs to be a minimum of fragmented
child care administration 2.833
There needs to be better coordination
of child care programs 2.833
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There needs to be a delivery system
for child care programs 2.833
There needs to be more parent involvanent in
child care programs 2.750
There needs to be more utilization of para-
professionals in child care programs — ^ 2.750
There needs to be adequate training of staff
to work in child care 2.750
There needs to be an expansion of child
care programs 2.750
There need to be more Federal funds for
child care 2.667
There needs to be socio-economic mix of
children in child care programs 2.667
There need to be more facilities for
child care 2.583
There needs to be more research about
child care programs. 2.500
There need to be comprehensive services
in all child care programs. 2.500
There need to be national uniform standards
for all child care programs 2.417
There needs to be continuity betv^een child care
programs and the school system 2.417
There needs to be clarity on what is meant by
child care terminology 2.333
There needs to be continuity between child care
programs and the school system 1.917
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'Iliere ru^s to be an agreesnent on what child
child care progr£iins cost 1 917
There needs to be an agreernent on the age children
should be served ^ 1 583
There needs to be more industry-based child care 1.583
What long range challenge we face is covered in Chapter V.
\
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aiAPTER V
SIM>EVRY, CDISCLUSIONS AISD REEOMMEDCATIONS
INTRODUCTION
This study has been a very satisfying experience for this investigator.
After approximately ten years of vrorking with children's programs in the
field of child welfare, dealing with adoption, foster care, child abuse,
day care, mentally retarded, emotionally disturbed and pre-delinquent
children; the chance to reflect on issues involved in meeting tie child
care needs has been enlightening. One cannot but realize the many carplex
issues existing in the field of child care.
The study has attenpted to set forth three things: First, through
a review of the literature, a comprehensive inquiry of three recent
mjor surveys about child care programs was presented. These surveys
dealt with child care programs and what direction they should take in the
future. A black orientation to problans in Federal child care programs was
considered relative to the general purpose of child care and child
development conditions. Then a historical overview of Federal involvement
in child care programs was traced, and a description of major legislation
introduced in Congress during the last twa years was analyzed. This
extensive overview of the literature was an effort to supply a base of
information about the past, present and future developments in the field
of child care.
The second objective was to analyze the Congressional Hearings on
child care legislation in order to identify these issues being debated.
That debate generated a lot of controversy and prevented the immediate
expansion of child care in the United States in an organized manner.
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The tJiird objective was to get a sense of priority and opinion
on what seemed to be a agreed need in developing child care. This
investigator selected and interviewed personally twelve experts interested
in the child care field. All of these experts were eager to advance
their opinion of \«iiat is right for this nation's children. V^ile each
expert expressed seme difference of opinion, they were unanimous in
their desire to meet children's needs.
The study has tried to put into perspective twenty selected issues
by examining them in seme detail and assigning to them a conposite
priority of the tvelve experts. In analysis of these interviews scare
general trends, seme complete agreement was noted, while other issues
still need clarification.
SumriBry and Conclusions
This candidate has endeavored to identify the issues involved in
child care by reporting testimony of numerous witnesses vAio appeared before
Congress for or against many pieces of child care legislation introduced in
the last tv\'0 years. Many statements were taken verbatim to point up
differences of opinion among witnesses when a particular issue was discussed.
In tackling the issue of whether child care is needed in these United
States, witnesses testified about the number of working wamen; the number
of children of these working women; the number of child care slots to serve
children of working women; and the number of disadvantaged children.
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Ihe broad issue of need and demand will be satisfied only vrtien
this country has made a definite canmitment: that it wants and should
provide child care for its young citizens. Running through the testinony
vere these trends;
1. We really do not know enough about child care and its
effects upon children to justify the enormous cost that would be
incurred.
2. Limited studies shew that developmental programs have no
lasting effect when judged on the basis of gains in I.Q. scores for
children participating in the programs.
3. Day care at present is probably not needed as a developmental
service for two reasons: developmental services have no effect; and
the average middle class family does not need developmental care anyway.
Many witnesses testified about the importance of parent involvement.
From reading that testimony, it was difficult to tell whether there was
really an issue, since every witness spoke in support of parents. In fact,
there were two currents of testimony on parent participation. First vere
those witnesses who testified on the necessity to improve the child rearing
role of parents with their children. And there were those witnesses vdao
believed parents should have a voice in policy and decision making aspects
of any and all child care programs. Although it is not being discussed by him
here, frem the experience of this candidate, the idea of giving a strong
voice to parents in policy and decision making is very controversial.
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Indeed, the only way this issue surfaced in the hearings was in relation to
legislation being debated and to the amount of parent participation allowed
in the bills.
Therefore, vdiat answers do we give questions as: do we need child care?
Should mothers work? Do disadvantaged children need developnental care: do
parents have a right to be involved? These are philosophical and moral matters
.
They can only be answered when this country says yes or no and makes a
commitment to have child care on a country wide basis. If the basic cohnitment
is there, then happily va can put our energy into implomenting that caTTnitment
rather than exhausting our energy in struggles just to get this country
pledged to child care.
Many persons testified that child care was needed; that it improves the
intellectual functioning of disadvantaged children; and that it does get
parents involved. But two or three witnesses cautioned against overstating
what child care would or could do for intellectual stimulation. In terms of
sheer numbers there appears to be a ccmpelling need for child care for
women who work. Still underlying the idea of working women is the belief
that they should stay hone and take care of their children. Many testified
that, regardless of what we would like to have- women in this country do,
the reality is that those women do work and have no place to leave their
children. Two witnesses cautioned against child care because it involved
possible risk from institutionalizing of children and because, "we don't
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knew the effects of child care." If an analogy were rnade between the
institutional care of infants and the harm done them, and child care
(as one witness did)
,
then any child care from his point of view might be
harmful. This is excessive.
The mjority of witnesses strongly supported child care. However,
they differed most on the effectiveness. Hew do you measure effectiveness?
It seems clear that appraising tools do not exist to gauge the effect of
child care. It is interesting to note that many people say this; yet
there is very little work being done on evaluative designs to measure
anything other than I.Q. Ej^erts like Dr. Bronfenbrenner go to great lengths
to declare how unirrportant is the use of I.Q. scores, nevertheless they
proceed to use exactly that same evaluation process to make sv;eeping remarks
about child care.
All other issues and concerns seem to flo^v form the lack of resolve
over who in this country plans for children needing care. Until now the
answer has been everybody, hence, nobody.
The age of children served in child care my be considered in
terms of the human life cycle, it. has been usual to think of serving the
child from age three to five by affording him a head start for school .
But from a develop:nental point of view it is desirable to start serving
the child at birth. If we consider the pressing needs of working mothers,
it is desirable to attend the school-age child, and if the human
goal of
any program is to be effective, then involvement of parents and
potential
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parents is essential. Ihe sadness is that all these goals are worthy, but
they are pursued in a disjointed nenner, related to specific needs only.
What is needed must be the coherence of all aims into a philosophic
integrity of child care - to serve all children, no matter their socio-
econcmic standing nor ethnic attachment.
The concepts and definition of child care cire blurred ard confusing
because they spring from different basis toward differing purposes. Day
care is the term most generally agreed upon and is often thought to mean
the provision of custodial care for children of working motters available
a full-day year round.
Otter terminology employed finds less agreement over meaning. Develop-
mental care has been defined as child care programs which offer conprehensive
services of educational, medical, nutritional, social, and psychological
services; also parent involvenent and career developnent. Child developn:ient
ard early childhood education have been used interchangeably. Day care
programs having an educational component are considered by many people to
be developriental . What day care is or should be has no real distinction,
nor what child developnent is or should be; nor what early childhood
education is or should be. Custodial care has different meaning to different
people ard has not been clearly defined.
Atterrpts have been made to have all day care or all child care activity
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become developmental. But the reality of the times is that
much day care is custodial; the schools stress early child-
hood education; and those who support developmental care
for all try to justify their point of view also.
Developmental care is confused with early childhood
education when evaluations of progress and the effectiveness
of programs take place. Generally, all studies of develop-
mental care evaluate the educational component. Therefore,
the success or failure of that educational component is based
on success in achieving lasting I.Q. gains. This becomes the
basis for deciding the effectiveness of the total developmental
program. Although there is overemphasis of I.Q. as a means
for determining the value of a program it continues to be
expressed. It almost seems that the persistent use of I.Q.
tests to stifle expansion of the developmental concept is
a politically expedient tactic.
Child care, as it presently exists, is a dispersed concept
which is different to different people. Child care cuts across
all disciplines, but no one assumes it as his total responsi-
bility. Until child care is considered a discipline unto it-
S0lf
^
V70 will continue to have the field of education declaring
it education; and welfare asserting the custodial care of
children of working mothers.
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Discussion and Reconunendation
It is the opinion of this investigator on the issue
of research that enough is known about the needs of children
and child care programs to expand child care. However, an
evaluative method should be developed to deal with the
evaluation of non-cognitive aspects of various programs.
A universal definition of terminology should be developed
when talking about day care, custodial care, early childhood'
education and child development. Different types of child care
should be offered to serve children from pre-natal stage
until age 14. Comprehensive services should be available to
child care programs either within the actual program or
through coordination with existing resources in a community.
A socio-economic mix of children is most desirable in child
care programs, giving priority to low-income children. A
philosophy that considers cultural differences among children
which does not reflect intellectual inferioty is important for
sensitivity to cultural differences.
Parent involvement in child care is extremely important
through their participation in the decision making process
and working as staff. However, child care programs must pro-
vide parents with the necessary education and training to allow
them the opportunity to make intelligent decesions and to
work as staff.
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The training of staff and the use of para-professionals
is valuable in improving the quality of child care programs
and insuring sensitivity to cultural differences of the
children served.
The cost of child care is directly related to the
quality of the care and the child-staff ratio we wish to
have in a program. It seems there are two schools of thought.
One is to provide the best quality we can to insure the healthy
growth and development of children. The second approach is to
provide the best child care we can as cheap as possible. Two
questions arise, what is the best quality? and how cheap is
"cheap" without sacrificing quality? A national strategy
could perhaps provide an answer to these questions.
Fragmentation, coordination and the kind of delivery system
needed in child care are probably the most important issues
discussed as far as this investigator is concerned. There can
be no smooth expansion of child care until some systematic
approach is developed to assist existing child care programs
to operate in a coordinated and more efficient manner. But
here is no national strategy to accomplish this charge.
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Industiry basGd child caiTG is importsnt h>GcausG it itg~
prGSGnts an attempt by industry to bGcoma involvGd in social
programs and demonstrates the direct* relationship between
ihe investment industry has in the well being of it's employees
and their children to production goals.
Facilities, standards and licensing procedures are
needed desperately. The field of child care was caught off
guard with the rapid expansion of child care and many programs
were developed with make shift resources, often sacrificing
quality, physical facilities and circumventing licensing re-
quirements.
While the debate continues whether there should be continuity
with the schools, it is important for local schools to recognize
the need to develop cultural sensitivity and evaluation tools
that" measures competences rather than intellectual achievement. .
The continuity advocated here is that of institutional change
on the part of the schools where the best approaches developed
in child care programs can become institutionalized in the
school rather than attempts to impose the existing school
philosophies' on early child care programs.
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In reviewing the issues discussed there are two issues
that did not surface in the Congressional Hearings. The first
seems to be a view in this country that to provide a national
system of child care is to turn over the nation's children
to government and have them reared as children of the "state."
The second issue which did not surface in the testimony was
the concern of black's and other minority groups that few
minorities were involved in planning policy for child care
for minority children in this country. I.Q. has been the
primary tool of evaluating the success of child care programs
based on the normative white middle class expectation. To
score lower than expected classifies the child as inferior
and in need of remedial education based on the child's
"pathology." Thus child care as far as most minority groups
are concerned are viewed as "deficit model" programs.
Only when ther^can be a national strategy to look at
all aspects of this national concern can child care represent
an effective way to approach our nation's young children in
an effort to insure that potential dependency, crime and poverty
will be minimized.
It appears irresponsible to have child care in this country
expanded without a master plan, a strategy, a perceptive attitude.
We are wasting the precious time and energy of many people be-
cause of fragmented planning. As soon as one group develops
a plan, another group or agency constituency proposes
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another plan. Professional child developtent experts often plan in a vacuum
as do econonist and administrators.
Based upon this impelling concern that there is now no national
strategy for child care, this investigator vrould recoimmnd the following
actions
:
1. A national task force be appointed by the President of the
United States to plan and develop a national strategy and approach
for all child care programs, taking into account the issues raised
in this study.
2. A bill be introduced into Congress to implenent the recointiendations
of the task force.
3. An agency within the Federal government be given overall authority
for child care and children's programs, and the power and responsibility
to coordinate with other departments or agencies which have limited
responsibilities for meeting the needs of children.
4. Provide adequate funding on the basis of a truly national
commitment on behalf of this nation's children.
5. Hiere should be a national public caitpaign to educate the
nation on the need for child care.
6. That the country move forthwith to caixy out these
recommendations
.
Orce a plan is developed, the veight of the President and the Congress
must support it fully and call for a national commitment for its urplementation.
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Such varying points of view emerge, that unless thsre is a single unifying
voice to animate the will of people, we will continue to wander in this
velter of disorganized child care.
The bill introduced into Congress should be based on the recormendations
of the task force, free form partisan politics, and directed at doing what is
right for children. Bills introduced into Congress during the last two
years had merit. But our energies were divided between three approaches
to child care; under H.R. 1, the Child Care Corporation Ast, and the
Conprehensive Child Development Act of 1971. A lot of verk and energy went
into debating these bills. We still have inadequate child care provisions
in our country.
If child care vere pursued according to a forceful master plan, then
the roles of government, industry, private and non-profit agencies could
be defined. Funds could be allocated intelligently without state and local
programs having to rob the Federal treasury, which has been the case with
I
Title IV-A funds. Given a cemmi-hnent to serving children, coordination could
become more valid; fragmentation and pov\m: struggles could lessen.
Children would become the center of our vrorthy concern.
Do we really stop to ponder about the needs of children? People who
work close to endeavors of meeting those needs assume that everyone is as
concerned about children as they are. Often this is not the case. In this
country our people are frequently so apathetic to the needs of other
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people’s children, yet so vitally interested in the needs of their own
children.
We must strengthen the individual thinking to care for all the nation's
children compassionately as each responsible person vould care for his own
child.
If could boldly accomplish this, VTOuld gain a national cartitutnent.
We would save from increasing poverty, drugs and crime our country's most
precious resources; our generations of children. We must, we can.
"save the children.
EXHIBIT A
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UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AMHERST • BOSTON • WORCESTER
INSTITUTE FOR GOVERNMENTAL SERVICES
MIDDLESEX HOUSE
AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS 01002 I^ch, 1973
AN IDENTIFICATION AIsT) ANALYSIS OF SELEXNTD ISSUES;
CONGRESSia'IAL HEARINGS ON CHILD CARE
FOCUSED INTER7IBV SCHEDULE
BY
A. KENTON ^mLIAMS
‘ ISG'i'
The stateiients listed below are tvzenty issues mentioned most
frequently in the Congressional Hearings on child care legislation
frcm 1969 thru 1972. The main statonent represents the issue and
should be considereid in terms of a low, medium, or high priority
in the totality of the child care debate. The ccmponents of each
issue should be considered on the basis of whether you agree or
disagree v/itli the statement. There is no right or wrong ansi'/er;
the best ansvrer is the one wiiich nearly represents the way you
personally feel about the statenent.
A. Strongly Agree strongly or always agree vdth the
statement
B. Agree usually agree with the statOTent
C. No Opinion undecided or has no opinion about
the statcanent
D. Disagree moderately or usually disagree with
the statanent
E. Strongly Disagree strongly or always disagree with the
statonent
Please circle the appropriate priority for each issue and mark
an X indicating your opinion of whether you agree or disagree v/ith the
statonent. You may also make any caiment you wish about tlie issue or
any statement.
_
. ^
Child care for the purposes of this study, is defined as those ^
comprehensive, coordinated sets of activities for the c^e, protection
and development of infcmts, preschool and school-age children
on a
regular basis. Such care relates to any portion of a 24 hour
day by
a careta]^er or parent who is visited by personnel srployed
m a chil
serving agency, in or outside the cliild's own hone.
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1. Ihere needs to be more research
about child care prograins.
PRICRITY; m.'?, MEDIUM, HIGH S'.AGREE AGREE N.OPINICN DISAGREE S. DISAGREE
a. Child care should not be
expanded until more is known
about the needs of children
b. Success of child care
prograins should be judged
solely on the basis of sus-
tained I.Q. gains over a
period of time.
•
c. Child care program plann-
ing should depend on the
findings of researchers
I^cftments
:
2. There needs to be an ex-
pansion of child care prograins.
PRIORITY: MEDIUM, HIGH S.AGREE AGREE N. OPINION DISAGREE S.DISAGREE
a. Child care should be custod-
ial for children of working
c nothers
jD. Child care does not improve
Libhe child's development
1
,c. Child care that is develop-
:^nental should be reserved only
'for those children who need it
lorments:
3, There needs to be clarity on
Ijhat is meant by child care
;
j^rminology.
:?RICRITY; LOW, MEDIUM, HIGH S.AGREE AGREE N.OPINIC^ DISAGREE S.DIS?\GREE
I
ii. Day care is custodial care
Early childhood education
».s developnental care
-
All day care should be
llevelopnental care
Ittnments
:
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4.
There needs to be different types
of child care. i
PRICHITY: LdV, MEDIUM, HIGH AGREE AGREE N.OPINICW DISAGREE S. DISAGREE
a. Child care prograiTis should
offer diversity
b. Child care prograins should
be center-based only
c. Child Ccire programs should
provide in-hcme care
CoTiTvants:
5,
There needs to be conprehensive
services in all child care programs.
PRIORITY: 10^7, MEDIUM, HIGH S.AGREE AGREE N. OPINION DISAGREE S.DISAGREE
a. Comprehensive services are
generally understood by most
people
b. Conprehensive services in
child care programs insures
quality
c. Comprehensive services insiire
healthy growth and development
of children :
Ccxrtnents:
6.
There needs to be an agreement •
cn the age children should be served.
PRIORITY: LOW, MEDIUM, HIGH S.AGREE AGREE N.OPINION DISAGREE
S.DISAGREE
-a. Child care should begin
.at prenatal stage
b. Child care should continue
from birth thru sixteen — —
c. Child care should continue
frcm age three thru fourteen
Caiments:
1837. There ncjeds to be socio-econcmic
raix of children in chiJd care prograins.
PRIORITY: LaV, MEDIUM, IIIQI S.AGREE AGREE N.OPINICN DISAGREE S. DISAGREE
a. Child caire slx)uld serve only
lew incesre children if Federally
supported
b. Child care should serve middle
class children for a fee if
Federally supported
c. Qiild care programs should serve
handicapped children
Oomnents:
8.
Tliere needs to be iTore parent
involvement in child care programs.
PRIORITY: LOv^, MEDIUM, HIQi S.AGREE AGREE N.OPIICEON DISAGREE S. DISAGREE
a. Parent involvement should
emphasize policy and decision
making responsibilities
b. Parent involvement should
en:)phasize parents working as
staff
c. Peirent involvement should
empliasize improving child
rearing abilities
Comments: -
9.
There needs to be more utiliza-
tion of para-professionals in child
care programs.
PRIORITY; LQV, MEDIUM, HIGH S.AGREE AGREE N.OPINION DISAGREE S.DISAGREE
a. Use of para-professionals
weaJeens the program —
b.^Use of para-professionals is
harmful to the children served
c. Use of para-professionals is
valuable witli proper training
Cenmants;
10. Ihcre needs to be adequate training
of staff to vrark in child care.
PRIORITY: ID.'J, MEDIUM, HIGH S.AGREE AGREE N.OPINiaj DISAGREE S.DISAGREE
a. Adequate training will be
acccsnplished through tlie
CDA program
b. Adequate training of child care
staff can only be assured
through state certification of
teachers
c. Adequate training of child
care staff increases tlie cost
and quality of the program
Ccerments
:
_
11. There needs to be an agreement
on what child care programs cost.
PRIORITY: LQ*?, MEDIUM, HIGH S.AGREE AGREE N.OPINION DISAGREE S.DISAGREE
a. The cost of child care is
difficult bo deterrfdne because-
of diversity in programs
b. Ihe cost of cenprehensive ser-
vices is too expensive
) c. Ihe cost of child care should
I
not be a factor in providing
x1 quality
i
XJ Garments: ,
; 12. Ihere need to be more Federal
i funds for child care.
:j PRIORI'K: IOT, medium, HIC3H S.W3REE
AGREE N.OPINiaN DISAGREE S.DISAGREE
I
,j a. Funds for cliild care should
j
come from diverse sources —
i
; b. Furds fear child care should
come through a voucher system —
I
I
c. Funds for child care should
I
car>e from parent fees exclusive-
:
ly
!
<\ Garments; '
i
I
ii
—
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13. Inhere needs to be a miniimjm
of fragmented child care administration. •
PRIORITY: mV, MEDIUi, HIQI S.AGREE AGREE N.OPD'IION DISAGR122 S. DISAGREE
a. Child care administration should
^ divided among governmental agen-
cies.
lb. Child care administration should
ibe under one autliority
I
0 . Child care fragir^itation is
impossible to avoid
i^amrents;
L4. Ihere needs to be better coordi-
"lation of child care services.
PiraORITY: KX'J, MEDIUM, HIGH S.AGREE AGREE N. OPINION DISAQ^ S.DISAGREE
i. Coordination is best acheived
dirough the 4-C program '
).. Coordination of all child care
Ls the responsibility of tlie Federal
fovemment
Coordination of child ceire is
mpossible
Icarments:
5. Hiere needs to be a delivery
lystem for child care programs.
RIORTTY: LOt'J, MEDIUM, HIGH S.AGREE AGREE N. OPINION DISAGREE S.DISAGREE
I
The delivery systen should
j>e frcm Federal to local agency
Hie delivery system should
^ from Federal to state agency
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16.
llicre ncx}ds to bo irore jjidustry-
based child care.
PRIORITY: m'7, MEDIUM, lECai S.AGREE Aa^ N.OPINIOM DISAGREE S.DIS?%GREE
a. Industry-based child care has
been a failure
b. Industry-based child care
should be eiicouraged
c. Industry-based child care
should' be provided v;itli tax
incentives
CoTunents
;
17.
There need to be more facilities
for child care.
PRIORITY: MEDIUM, HIGH S.AQ^ AGI^E N.OPINiaNi DISAQ^ S.DISAGREE
a. . Facili.ties could be expanded
by the Federal government providing
funds for construction ^ •
b. Facilities could be expanded
by the Federal government pro-
viding more funds for renovation
c. Facilities could be expanded if
tax incentives were given to private
industry
Cenraents:
18.
There need to be national uniform
standards for cill child care programs.
PRIORITY; LOW, MEDIUM, HIGH S.AGREE AGREE N.OPINION DISAGREE S.DIS?.GREE
a. Child care programs should
meet Federal standards
b. Child care programs should
be monitored and evaluated —
c. Child care standards should
not consider cost in assuring
quality
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19. ihere needs to be licx^nsing of all
cliild care progr£in^.
PRIORITY: 107, IvEDIUT-I, IHQI
a. Licensing of all child care
prograirs is inpossible
b. Licensing codes should be
uniform in cill states and local
jurisdictions
c. Licensing of child care should
be done on the Federal level
superseding local licensing codes
Ccnments:
20. There needs to be continuity
betxveen child care programs and the
school system.
PRIORITY: 107, MEDllM, HEGtl S.AGREE AGREE N.OPINION DISAGREE S.DISAGREE
a. Child care programs should be
administered by the school systen
b. Child care progirams should
emphasize preparing the child
for school
C, Child care programs should
include an expanded follav-
through program in the schools
Garments:
i
1
'
I
I
1
I
S.AGREE AGREE N.OPIN107 DISAGREE S.DIS^.Q^
i
I
1
i
(
i
I
EXHIBIT B
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LIST OF WITNESSES WHO TESTIFIED
i: « <«
3. Dr. Robert Cooke, Professor of Pediatrirc; inhn
D^E«rtinent if PsychoW^anS'SIlfLvelopnent
Ccm^i^^S4teicsr'ttIiv^S“of SlSSy Sll^e“f^e^ictee°"
Gieger, Professor and Chairman, Department of PreventiveMedicine, “^gts University School of Medicine, Boston, Mass
9 Dr*
Education, University of Chicago. . :^1 Schaffer, Research psychologist. Center for Studies of child
Health, National Institute for Mental Health, HEW10. Dr. Milton Akers, Executive Director, National Association for theEducation of Young Children
n^‘
VJhite, Professor of Educational Psychology, 'Harvard University12. Dr. Alice Keliher, Teacher, author and educational consultant
Professor, Department of Psychology, Western
14. Jule Sugerman, Acting Director, Office of Child Development
15. Ms. Elizabeth Koontz, Director's Vfcmen's Bureau, U.S, Department of Labor
16. Mrs. Leon Ginsberg, President, National Cormittee for the Day Care of*
Children
17. Kenneth Jolinson, Day Care Specialist, Pennsylvania Department of Welfare
18. Dr. Urie Bronfenbrenner
,
Professor of Psychology and Human Development,
Cornell University
19. Dr. Susan W. Gray, Director, Damonstration and Research Center on Early
Childhood Education, George Peabody College.
20. Dr. Mark Shedd, Superintendent of Schools, Philedelphia
,
Pa.
21. Ned Goldberg, Consultant, National Federation of Settlonent and Neighboring
Centers, Inc.
22. Richard Ney, Universal Education Corp. Vice presidetit
23. Dr. Bettye M. Caldwell, Director, Center for Early Developnent and Education
Little Rock, Arkansas
24. Dr. James Colanan, Professor of Social Relations, John Hopkins University
25. Sister Mary James, Director, Community Teacher Program
26. Ms. Stevanne Auerbach, Assistant to Special Assistant for Urban Education
to the Cormissioner of Education, Office of Education, HEW
27. Carl J. Megel, Director of Legislation, American Federation of Teachers
28. Larry Feldman, Director, Day Care and Child Developi\ent Council of i^merica
29. Howard Samuel, Amalgamated Clothing VZorkers of America
30. Edwin Martin, Acting Associate Coimissioner
,
Bureau of the Education of
the Handicapped, Office of Education, Washington, D.C. HEW
31. John Naisbitt, President, Urban Research Corporation
32. Ms. Oliver C. Carmichael Jr., Cl!airm£m, Ccmraunity Planning Division,
United Ccmraunity Service, St. Joseph County, Indiana
33. Sam Winston, Director, Hansel Center, South Bend, Indiana
34. Clark, La Mendola, Director, Ccmraunity Planning Division, United Ccnmunity
Service, St. Joseph County, Indiana
35. Murray H. Finley, Vice president and Manager, Chicago Joint Board,
J^lgamated Clothing VJorkers of America, AFL-CIO
36. Dr. Bruno Bettleheim, Early Childhood Specialist, University of Chicago
37. Eliot Richcurdson, Secretary of HEW
38. Dr. Edward Zigler, Director, Office of Child Developnent
39. Stephen Kurzman, Assistant Secretciry for Legislation, HEW
40. Dr. James Bax, Ccnmissioner
,
Ccmraunity Service Administration, HEW
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42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
consultant, Abt. Associates,obertE. Holly, American Baptist Hone Mission Societies
Care Association of Jtonteganery CountyM^ B. Durbin, President, Durbin Child Care CenterCl^e Carpenter, Secretary and Treasurer, Durbin Child Care Center
Day care
Comittee, National Capital
Inc.
Pa.
Area
Mec^.er, President, Universal Education Corporation
49. B^ard Koteen, Chairman, National Council of Jewish Wtmen50. John Niemeyer, Day Care and Child Development Council of /merica
of pSiaSics
Cliairman, Coimittee on Legislation, American Academy
52. John Sti^bs, Director, Maryl^d Department of Brtployment and Social Services
President, Joint Ccnmission on the Mental Health
of Children and the American Psychiatric Association
54. Gerald P. Austin, President, Day-Care Facilities Development Services
55. Dr. Richard Hinze, Senior Vice President, Living and Learning Schools
56. Fred C. Fisher, United Neighborhood Houses, New York, Inc.
57. Mrs, S.P. Auerbach, Chairman, 4-C Loui.ville cmd Jefferson Co. Ky.
58. Dr, George E. Urlich, Professor, Department of Psychology, VJestem Michigan
University, Learning Village of Kalamasoo
59. Child Welfare League of America
60. Ms. Rita C Davidson, Secretary, Maryland Department of Employment and
Social Services, Baltimore, Md.
61. Ms. Patricia Williams, President, Parent Organization of the Bethany-
LencK Hill Day Care Center and Neightorhood ssociation
62. Carol Lubin, United Neighborhood Houses of New York City
63. Ms. Phyllis Robinson, Head Start Parent, Providence, Fhode Island
64. Miriam Green, Teacher Aide, National Federation of Settlenents, N.Y.
65. League of VJonen Voters
66. National League of Cities and U.S. Conference of Mayors
67. National Association for the Education of Young Children
68. Urban League
69. Paul Minarchenko, American Federation of State, County and Municipal
Employees
70. C. Ross Cunningham, Christian Science Ccranittee on Publications
71. Ken Nordling, Health and Welfare Council of National Capitol Area
72. Vicki Lathcm, National Organization f^r Women
73. Jule Sugarman, Administrator, Human Resources Administration, N.Y.C.
74. John Niemeyer, President, Bank Street College of Education, NYC
75. Dr. Reginald S. Lourie, Medical Director, Hillcrest Chi dren Center,
Joint Commission ori the Mental Health of Children.
76. Dr. Leonard Mestas, Colorado Migrant Council, Mexican A erican Systems,
Denver, Colorado
77. Ms. Cecilia Suarez, Research Coordinator, Chicano Cultural Center
78. Ms. Jane Galvin Lewis, Program Coordinator, National Council of Negro
Women
79. Ms/. Evelyn Moore, Black Child Development Institute, Wash. D.C.
80. Kenneth Young, Asst. Director, Departoent of Legislation A^-CIO
81. Ms. Evelyn Dubrow, International Ladies Garment Workers Union
82. Ms. Jane O’Grady, Amalgamated Clothing Vforkers of America
83. Dr. Marion Wright Edelman, W^ashington Research Action Council, Wash.D.C.
84. Dale Meers, Psychoanalyst, Social Worker, Research Associate Childrens
Hospital, Wash, D.C.
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85.
86 .
Professor of Social Philosophy, New Yonk University
0-7 kT’ Representative fron New York
u x r
QQ
ChishoM, Representative frcm New York
rq’
Greer, Executive Director, Council for Exceptional Children89. Governor, Archie Moore, Governor of West Virginia
Jane 0 Grady, American Clothing Workers of America
Gov. Calvin L. Rampton, Governor of Utah
obert E. McNair, Former Governor of South Carolina
Educational Ccmmission of the States
^ Dublin. Econonic Consultant, Director, Windows on DayC^e Pro3ect; and Former Director, Wanen's Bureau, U.S. Department of Labor95. Cranston, Alan, Senator frcm California
96. Lowe, Dr, Charles, Scientific Director, National Institute of Child
Health and Human Development, HEW
97. Bayh, Birch, Senator frcm Indiana
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
98. Caner, James, Yale Child Study Center, Yale University
99. Weikart, Dr. David P.
, President of Highscope Educational Research Foundation
Upsilanti, Michagan
100. Forsyth, Dr. William, Chairman, Infant and Pre-school Conmittee,
American Academy of Pedeatrics
101. Ballard, John, H. Executive Director, Welfare Council of Metropolitian
Chicago
102. Cooney, John, Baecutive Director, Children Television VJbrkshop
103. DeHon, La Vaughn, Director Head Start program, Vincennis, Indiana
104. Dubnoff, Mrs. Belle, Director, Dubnoff School for Educational Therapy
105. Egbert, Robert, Director, Followthrough, HEtV
106. Fishman, Jacob, DR., Professor of Psychiatric, Howard University
107. FT.iedman, Richard E., Executive d irector
,
Better Government Association
108. Gordcxi, Helen, Child Care Coordinator, Portland 4-C Steering Ccmnittee
109. Grossett, I4s. Majorie, Director, New York Day Care Council
110. Gordon, Dr. Ira, Institute of Human Resources, University of Florida
111. Hallsted, Harry, Chaiman, Early Childhood Council, Silver Springs, MD.
112. Jacobs, Andred, Congressman frcm Indiana
113. Jones, Roger H. Mrs. Vice president, Parent Cooperative Pre-schools Inti.
114. Schott, Ms. Pertince, A Working Itother
115. Shealy, Leonard, Great Britain Child Development Expert
116. Thcmas, Edna, President, Newark Day Care Council
117. Wagner, Dr. Marsden, Chairman, Carmittee on Early Child Care of the
American Health Association
118. Ward, Tony, Former Director, East Harlan Black Schools
119. Bulls, Kate, Executive Director, KLH Child Developnent Center
120. Brunner, Dr. Jercme, Professor of Psychology, Harvard University
121. Gibbons, Sam, Congressman frcm Florida
122. Johnson, Dr. Amos, Trustee of the Family Health Foundation of America
Univ rsity of North Carolina
123. Kirk, Ms. John S., President, Day Care Council of Westchester
124. Koch, Edv\^ard, Congressman frcm New York
125. Little, Ms. Dorthy, V7elfare Mother
126. Martdji, John B. Conmission r. Administration on Aging, SRS, HEW
127. Messick, Samuel, Educational Testing Service, Prijiceton, N.J.
128. Mikva, Abner, Congressman frcm Illinois
129. Norella, Sam, International Vice-President, Amalgamated Clothing
Wbrkers of America
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W. 80th Street Ccxjperative Day Care
130. Pittman, Ms. Dorthy, Director,
Ceinter
131. R^ush, MS. Nancy, Founder American Montessori Society
132. Riessman, Frank, Director New Career Development Center, N.Y.
133. Robinson, Dr. Wade, Director, Central Midwest Regional Educational
Laboratories.
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PEI^NS INTERVIHn’ED
1. Dr. Edward Zigler
professor and Director
Child Development Program
Department of Psychology
Yale University
333 Cedar Street
New Haven, Connecticut 06510
2. Dr. Sheldon V?hite
Laboratory of Human I>avelopment
Larson Hall
Harv£u:d University
Appian Way
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
3. Dr. Urie Bronfenbrenner
Professor of Human Development
Department of Human Development
and Feamilies Studies
New York State College of Human Ecology
Cornell University
Ithaca, New York 14850
4. Mr. Jule Sugarman
Administrator
Human Resources Administration
New York, New York
5. Dr. Marion W. Edelman
Director
Center for Law and Education
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
6. Ms. Mary D. Keyserling
Acting Director
National Conmittee for Children and Youth
1401 K. Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C.
7. Dr. Mary P. Powe
Assistant to the Provost on
Wbmen's Affairs
M.I.T.
Cambridge, Massachusetts
I
8. Dr. John Niemcyer
President
Bank Street College of Education
610 W. 112th Street
New York, New York
9. Mr. Joseph Reid
Child V7elfare liCague of America
67 Irving Place
New York, New York 10003
10. Dr. Martin Deutsch
Director
Institute for Developmental Studies
New York University
465 W. End Avenue
New York, New York 10024
11. Mr. Heirley Frankel
Chief, Bureau of Child Development
Office of Child Development
Department of Health, Education and Welfare
400 6th Street, S.W.
V7ashii'igton, D. C.
12. Dr. Suzcinne Vfoosley
Office of the Assistant Secretary
for Planning and Evaluation
Department of Health, Education and Vfelfare
Washington, D. C.
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lett^ written Uie twelve experts
Dr. Sheldon I'Jhite
laboratory of Human Developiient
larson Hall-Room 409
Harvard University
i^ian Way
Cambridge, Ifessachusetts 02138
Dear Dr. White:
Currently there exist a great deal of confusion on the part of manypeople about child care. President Nixon in his veto nessage relating
to -^e Ccmprehensive Child Development Act of 1971, called for a
national debate on child care.
As one means of providing the information needed in this urgent
i^tional debate
,
I arii conducting a study that v^ill seek to assist
in the setting forth and clarification of selected issues relating
to child care.
To identify these issues I have reviewed Congressional Hearings from
1969 thru 1972, listed the witnesses, their orgemizations and noted
their testimony. About one-hurdred thirty-three persons testified.
From this testimony I noted sane forty-six different issues. I re-
duced these issues to the twenty most frequently mentioned and from
these I have developed a focused interview schedule.
My plan is to interview twelve of this nation's leading experts in the
field of child care to obtain their sense of priority and opinion
of these issues. A list of people I am interviewing of whan you are
one is enclosed.
I should like to request an hour of your time for this personal
interview. My own schedule is flexible. If you can give me an appoint-
ment this would be very helpful to me. Since I must complete the inter-
views soon, I plan to call you or your secretary to schedule an a
an appointment to meet at your office.
Thanking you in advance.
Kenton Williams
KW/kw
EXHIBIT E
New Haven, Connecticut o6_jxo
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DEPARTMENT OP PSYCHOLOGY
333 Cedar Street
I
Dear
Mr. Kenton Williams was a trusted aide during my tenure as
Director of the Office of Child Development. He is presently on
leave from the office in order to complete a Ph.D. at the University
of Massachusetts. His dissertation, appropriately enough, is concerned
with child care in America. As part of this effort, he has developed
a questionnaire which he would like you to complete. I ask for your
assistance in this matter inasmuch as I consider Kenton's dissertation
to be the type of scholarly foundation required if this nation is to
move meaningfully in the child care field.
I might also add that I have every expectation that Kenton
will eventually become a key decision maker in respect to our nation's
child care activities and hopefully will be able to integrate bureau-
cratic know-how with substantive knowledge about children and programs
for them.
Thank you for your help on this project.
Sincerely,
/^(jO Cc^
Edward Zigl:^
Professor and Director,
Child Development Program
^
EZ/mal
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